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Abstract
Embedded systems are broadly defined as systems designed for a particular applica-
tion. The functionality of an embedded system is divided into hardware and software
components. Synthesis of the hardware component involves designing a custom cir-
cuit for the hardware portion of the input application. Synthesis of the software
component consists of designing a processor that is suited for the software portion of
the input application and generating code that implements the functionality of the
software component on the designed processor. Short design cycles and increasing
embedded system complexity make it impractical to perform manual processor ar-
chitecture exploration and code generation. In order to effectively explore the design
space for the software component of embedded systems, a retargetable code generator
is required.
This thesis presents the Aviv retargetable code generator that generates optimized
machine code for a specified target processor. Aviv is capable of compiling application
code into machine code for a variety of architectures. In particular, it is focused on
generating code for architectures with instruction-level parallelism.
The key problems in code generation are instruction selection, resource alloca-
tion, and scheduling. Most current code generation systems solve these problems
sequentially. However, these problems are interdependent; therefore, solving them in-
dependently can lead to suboptimal code. In order to address the interdependencies,
Aviv solves all three problems concurrently. Aviv uses a new graphical representa-
tion, the Split-Node DAG, to specify all possible ways of implementing the software
component of the application on the target processor. A heuristic algorithm utilizes
the information embedded in the Split-Node DAG to solve the various problems of
code generation concurrently, thereby identifying a globally optimized solution.
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Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Consumer electronic products have become an integral component of modern daily
life. In recent years, society has witnessed a proliferation of electronic devices such as
cellular phones, personal digital assistants, and laptop computers. The complexity of
these new products is increasing as designers attempt to provide additional function-
ality while meeting strict design constraints. In addition, market competition and
the increasing demand for electronic equipment are pushing designers to shorten the
design cycles of new products.
Modern electronics are controlled by complex digital systems that must meet
strict constraints in terms of performance, cost, size, and power consumption. In
a competitive marketplace, performance and cost are critical in differentiating one
product from another. In addition, low cost and superior performance increase the
likelihood of broad consumer acceptance of new electronic products. Size constraints
limit the amount of functionality that can be incorporated into a product design.
Finally, low power consumption is necessary for portable electronic equipment that
is battery-operated.
Designing an entire complex system as an Application Specific Integrated Cir-
cuit (ASIC) is neither economical nor practical. ASICs exhibit low design flexibility
because they do not support design changes at late stages of the design cycle. Fur-
thermore, ASICs require long design cycles which incur a high design cost. Therefore,
ASICs are not well suited to meet the short time-to-market requirements of new elec-
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tronic products. As a result, design trends have migrated away from full ASIC imple-
mentations towards systems that include programmable components. Programmable
processors increase flexibility by allowing design changes to occur at late stages of the
design cycle. In addition, systems containing programmable components are easier to
implement than ASICs. As a result, they require shorter design cycles and reduced
design costs.
An embedded system is a computer system whose hardware (ASIC) and software
(programmable processor and application code) are designed for a specific application
rather than for general-purpose computing. Examples of embedded systems include
engine management units, dishwasher controllers, and cellular phones. The design of
embedded systems addresses the design constraints discussed above. One of the main
characteristics of embedded systems is that the design of the software component is
as important as the design of the hardware component. The software component of
embedded systems is referred to as the embedded software, and the processor on which
the software is executed is referred to as an embedded processor.
In order to meet the design constraints of embedded systems, it is common to
integrate the entire system on a single integrated circuit (IC) [20]. This is enabled
by current deep submicron processing technology which supports the integration of
over 200 million transistors on a single IC [57]. Figure 1-1 illustrates a possible
system-on-a-chip architecture consisting of a processor core, program ROM, memory,
application specific circuitry, and peripherals. The processor core may be an off-
the-shelf processor core or an in-house Application Specific Instruction-Set Processor
(ASIP). An ASIP is a processor that is designed to efficiently execute the software for
a specific application. Regardless of whether a newly designed ASIP or a preexisting
processor core is used, the selected processor should be well suited for the given
application.
Although incorporating a complete system on a single IC may improve perfor-
mance, cost, and power consumption requirements, such a high level of integration
constrains the size of the system components. Furthermore, the cost of an integrated
circuit increases exponentially with its size [29]. As a result, it is imperative to design
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Figure 1-1: A heterogeneous system-on-a-chip
both the hardware and software components with minimum size in mind. This im-
plies that, not only the ASIC and embedded processor need to be designed within the
size constraints of the given IC, but the remainder of the system components must
meet the strict size constraints as well. The program ROM, which stores the appli-
cation code that is to be executed on the embedded processor, is a good candidate
for size reduction efforts. Reducing the size of the application code reduces the size
of the program ROM. The application code size can be reduced by developing a code
generator geared towards producing code that is optimized for minimum code size.
In order to design an embedded system, the embedded system application is par-
titioned into hardware and software components. An ASIC is designed to implement
the functionality of the hardware component. The design of the software component
consists of: (1) designing a processor (ASIP) to execute the software component, and
(2) generating code that implements the functionality of the software component on
the designed processo-. In order to produce a highly optimized software component,
it may be necessary to explore multiple target processors. This implies that the code
that is generated for the software component would have to be compiled for various
target processor architectures.
The difficulty in producing code for an ASIP is that compilers for high-level lan-
guages, such as C or C++, are not readily available for newly designed ASIPs. There-
fore, the traditional approach to developing embedded software code has been to write
27
the application code in assembly language (44]. As the complexity of embedded sys-
tems increases, programming in assembly language and optimizing the code manually
become impractical. Furthermore, hand coding virtually eliminates the possibility of
changing the embedded processor architecture since the code must be rewritten every
time the processor architecture is modified. In order to be able to explore various
target processors and automatically generate code for each different architecture, a
retargetable code generator - a code generator that can automatically generate code
for different target architectures - is required.
This thesis focuses on the task of retargetable code generation. The major contri-
bution of this thesis is the presentation of the Aviv retargetable code generator [26)
which automatically produces optimized machine code for a variety of target pro-
cessor architectures. In addition, this thesis presents the Instruction Set Description
Language (ISDL) [23, 22] which is a machine description language that was developed
to support the communication between the ASIP design and the retargetable code
generation systems.
1.1 The Aviv Retargetable Code Generation Sys-
tem
The Aviv retargetable code generator supports the exploration of the processor de-
sign space by producing optimized machine code for target processors with various
instruction set architectures. It focuses on architectures exhibiting instruction-level
parallelism (ILP), including Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures. The
code generated by Aviv is optimized for minimum code size in order to reduce the
size requirements of the program ROM that stores the generated code.
Code generation consists of the following three tasks:
9 Instruction Selection - Selecting the target processor instructions that will best
implement the functionality of the input code.
* Resource Allocation - Assigning target processor resources including functional
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units, registers, and memories to each selected instruction.
* Scheduling - Ordering the selected instructions so that all data dependencies
are satisfied and the resulting schedule length is minimized.
Most current code generation systems address these tasks sequentially. However,
previous studies have shown that optimizing one task of code generation without
taking into account the effect on the other tasks leads to suboptimal results [20]. Aviv
avoids this problem by addressing the various code generation tasks concurrently,
thereby increasing the likelihood of finding a globally optimal solution.
The remainder of this section describes the structure of the Aviv retargetable
compiler. It begins with a general overview of a typical compiler structure and con-
tinues with a high-level presentation of the Aviv code generation framework.
1.1.1 Typical Compiler Structure
Compilers typically consist of a front-end and a back-end [3]. The input to the
compiler front-end is the application program written in a high-level language. The
front-end transforms the high-level code into a machine-independent intermediate rep-
resentation of the program. During this process, the front-end may perform machine-
independent optimizations on the input code. The compiler back-end converts the
intermediate representation into assembly or binary code specific to the target pro-
cessor. Ordinary compilers assume a specific target architecture and optimize the
code for that architecture only. A retargetable compiler's back-end must infer the
capabilities of the target processor from an input description of the processor and
retarget its optimization functions to the given target processor.
1.1.2 Aviv's Code Generation Framework
Aviv's code generation framework is illustrated in Figure 1-2. Its front-end consists of
the SUIF' [60] and SPAM [49] compilers. The SUIF compiler is a research compiler de-
'Stanford University Intermediate Format
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Figure 1-2: Retargetable code generation framework using AVIV
signed to facilitate the experimentation and development of new compiler algorithms.
It receives the application source code, written in a high-level language such as C or
Fortran, as input, and converts it to an intermediate representation named SUIF [50].
The SUIF compiler performs a series of machine-independent transformations in order
to improve the quality of the code. Some examples of machine-independent optimiza-
tions are dead-code elimination and loop transformations such as loop-invariant code
motion and loop unrolling. Transformations such as loop unrolling result in an in-
crease in available parallelism within a segment of code.
After performing machine-independent optimizations, the optimized SUIF inter-
mediate representation of the application code is passed to the SPAM compiler. The
SPAM compiler is a retargetable code generation and optimization framework for
embedded Digital Signal Processors (DSPs). It was designed to be a developer retar-
getable compiler. This means that using SPAM, a developer can build an optimizing
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compiler for a new architecture by making function calls to various routines within
the SPAM compiler using appropriate machine-specific parameters. Within the Aviv
code generation framework, the SPAM compiler is used to convert the SUIF interme-
diate representation into a set of machine-independent basic block Directed Acyclic
Graphs (DAGs) that are connected through control flow information. Each node of
the DAG represents an operation in the input application, and each edge specifies a
precedence relation between a pair of nodes.
In order to convert the machine-independent representation of the application
code into a machine-specific representation, the back-end of the Aviv compiler must
receive a description of the target processor. This description is provided using the
ISDL machine description language. The ISDL description of the target processor is
produced by the ASIP design system or by a high-level specification module in the
case of an off-the-shelf processor.
The Aviv retargetable code generator receives the machine-independent basic
block DAGs and the ISDL description of the target processor as input. It converts
the basic block DAGs into machine code that can be executed on the target processor
by following the steps listed below:
1. Parse the ISDL description and store the extracted information in various
databases (Chapter 4).
2. Convert the basic-block DAGs into Split-Node DAGs (SNDAGs) (Chapter 4).
3. Cover the nodes of the Split-Node DAG with target processor instructions
(Chapter 5).
4. Ensure that each selected instruction is valid using the constraint checker (Chap-
ter 7).
5. Assemble the assembly format of the selected instructions into binary format
(Chapter 8).
The first step of the Aviv compiler is to parse the ISDL description and extract
all of the information relevant to the various steps of code generation. This infor-
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mation is stored in databases that assist the code generator in subsequent steps of
the code generation process. For example, one database stores all of the operations
that the target processor can execute, while another database stores all of the storage
capabilities of the target processor.
The second step of the Aviv compiler is to convert the machine-independent DAGs
into a machine-dependent graphical representation called the Split-Node DAG. The
Split-Node DAG explicitly represents all possible ways of implementing the applica-
tion code on the target processor. The structure of the Split-Node DAG and the
process by which it is created are described in detail in Chapter 4.
Before describing the remaining steps of Aviv's code generation methodology, the
distinction between target processor operations and instructions should be clarified.
The Aviv code generator and the ISDL description language both support architec-
tures with instruction-level parallelism. Instruction-level parallelism implies that a
single target processor instruction may represent multiple operations that are to be
executed in parallel.
The third step of the compilation process is to select a set of target processor
instructions that will optimally cover the nodes of the Split-Node DAG. Covering a
node refers to selecting a target processor operation whose functionality is equivalent
to the functionality of the node. Trade-offs between available resources and potential
parallelism on the target processor are considered when covering the nodes.
During the third step, the selected operations are merged into target processor
instructions. However, not all possible mergings of operations into instructions are
valid (e.g., some operation groupings may result in resource conflicts). In order to
ensure the validity of a potential instruction, the fourth step of Aviv's compilation
methodology passes each potential instruction through a constraint checker. The
constraint checker compares each instruction to all of the target processor constraints
specified in the ISDL description. If the instruction satisfies all of the constraints
then it is a valid instruction, and it may be selected to cover the corresponding nodes
of the Split-Node DAG. The instructions selected to cover the Split-Node DAG are
output in the assembly language corresponding to the target processor.
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The fifth and final step of the compilation process assembles the selected in-
structions into binary (machine) code. The assembler for the target processor is
automatically generated using the assembler generator.
As illustrated in Figure 1-2, within the Aviv compiler, the ISDL description is
used to create the databases that assist the code generation process, to extract the
constraints of the target processor for the constraint checker, and to automatically
create an assembler for the target processor.
1.2 The Software Synthesis Loop
The Aviv retargetable code generator is one element of a software synthesis system
that supports the automatic exploration of potential target processor architectures.
Such a system can be used to produce an ASIP and corresponding code that are best
suited for the software component of the input application. In this system, the ASIP.
generation module produces an ASIP for the input application. Aviv then generates
code for the input application using instructions available on the target ASIP. Once
the code has been generated, an instruction-level simulator analyzes the generated
code and provides feedback to the ASIP generation module about the appropriateness
of the ASIP for the input application. Based on this analysis, the ASIP generation
module refines the ASIP in order to better satisfy the requirements of the input appli-
cation. Aviv then regenerates code for the application using instructions available on
the modified processor. The ASIP generation (or modification) and code generation
loop, referred to as the software synthesis loop, is iterated until an optimized ASIP
and corresponding code are generated. This design loop is highlighted in Figure 1-3.
In the first iteration of the software synthesis loop, the ASIP generation module
analyzes the input application and estimates the utilization of the operations (e.g.,
addition and subtraction) present in the application code. Based on the utilization
estimates, the ASIP generation module proposes an initial target architecture. The
proposed architecture may be an ASIP or an off-the-shelf processor. If an ASIP is
selected as the target architecture, then it is described to the code generator using
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Figure 1-3: Software synthesis methodology
ISDL. The software synthesis loop is then iterated until an acceptable ASIP and
corresponding code are produced. If an off-the-shelf processor is selected, then the
ASIP generation step is skipped. Furthermore, if a compiler for this processor already
exists, then the software synthesis task simply consists of compiling the software
component using the preexisting compiler. If a compiler does not exist, then the
off-the-shelf processor is described using ISDL. Aviv then generates code for the
processor. In this scenario, no iteration of the software synthesis loop is required
because an off-the-shelf processor cannot be modified.
In addition to being used by the code generator to compile the application code
into machine code, the ISDL description is also used to automatically produce an
instruction-level simulator (ILS) and a hardware model of the target ASIP [25]. The
ILS executes the compiled machine code and produces an execution address trace.
From the address trace, the ILS generates dynamic instruction frequencies for the
input application. The dynamic instruction frequencies together with the compiled
machine code determine the dynamic operation frequencies. Finally, from the dy-
namic operation frequencies, the ILS derives utilization statistics for the operations
and functional units available in the target ASIP architecture. The hardware model
of the ASIP determines the silicon area and power consumption requirements of each
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operation and functional unit.
The ASIP generation module modifies the target architecture based on the utiliza-
tion statistics produced by the ILS. Operations or functional units with low utilization
may be redundant and can potentially be removed. Alternatively, a functional unit
with very high utilization may denote a bottleneck requiring the allocation of addi-
tional resources. For example, if the only functional unit that contains a multiply
operation has a high utilization and multiply operations comprise a substantial per-
centage of the operations for that unit, then multiplication resources are a bottleneck
and should be expanded. The silicon area and power consumption costs, provided
by the ASIP hardware model, are considered whenever operations or functional units
are added or removed.
Additionally, the Aviv code generator may provide information that is used to
improve the ASIP architecture. In particular, information about the number of load
and spill operations required for the target application helps determine the optimum
size of the register files.
After modifying the target architecture based on the statistics generated by the
ILS and the hardware model of the previous target processor, the code generation
and evaluation processes are repeated. The software synthesis loop is iterated until
a suitable ASIP and corresponding optimized machine code are obtained. The opti-
mized ASIP and its corresponding machine code comprise the software component of
the embedded system being designed.
1.3 Project ARIES
The hardware and software components of embedded systems are highly interre-
lated. In order to effectively consider the trade-offs in embedded system design, the
hardware and software should be designed and evaluated in a unified environment.
Hardware-software co-design methodologies [21, 30, 53, 40, 10] have evolved to sup-
port concurrent and unified development of the hardware and software components.
This section begins with a high-level description of hardware-software co-design.
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Figure 1-4: A generic hardware-software co-design methodology
It then presents Project ARIES as one possible implementation of a hardware-software
co-design system. ARIES is an automated design system that enables the generation
of mixed hardware and software embedded systems. The software synthesis system
described in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 is a component of the ARIES [12] hardware-software
co-design project.
1.3.1 Hardware-Software Co-Design
A simplified view of a generic hardware-software co-design methodology is shown
in Figure 1-4. In this design flow, the system functionality is partitioned into hard-
ware and software components. Hardware synthesis consists of designing application
specific circuitry (ASIC) for the hardware component. Software synthesis involves:
(1) selecting a target processor to execute the software component, and (2) generating
code that implements the functionality of the software component on the selected tar-
get processor. Once the hardware and software syntheses are completed, the ASIC,
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Figure 1-5: ARIES framework
processor, and generated code are combined into a complete system model. The en-
tire system is then evaluated using a hardware-software co-simulator. If the design,
constraints are not satisfied, a new hardware-software partition is created, and the
design process is repeated until an acceptable design is determined.
ARIES is an implementation of a hardware-software co-design methodology. The
remainder of this section describes its framework and design methodology.
1.3.2 The ARIES System Design Framework
The ARIES design framework, shown in Figure 1-5, consists of four interrelated sub-
systems addressing the various tasks of embedded system design.
1. The high-level specification analysis and partitioning subsystem is responsible
for analyzing the system specification and aiding in the task of partitioning the
system into a hardware component and a software component.
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2. The ASIC generation subsystem synthesizes the hardware component into an
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC).
3. The ASIP generation subsystem receives the software component of the in-
put application and produces a customized Application Specific Instruction-Set
Processor (ASIP) for the given application software. The ASIP design is then
transmitted to all subsystems using the Instruction Set Description Language
(ISDL).
4. The Aviv code generator receives the ISDL description of the target ASIP and
the software component of the input application as input. It generates binary
code that implements the software component on the target ASIP.
This framework mimics the typical embedded system structure which consists of an
embedded processor, custom software, and custom hardware.
1.3.3 The ARIES System Design Methodology
ARIES uses a hardware--software co-design methodology that supports custom ASIP
development. A block diagram of the ARIES design methodology is presented in
Figure 1-6. The shaded blocks correspond to the software synthesis portion of the
design methodology.
A behavioral description of the input application is provided to ARIES using a
high-level system specification language such as Scenic [36). The system specifica-
tion is analyzed in order to estimate the costs of different implementations of the
specified system. Based on these estimates, several implementation options are ex-
plored. These options consider various partitions of the application into hardware
and software components. The partitioning of the system specification into hard-
ware and software components yields: (1) a behavioral description of the hardware
component functionality, and (2) C code describing the functionality of the software
component. In addition, an analysis of the software component may provide an initial
ASIP architecture specification to the ASIP generation (synthesis) subsystem.
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The behavioral description of the hardware component's functionality is input to
a hardware synthesis tool that produces an optimized ASIC implementation of the
hardware component. The behavioral description is written in a hardware descrip-
tion language (HDL) such as Verilog [54] or VHDL [48]. The description is then
mapped onto a set of hardware library elements specified by the integrated circuit
manufacturers. Hardware synthesis has been studied in great depth, and standard
hardware synthesis tools, such as the Synopsys VHDL Compiler(TM) or Synopsys
HDL Compiler for Verilog [58], may be used to produce the ASIC.
The processor (ASIP) synthesis and code generation steps are intimately related
and were described in Sections 1.1 and 1.2. The ASIP synthesis system provides
a potential target ASIP, described using ISDL, to the code generator. The Aviv
code generator receives the ISDL description of the target processor and the C code
describing the functionality of the software component. From this input, it generates
optimized code that implements the functionality of the software component on the
target ASIP.
An instruction-level simulator (ILS) for the ASIP is created from the ISDL descrip-
tion. The ILS simulates and evaluates the code generated by Aviv. An automated
hardware model generator uses the ISDL description to generate a hardware model
of the ASIP. The hardware model derives estimates for silicon area, power consump-
tion, and cycle length. The hardware model estimates and the simulation evaluation
statistics are used by the ASIP synthesis module in order to refine the target architec-
ture. The refined ASIP description is provided to the code generator, and the ASIP
synthesis and code generation cycle (the software synthesis loop) is repeated until no
further improvements can be made to the ASIP design.
There are several additional modules that complete the embedded system design.
These include an interface synthesis module which creates hardware that commu-
nicates between the hardware and software components. The interface hardware
is combined with the hardware component ASIC to produce a complete hardware
model. In addition, an operating system (OS) generation module creates an OS for
the application code. The complete software model includes the operating system
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software, the ASIP, and the generated code.
The resulting ASIC, ASIP, and generated code are combined into a complete sys-
tem model, and the entire design is evaluated to determine if the design constraints
have been satisfied. If the design constraints are not satisfied, a new hardware-
software partition is created, and the overall design process is repeated until an ac-
ceptable design is obtained.
1.4 Contributions of this Thesis
This thesis presents the Aviv retargetable code generator. The Aviv code generator
is a working system that automatically generates optimized code that implements
the functionality of a given input application on a specified target processor. Aviv
focuses on producing high quality code for architectures with instruction-level paral-
lelism. Its optimization functions target minimum code size in order to reduce the.
size requirements of the on-chip program ROM of the embedded system.
The most significant contribution of Aviv is its approach to addressing the in-
struction selection, resource allocation, and scheduling tasks of code generation con-
currently. Aviv focuses on this problem because solving each code generation task
independently produces suboptimal results. The code generation steps are interde-
pendent; thus, only the concurrent consideration of the trade-offs between these tasks
has the potential of finding a globally optimal solution.
In order to address the various tasks of code generation concurrently, Aviv first
transforms each block of code in the input application into a new graphical repre-
sentation called the Split-Node DAG. The Split-Node DAG explicitly represents all
possible ways that the input application can be implemented on the target processor.
In order to reduce the complexity of the code generation tasks, Aviv uses a heuristic
covering algorithm to produce optimized machine code from the Split-Node DAG.
In addition to presenting the Aviv retargetable code generator, this thesis also
presents the ISDL machine description language which was developed to support the
communication between the ASIP generation module and the Aviv retargetable code
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generator.
1.5 Organization of this Thesis
This chapter began with an introduction to embedded system design and motivation
for the study of retargetable code generation. It motivated the study of retargetable
code generation by describing the software component of embedded systems in detail,
stressing that in order to be able to explore the architectural design space of the ASIP,
a retargetable code generation environment is required. Next, an overview of the Aviv
code generation framework and methodology was provided in order to briefly illustrate
the various components of the code generation process and to provide a glimpse into
the topics covered in this thesis. A description of an iterative design solution, referred
to as the software synthesis loop, was then presented. This iterative solution addresses
the close relationship between the design of the target ASIP architecture and the code
generation process. Finally, the ARIES system was presented as a unified framework
for the automated design of mixed hardware and software embedded systems. The
Aviv retargetable code generator is one element of this system. The rest of this thesis
describes each component of the Aviv code generator in greater detail.
Work related to the issues addressed by the Aviv retargetable code generator
is presented in Chapter 2. The related work is divided into three areas. The first
examines previous attempts to address multiple tasks of code generation concurrently.
The second describes related work on retargetable code generation systems and how
they compare to Aviv. The third presents previous work on machine description
languages.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the ISDL machine description lan-
guage. Chapter 4 describes the structure of the Split-Node DAG. Chapter 5 then
explains the method used to cover the Split-Node DAG with target processor instruc-
tions. Chapter 6 describes the handling of control flow in Aviv.
In the course of Aviv's development, several tools were built to assist in the code
generation process. These include the constraints checker, described in Chapter 7,
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and an assembler generator, described in Chapter 8.
Chapter 9 presents results obtained by running the Aviv code generator on various
code segments with varying target processor architectures. Chapter 10 concludes
this thesis and proposes directions for future enhancements of the retargetable code
generator.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
This chapter presents previous work related to retargetable code generation. It focuses
on work in three problem areas. The first area concerns addressing multiple tasks of
the code generation problem concurrently. This problem has been approached using
various techniques. Most techniques only group a subset of the code generation tasks
(e.g., register allocation and scheduling, but not instruction selection). However, a
few methods attempt to group all tasks into a single unified solution environment.
The second area of related work addresses the design of retargetable code gener-
ators. Various systems have been designed to address the problem of retargeting a
code generator to new architectures. In order to address the complexity of the various
tasks involved in code generation, each system uses a set of heuristics to solve the
code generation problem in a reasonable amount of time. The systems developed for
retargetable code generation vary in: (1) the format in which the target processor
and input application are described, (2) the internal data structures used to model
the code generation problem, and (3) the heuristics used to produce optimized code.
The third area of related work concerns the format in which the capabilities of the
target processor are described to the code generator. Many machine description lan-
guages have been developed for this task. However, the goals of the various languages
are not always the same. As a result, the languages differ in the level of specification
(e.g., structural versus behavioral), in the structure of the descriptions, and in the
details that are explicitly provided.
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2.1 Related Work on Addressing Multiple Tasks
of Code Generation Concurrently
Previous studies have indicated that performing the various phases of code genera-
tion as independent steps leads to inefficient code because the phases are interdepen-
dent [20]. This suggests that in order to generate optimal code, the various phases
of code generation should be solved concurrently. Numerous efforts that attempt to
couple multiple code generation phases exist in the literature and a representative set
is summarized below.
2.1.1 Integrating Register Allocation and Instruction Schedul-
ing
Bradlee et al. [6] studied the effect of integrating register allocation and instruction
scheduling for RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processors. The study
compared the performance of three strategies: (1) a simple postpass strategy in which
global register allocation is performed prior to instruction scheduling; (2) a varia-
tion of Integrated Prepass Scheduling (IPS) in which the scheduler is invoked prior
to register allocation, and it must schedule within a local register limit; (3) a new
technique called RASE (Register Allocation with Schedule Estimates) that integrates
register allocation and instruction scheduling by giving the register allocator cost esti-
mates that quantify the effect of its allocation choices on the subsequently generated
schedule. The three strategies were developed as part of the Marion Code Generator
Construction System [7] which was designed to produce retargetable code generators
for RISC processors.
The postpass strategy cleanly separates register allocation and instruction schedul-
ing. It serves as a basis for comparison to techniques that couple these two phases.
The second strategy is a variation of IPS. In IPS [19], the scheduler attempts to
find a schedule that does not exceed a specified local register limit. If the register limit
cannot be satisfied, then spills must be inserted by the register allocation step which
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follows the scheduling step. There are several differences between the original IPS
and the variation used by Bradlee et al. The first distinction is that the original IPS
technique performs global register allocation before running IPS; therefore, only local
register allocation is performed after scheduling. In Bradlee's version, the register
limit used by the scheduler corresponds to a global register limit rather than a local
limit. The second difference is that in the original IPS technique spills are scheduled
by the register allocator. In Bradlee's version, a postpass (second) scheduler is invoked
after register allocation to reoptimize the schedule with the added spill code.
The third strategy Bradlee et al. considered, RASE, couples register allocation
and instruction scheduling more closely than the IPS strategy. The close coupling
of the two phases is achieved by providing the register allocator with schedule cost
estimates that allow the allocator to quantify the effect of its choices on the scheduler.
In contrast, IPS only uses a heuristic to attempt to minimize the scheduler's impact
on the register allocator.
Bradlee's study concluded that strategies that treat register allocation and schedul-
ing independently result in inefficient schedules. Both RASE and IPS are significantly
better than the two phase strategy. These results indicate that some level of integra-
tion is necessary to produce efficient schedules.
2.1.2 Performing Data Routing and Scheduling Concurrently
In [28], Hartmann presents an algorithm for performing data routing and scheduling
concurrently in programmable ASIC systems. Typically, automatic generation of
microcode has two phases. The first phase generates sequential vertical microcode
that includes the routing of results of an operation from the output of one functional
unit to the input of another functional unit (i.e., data routing). In particular, the
first phase decides whether an intermediate result is kept in a register or in memory.
The second phase compacts the sequence of operations. However, the two phases
are interdependent; thus, Hartmann proposes a new scheduler that integrates data
routing into scheduling.
Hartmann's scheduler is embedded in the framework of the Cathedral-Il [56] sys-
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tem. The Cathedral system is used to transform all operations in the application into
operations available on the target processor. This includes converting operations not
available on the target processor into multiple operations whose combination is func-
tionally equivalent to the original operation. In addition, Cathedral decides whether
or not complex operations should be used to cover the input application. Hartmann's
scheduler then performs scheduling and data routing on the representation it receives
from the Cathedral system. This scheduler assumes that each operation has already
been assigned to a particular functional unit.
Hartmann's scheduling scheme is complicated by the fact that poor scheduling
decisions can lead to deadlock'. Therefore, a check for deadlock must be made for
each decision made by the data router. The scheduler loops through all of the opera-
tions, giving priority to operations whose operands are not located in memory (these
operations utilize scarce register resources). The operation is scheduled in the current
cycle provided that: (1) the required resources for the current operation are available,
(2) scheduling the operation will not result in deadlock, and (3) the data router was
successful in finding a route. If no further operations can be scheduled in the current
cycle, then the process is repeated for the next cycle until all operations have been
scheduled.
2.1.3 Unified Resource Allocation for Registers and Func-
tional Units in VLIW Architectures
URSA (Unified ReSource Allocator) [5] is a resource allocator that addresses register
and functional unit allocation in a unified manner. The URSA technique operates on
a DAG representation of the application program and consists of three phases. The
first phase measures the resource requirements of the DAG and identifies regions with
excess requirements (requirements that cannot be supported by the target processor).
'An example of a situation that leads to deadlock is when two operations require a load of their
input variables into the same location. If one of the operands of the first operation gets loaded
together with one of the operands from the second operation, then neither operation can continue
and deadlock occurs.
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The second phase applies transformations that reduce the resource requirements to
levels supported by the target processor. The third phase carries out the assignment
of resources.
URSA is primarily concerned with the allocation of resources and not their actual
assignment. It uses a DAG that represents reuse information to measure the pro-
gram's resource requirements and to identify regions that have excess requirements.
Transformations are applied on these regions to remove the excess resource require-
ments. In order to reduce register requirements, two possible transformations can
be utilized. The first transformation inserts additional dependence edges into the
DAG. These edges sequentialize the register usage, resulting in reduced register re-
quirements. The second possible transformation is to introduce load and spill nodes
into the DAG. This reduces the number of live variables that must be stored in the
registers. In order to reduce the functional unit requirements, the only possible trans-
formation is to insert dependence edges that reduce the parallelism available in the
DAG. This results in a reduction in the number of functional units required. Since
all three types of transformations operate on the same DAG, they may be applied in
an integrated manner. Once the DAG transformations have been incorporated, the,
resource assignment and code generation phases may be executed.
2.1.4 Integrating Code Selection and Register Allocation into
Instruction Scheduling
Mutation scheduling [43] provides a unified compiler-based approach for exploiting
the functional unit and storage capabilities of a target processor. It integrates in-
struction selection and register allocation into the instruction scheduling phase of
code generation. These tasks are integrated in an attempt to dynamically adapt a
given program to optimally match the characteristics of the target architecture.
Mutation scheduling is a "value-oriented" approach to instruction scheduling.
This means that it allows the computation of any given value to change dynamically
during scheduling in order to conform to varying resource constraints and availabili-
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ties. Mutation scheduling accomplishes this by associating each value, defined in the
program, with a mutation set. A mutation set includes all functionally-equivalent
expressions that can compute the given value using different resources of the target
architecture. When attempting to schedule the expression that currently generates
a given value, if the resources associated with that expression are unavailable, then
another functionally-equivalent expression can substitute the current expression. The
alternate expression, or mutation, is selected from the mutation set. The alternate
expression selected should better suit the available resources.
Mutation sets are also used to integrate register allocation into the scheduling
process by allowing a mutation set to change dynamically during scheduling. This
ability permits the addition of new expressions that calculate the given value to the
mutation set. Thus, if a value has already been computed and is resident in a register,
then a reference to that register will become one of the expressions in the mutation
set associated with that value.
The mutation sets and their transformations are integrated into an existing Global
Resource-constrained Percolation (GRiP) [42] scheduler to yield a mutation schedul-
ing system. Using GRiP, operations are progressively scheduled earlier until the
scheduler is blocked by resource dependencies, true data dependencies, or false data
dependencies (e.g., when no free registers are available). Whenever one of these depen-
dencies is encountered, the mutation set is used to attempt to remove the dependency.
When trying to find a new mutation for values that cause true data dependencies or
functional resource dependencies, the new mutation should be one that can be sched-
uled earlier. Scheduling the value earlier allows expressions that depend on that value
to be scheduled more easily. The mutation set transformations can also be used to
free registers when the register resources become unavailable.
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2.1.5 Integrating Instruction Selection, Resource Allocation,
and Scheduling for Heterogeneous Register Machines
In [59], Wess presents a new methodology for the efficient code generation of expres-
sion trees for heterogeneous register set machines. This methodology uses trellis trees
in which each operation node of the expression tree is replaced by its equivalent trellis
diagram. A trellis diagram represents an instruction as a connection between all its
source and destination operand nodes. A trellis diagram explicitly models all possible
register sources, destinations, and combinations thereof. The source and destination
nodes define the state of a trellis diagram. Each state can represent a single register,
an arbitrary memory location, or a combination of possible registers. A state that
contains multiple heterogeneous registers designates that the operand can come from
(in the case of a source operand) or go to (in the case of a destination operand) any
of the storage locations represented by that state.
By traversing a trellis tree bottom-up, optimal normal form programs can be
generated in time that is linearly dependent on the size of the trellis tree. This is
achieved by first calculating the minimal state cost for each state. The cost of a state
is defined as the cost of the instruction that utilizes the operands corresponding to
that state. Then, all edges and connections which do not result in minimal state
cost are removed. Optimal normal form programs correspond to paths in the reduced
trellis tree.
This method of code generation integrates scheduling, register allocation, and
instruction selection into one optimization algorithm that produces optimized vertical
code. However, compaction (the process of merging multiple operations into single
parallel instructions) is performed after the previous portions of code generation have
been completed. It is possible that instruction selection decisions made in covering
the trellis trees with vertical code may not be the best decisions for a machine with
a high degree of parallelism. Thus, this algorithm is not well suited for orthogonal
architectures such as VLIW architectures.
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2.1.6 Summary and Comparison to Aviv
The work described in this section summarized several prior attempts to address
multiple code generation tasks in a unified manner. The first three projects pro-
vided motivation and algorithms for concurrently addressing two subtasks of the
code generation process. In particular, Bradlee et al. found that some integration of
the register allocation and scheduling tasks is necessary to produce efficient sched-
ules. Hartmann introduced an algorithm for performing data routing and scheduling
concurrently. The URSA project addressed the problem of performing register and
functional unit allocation in a unified manner. The last two projects addressed the
tasks of instruction selection, resource allocation, and scheduling concurrently. The
mutation scheduling scheme is similar to Aviv in that it addresses the various phases
of code generation concurrently, but it uses different heuristics. Wess's work using
trellis trees, however, does not address the compaction phase of code generation until
after vertical code has been generated.
Aviv builds on this previous work by addressing all subtasks in a unified manner.
This includes addressing instruction selection, register and functional unit resource
allocation, data routing, scheduling, and compaction concurrently. Aviv focuses on
generating optimized code for architectures with instruction-level parallelism. In or-
der to make use of the parallelism available on such architectures, it is imperative to
address the compaction task of code generation together with the other code genera-
tion tasks.
2.2 Related Work in Retargetable Code Genera-
tion
Several projects have been developed to respond to the growing need for retargetable
code generators in the design of embedded systems. Retargetable code generators
attempt to fully automate the process of translating a high-level software application
into optimized code that can run on a specified target processor. Issues involved in
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the design of retargetable code generators range from the level of specification of the
target processor (e.g., structural or behavioral descriptions) to the type of heuristics
used to try to solve the code generation problem optimally. A representative set of
these research efforts is summarized in this section.
2.2.1 The Record Compiler Generator
The RECORD compiler generator [34, 38] compiles programs written in the DSP-
specific programming language, DFL [39], into binary code. RECORD compilers are
generated from a structural (netlist) description of the target processor provided
in the MIMOLA HDL [4]. The benefit of a structural description, such as a register
transfer level (RTL) netlist, as opposed to a behavioral description, is that a structural
description simplifies the analysis of architectural trade-offs. However, in order to
generate code from a structural description, the instruction set must first be extracted
from the description. The RECORD compiler uses the Instruction Set Extraction (ISE)
method described in [33] to generate an instruction set (behavioral) description from
an RTL netlist. Once the instruction set description is available, instruction selection
is performed. Instruction selection is the process of selecting a set of target processor,
instructions to cover the instructions of the input application. In order to perform
instruction selection, the target processor and the input application instructions are
represented as instruction patterns. The RECORD compiler then uses the IBURG [16]
tool set to match the target processor instruction patterns to the patterns representing
the input application. The IBURG tool set supports the automatic generation of
pattern matchers for any given target instruction set. After instruction selection is
completed, an optimization step that attempts to compact multiple operations into
parallel instructions is performed.
There are several differences between the RECORD compiler and the Aviv code
generator. The first is that the RECORD compiler begins with a structural description
of the target processor rather than a behavioral description. Behavioral descriptions
are preferable for code generation because they explicitly model the instructions avail-
able on the target processor. The RECORD compiler includes an additional phase of
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code generation that extracts the instruction set from the structural description.
Although behavioral descriptions are preferable for code generation, structural de-
scriptions may simplify the synthesis of the target architecture hardware. Another
distinction between the two compilers is that the RECORD compiler addresses the
various phases of code generation independently (i.e., code compaction and register
spill minimization are performed after instruction selection) whereas Aviv addresses
them concurrently in order to find a globally optimized solution.
2.2.2 FlexWare
FlexWare [46] is a software/firmware development environment for ASIPs and com-
mercial processors. It is composed of an instruction set simulator, INSULIN [52], and
a retargetable code generator, CODESYN [45]. INSULIN provides a cycle-true VHDL-
based simulation environment. CODESYN takes an algorithm written in a high-level
language and maps it into the target instruction set to produce optimized machine
code for ASIPs and commercial processor cores.
The target processor is described to CODESYN using a mixed-level model that in-
cludes a behavioral level description of all possible partial instructions (i.e., microin-
structions), an abstract netlist describing the data path topology, and a definition of
the register classes.
In CODESYN, code generation begins by converting the high-level source program
into a hierarchy of Control-Data Flow Graphs (CDFGs). A pattern matching phase
then determines the possible set of target processor instructions that can perform the
functions of the CDFG. This is performed by trying to match the partial instruc-
tions (described as small CDFGs) to portions of the source CDFG. The number of
attempted matches is minimized by organizing the partial operation CDFGs into a
hierarchical tree-like structure [37]. This structure is organized such that if a partial
operation pattern does not match a portion of the CDFG, then it is possible to prune
the tree of possible matches at that point. It is guaranteed that no matches are pos-
sible beyond that point because any pattern further down the tree is a superset of
the patterns above it.
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After the set of all possible target processor matches have been identified, a dy-
namic programming [1] technique is used to select the best instructions to cover the
source CDFG. Once instruction selection is completed, register allocation can be per-
formed. At this stage, if any microoperation can be executed in parallel with another
microoperation, then the multiple operations are compacted into a single horizontal
instruction. The last step is to assemble the instructions into their binary represen-
tation.
The main difference between CODESYN and Aviv is that, like the RECORD com-
piler, the CODESYN methodology addresses the various phases of code generation
independently. Aviv, on the other hand, focuses on determining a globally optimized
solution by considering instruction selection, resource allocation, and scheduling con-
currently. Furthermore, the target processor description used by CODESYN is not the
same description used by INSULIN. ISDL, on the other hand, is used to describe the
target processor to all the design tools in the software synthesis portion of Project
ARIES.
Another distinction between the two approaches is that CODESYN does not con-
sider the required register-to-register moves or spill-to-memory operations until after
instruction selection has been completed. This implies that during register allocation
it may be necessary to add such data transfer operations in order to place the data
in the correct location. Aviv embeds all required data transfer operations directly
into the Split-Node DAG representation (Aviv's version of the CDFG). As a result,
in covering the Split-Node DAG, the required data transfer operations will automat-
ically be considered when evaluating the trade-offs between multiple operations that
execute the same function on different hardware resources. In addition, the data ma-
nipulation operations and data transfer operations are covered simultaneously. This
optimizes the schedule from the start to include all required operations.
2.2.3 Chess
CHESS [31] is a retargetable code generation environment for fixed-point DSPs and
ASIPs. It generates machine code for the target processor, described in the nML
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language [14, 17), and provides feedback as to how well suited the target processor is
for the given application.
The nML target processor description is translated into an Instruction-Set Graph
(ISG) which is a mixed structural and behavioral representation of the processor.
The skeleton of the ISG is defined by the storage resources of the target processor.
It includes static storage (i.e., memories, and registers) and transitory storage (i.e.,
storage that only passes a value but does not retain it). The ISG models connectivity
of the microoperations to the storage resources of the target processor. Each operation
is linked to a predefined primitive that describes the behavior of the operation. In
addition, each operation has a list of instruction strings associated with it. These
strings represent the valid instruction-bit setting enabling that operation. Thus, the
ISG models connectivity and encoding restrictions, as well as structural hazards. This
model is used for all phases of code generation.
The code generation process first translates the input algorithm into a CDFG. It
refines the CDFG so that all nodes in the CDFG correspond to microoperations that
can be implemented by the target processor. Code selection then covers the CDFG
with patterns, called bundles, that correspond to partial instructions supported by
the instruction set. Rather than making an exhaustive list of all possible bundles,
it bundles instructions on the fly by searching for valid paths in the ISG. A path
is valid when the intersection of all the instruction strings along that path is non-
empty. The code selection phase is followed by a register allocation phase that assigns
storage locations to values and determines whether any data transfer operations are
required. If there are insufficient register resources, then several intermediate values
are spilled to memory. Next, a scheduling step is performed. It compacts the selected
partial instructions, data transfer operations, and control-flow operations into a single
microprogram. The scheduling step is followed by an assembly phase that converts
the assembly instructions into machine code.
In CHESS each phase of code generation is performed separately. However, in
order to ensure phase coupling, an intermediate scheduling view that accounts for the
resource constraints imposed by the previous phase is constructed after each phase.
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There are several differences between CHESS and Aviv. The first is that CHESS
is driven by nML in which all legal groupings of operations must be explicitly listed.
In Aviv, the target processor is described using ISDL. ISDL supports the explicit
description of constraints that specify which operation groupings are illegal. As a
result, it is not necessary to list all legal groupings of operations. Sections 2.3.2 and
3.5 compare these two description languages in greater detail. The second difference
between the two code generators is that in CHESS each phase of code generation is
performed separately, though not independently, whereas in Aviv, the phases are
performed concurrently. The third difference is that although CHESS supports both
orthogonal (e.g., VLIW) and encoded instruction formats, its optimization functions
are geared towards encoded instruction formats. The optimizations utilized by Aviv
focus on orthogonal instruction sets.
2.2.4 Wilson et al.
Wilson et al.'s Integer Linear Programming (ILP) based approach to code genera-
tion [61] is based on a behavioral model of the target processor. Similar to FLEXWARE
and CHESS, code generation begins by translating a high-level source language into a
Data-Flow Graph (DFG). Pattern matching is used to recognize complex instructions.
Next, a potential schedule that attempts to minimize overhead costs, such as spills
to memory and address calculations, is identified. Register assignment, including
necessary spills to memory, is then performed.
The cornerstone of all optimizations is an ILP solver that can simultaneously per-
form scheduling, instruction selection, register assignment, and compaction. In addi-
tion, the ILP solver can choose between alternative spill and addressing candidates.
Since all constraints are considered simultaneously in the ILP formulation, trade-offs
can be made between the various optimizations leading to a globally optimal solution.
Running an ILP model on a large problem may result in a runtime that is longer
than the potential benefits warrant. In order to shorten the runtime, the ILP solver
is only applied after considerable preprocessing. Furthermore, it is only applied in a
strategic manner. This is accomplished by: (1) making preliminary decisions that are
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too expensive for the ILP to consider; (2) considering only a limited number of blocks
at a time; and (3) having the ILP find a number of successively more constrained
feasible solutions rather than attempting to solve the entire problem at once.
The problem with using ILP solvers for code generation is that finding the optimal
solution is far too CPU intensive. Since the ILP solver does not have sufficient
information about the structure of the problem, it cannot make intelligent decisions
about how to prune the search space. In general, user-supplied hints are required to
produce good code within a reasonable amount of CPU time.
Like ILP solvers, Aviv addresses the problem of solving instruction selection,
resource allocation, and scheduling in a unified manner in order to find a globally
optimal solution. This is achieved by converting the input application into a set of
Split-Node DAGs that model all possible ways of implementing the operations of the
input application on the target processor. The Split-Node DAG representation to-
gether with AVIv's heuristics for covering the Split-Node DAG allow the three tasks of
code generation to be addressed simultaneously. The Split-Node DAG representation
of the input application provides sufficient information to make intelligent decisions
in pruning the search space of possible code generation solutions. As a result, Aviv
is able to identify globally optimized solutions within a reasonable amount of CPU
time.
2.3 Related Work on Machine Description Lan-
guages for Embedded Processors
A machine description language is needed in order to describe the capabilities of the
target processor to a retargetable code generator. The languages that have been de-
veloped for this task differ in their level of specification, as well as in the information
that is explicitly described versus the information that must be inferred from the de-
scription. In order to illustrate these differences, this section presents a brief overview
of three representative machine description languages: MIMOLA, nML, and LISA.
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2.3.1 Mimola
The MIMOLA [4] hardware description language uses a structural (netlist) rather
than behavioral (instruction-set) model to describe the target processor. A structural
model describes the processor at a substantially lower level than a behavioral model.
MIMOLA follows the structure of standard hardware description models that explicitly
define the connections between multiple modules. Each module can be defined at the
RTL or gate level. The benefit of a structural model is that it can be easily simulated
with an RTL structural simulator. In addition, it is much simpler to synthesize
hardware from such a low-level description. However, it is difficult to describe the
instruction-set of a target processor using a low-level description model. As a result,
it is difficult to compile code from a MIMOLA description of the target processor.
2.3.2 nML
The nML language [13] is attractive because it allows the user to specify the target
architecture in a way that parallels instruction-set descriptions found in a user's man-
ual. In contrast to MIMOLA, the machine description contains behavioral as well as
structural information. The structural information describes the storage capabilities,
and the behavioral information describes the instruction-set. The instruction-set de-
scription is partitioned into rules. These rules form a grammar that represents all
valid instructions of the target processor.
nML is very similar to the ISDL description language in the way it defines valid
instructions. The main difference between the two languages is that nML does not
support the description of constraints that specify which operation combinations lead
to invalid target processor instructions. ISDL, on the other hand, explicitly lists
all of the constraints of the target processor. The lack of support for the explicit
description of constraints in nML implies that only valid instructions can be described.
This means that nML can result in significantly larger and less intuitive machine
descriptions than ISDL.
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2.3.3 Lisa
The LISA language [62] was developed as a unified description language that could
be used for compilation, simulation, and hardware generation. However, its focus
has been on supporting the generation of fast compiled-code simulators that are bit-
true and cycle-accurate. Its main characteristic is its operation-level description of
the pipeline that is able to model complex interlocking and bypassing techniques.
Although LISA is well suited for generating simulators, its description of available
operations is not explicit. Instead, instructions are partitioned into schedulable units.
In order to determine the admissible operations, precedence and resource constraints
must be analyzed. This makes it more difficult to infer the capabilities of the target
processor, and therefore makes the code generation process more complex.
2.3.4 Summary and Comparison to ISDL
None of the languages mentioned above provide support for explicit constraints.
Without explicit constraints, descriptions for architectures with Instruction Level
Parallelism (ILP) become very tedious to write because every legal combination of
operations must be explicitly listed. The ISDL machine description language (pre-
sented in Chapter 3) explicitly defines all of the constraints of the target processor.
Section 3.5 elaborates on the use of constraints to simplify the machine description
of a target processor. In addition to the fact that constraints simplify the machine
description, deriving a set of constraint clauses, in a form usable by the compiler, is
very difficult. This implies that it is preferable to explicitly list the constraints in the
machine description.
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Chapter 3
ISDL: Instruction Set Description
Language
The ISDL machine description language [23, 24, 22] was designed to aid in the
generation of tools required for automated embedded system design. As illustrated
in Figure 3-1, ISDL is the focal point of all the tools used for ASIP architecture
exploration. In order to support the automated design of the software component of
embedded systems, ISDL must:
e specify a wide variety of processor architectures including VLIW (Very Long
Instruction Word) architectures,
e explicitly support constraints that define valid instructions,
e be easily understandable and modifiable by a compiler developer or hardware
architect,
e support automatically retargetable code generation,
e support the automatic generation of an assembler and disassembler,
e support the automatic generation of a cycle-accurate instruction-level simulator,
e support the generation of an implementation of the architecture from the ma-
chine description, and
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Figure 3-1: The design flow for an ASIP
9 provide adequate information to allow for code optimizations.
ISDL was developed to include all of the features listed above. It has been used
to describe ASIPs, as well as commercial Digital Signal Processor (DSP) cores. In
particular, a powerful ASIP VLIW architecture and the Motorola 56000 DSP [41]
have been described in ISDL.
This chapter begins by describing how ISDL models an instruction set. A detailed
description of the structure of an ISDL description is then provided. The ISDL
structure is clarified through a step-by-step explanation of a sample ISDL description.
The chapter concludes with a detailed example of how constraints simplify machine
descriptions.
3.1 Definitions
The following definitions are useful in clarifying the presentation of ISDL.
VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) - A VLIW architecture is an architecture
that exhibits instruction-level parallelism (i.e., a single instruction controls mul-
tiple functional units, and the functional units can operate independently and
in parallel).
The VLIW class of architectures does not include architectures in which parallelism
is not explicit in the instruction set (e.g., super-scalar architectures). VLIW encom-
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passes architectures whose parallelism includes parallel data transfers in addition to
parallel data manipulations. Each functional unit in a VLIW architecture typically
has its own field in the instruction resulting in very long instruction words.
Unifunctional - A unifunctional architecture is an architecture that exhibits no
instruction-level parallelism, (i.e., the instruction can only control one functional
unit at a time).
This class of architectures includes architectures in which parallelism is not reflected
in the instruction set.
Operation - An operation is the smallest part of a program that can specify a data
manipulation independently.
In the case of VLIW architectures, a separate operation controls each of the functional
units, and the VLIW instruction may consist of multiple operations.
Instruction - An instruction is the smallest unit of control that can be fetched and
issued to the hardware.
In the case of VLIW architectures, an instruction may consist of a number of generally
independent operations, each of which controls a functional unit.
Operation Orthogonality - An instruction set exhibiting operation orthogonality
is one in which the presence or form of one operation in an instruction is inde-
pendent of the presence or form of any other operation in the instruction.
Although many operations in the instruction set of a VLIW processor are orthogonal,
they are generally not completely orthogonal.
3.2 ISDL Model of the Instruction Set
Conceptually, the instruction set of a processor consists of: (1) the state available in
the architecture, and (2) the instructions that modify this state. In order to describe
the instruction set of the processor, a machine description language must describe
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these two components. In ISDL there is a straightforward mapping from the storage
capabilities of the processor to its state. The description of the instructions is not as
straightforward and is described below.
The processor is capable of recognizing and executing a number of complete in-
structions. However, these complete instructions are not explicitly listed in ISDL.
Instead, the instructions are described in terms of their parts, or operations. In order
to determine the set of instructions that the processor supports, it is necessary to
group operations from the ISDL description into valid instructions.
ISDL divides the set of available operations into fields. The operations in a given
field correspond roughly to the various functions that a single functional unit can
perform. Thus, operations defined within the same field are mutually exclusive and
cannot appear in the same instruction. Fields correspond roughly to the functional
units of the processor, and, as a general rule, these units can operate in parallel.
Therefore, each instruction consists of a group of operations - one taken from each
field.
The set of all possible combinations of operations formed by taking one operation
from each field is a good approximation, and a superset, of the set of instructions
available in the architecture. Some of these combinations are illegal and cannot be
executed in hardware. These illegal combinations are represented as constraints of
the target processor and are explicitly described in ISDL. The constraints declare a
subset of all possible combinations as legal. This subset is the set of instructions
in the architecture. The constraints effectively form a filter which when applied to
the set of possible combinations of operations results in the set of valid instructions.
Figure 3-2 illustrates this mapping function.
3.3 The Structure of an ISDL Description
ISDL is able to describe a wide variety of processor architectures including VLIW
architectures, standard microcontrollers, and custom datapath DSP cores. Specifi-
cally, ISDL can describe architectures with multiple functional units, different inter-
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Operations
Figure 3-2: ISDL model of instructions
connect topologies, complex instructions, resource conflicts, pipelining idiosyncrasies,.
etc. ISDL can also describe automatically generated architectures. Such architectures
cannot be guaranteed to have clean instruction sets (i.e., instruction sets where every
operation combination is valid). In order to describe these instruction sets, ISDL
supports explicit constraints that define the valid operation groupings. This allows
operations in the instruction set to be treated as if they are completely orthogonal.
The compiler can then avoid generating invalid instructions by ensuring that each
instruction satisfies all of the constraints. Note that constraints are not an artifact of
automatically generated architectures. In fact, many commercial architectures also
include constraints in their instruction sets (e.g., the Motorola 56000 cannot perform
a Move to the top of the hardware stack within the last three instructions of a DO
loop).
An ISDL description consists of the following six sections:
1. Instruction Word Format
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2. Global Definitions
3. Storage Resources
4. Instruction Set
5. Constraints
6. Optional Architectural Details
Each section is described below, and a detailed ISDL description of a sample
processor is provided in Section 3.4. The ISDL user's manual [22] provides a complete
description of ISDL including syntax specifications.
3.3.1 Instruction Word Format
The Instruction Word Format section defines the structure of the hardware instruc-
tion word. The hardware instruction word refers to the binary representation of the
instruction. The instruction word is separated into multiple fields each containing
one or more subfields. The field and subfield division of the instruction word, as well
as the bitwidth of each subfield are provided in this section. The instruction word
is assembled by concatenating all subfields in the specified order beginning with the
most significant bit.
Note that the division into subfields is a convenience provided to the designer.
The subfield division may be arbitrary; however, careful subfield division can make
subsequent parts of the machine description easier to write.
3.3.2 Global Definitions
The second section of an ISDL description contains a list of definitions used in subse-
quent sections. These definitions consist of three types: Tokens, Non-terminals, and
Split functions.
Tokens and non-terminals are abstractions used to simplify the assembly syntax
definitions of the ISDL operations. Split functions describe how long constants, that
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need to be included in the instruction word, can be divided across multiple subfields
of the instruction word.
Tokens
Tokens are a symbolic representation of the assembly syntax of the target processor.
Tokens are used to represent entities such as register names, memory bank names,
and immediate constants. Tokens can also be used to group syntactically related
entities. In order to differentiate among the elements in a group, tokens return a
value identifying the particular element being represented (e.g., register names such
as RO through R15 can be abbreviated as one token whose value corresponds to the
register number). A token definition contains a name for the token, a definition of
the assembly syntax for the syntactic entities it represents, and a return value (if
there is one). The token name can be used to refer to the token in non-terminal and
operation definitions.
The assembly syntax of each ISDL operation can only be described using tokens,
non-terminals, and punctuation characters. In order to avoid having to explicitly
define tokens that are likely to appear in the assembly syntax, there are some tokens
that are automatically defined. These include operation names as well as tokens that
represent integers, hexadecimals, floating point numbers, single characters, and labels
(symbolic names that represent instruction memory locations).
Non-Terminals
Non-terminals are the main source of abstraction in ISDL. They are typically used
for two purposes:
1. to group multiple entities such as tokens or other non-terminals into a single
syntactic entity, and
2. to factor out common patterns representing partial operation definitions (e.g.,
addressing modes) from operation and other non-terminal definitions.
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For example, consider a Move operation that moves data across a bus that has seven
units attached to it:
Move SRC DEST
If SRC and DEST each represent seven different options, then there are 49 valid move
operations. Factoring out SRC and DEST into non-terminals allows all valid move
operations to be specified concisely using just one move operation definition and two
non-terminal definitions (one for SRC and another for DEST).
Non-terminal definitions consist of a name followed by a list of options that the
non-terminal can represent. The non-terminal name can appear in the assembly
syntax definition of any operation or any other non-terminal. The inclusion of a non-
terminal name in an assembly syntax definition implies that the name can be replaced
by any option that the non-terminal represents. A non-terminal option contains the
following six components:
" Assembly Syntax - The assembly syntax describes the assembly representa-
tion of the non-terminal option. It can refer to tokens or other non-terminals.
" Return Value - The return value identifies the non-terminal option. This value
can be a function of the return values of tokens and non-terminals referred to in
the assembly syntax for this option. The return value can be used in operation
bitfield assignments (Section 3.3.4).
" RTL Action Clause - An RTL action clause describes the RTL (register
transfer level)1 equivalent of the non-terminal option. When the non-terminal
option is referenced in the RTL portion of an operation definition (Section 3.3.4),
the reference is replaced by the non-terminal's RTL action clause. The RTL
action clause can refer to the return value of tokens or the RTL action clause
of non-terminals referred to in the assembly syntax for this option.
'An RTL specification describes the effect of an operation on the storage elements of the target
processor. It describes the effect of the operation at a low level which directly refers to the registers
and memories of the processor.
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" RTL Side-Effects Clause - The RTL side-effects clause follows the same
structure as the RTL action clause but it describes side-effects.
" Cost Modifier Clause - The cost modifier clause contains a set of expressions
describing the effect of the non-terminal option on the operation costs. The
cost expression can refer to the return value of the tokens or the cost modifier
clause of the non-terminals referred to in the assembly syntax for this option.
" Timing Modifier Clause - The timing modifier clause follows the same struc-
ture as the costs modifier clause but it describes the timing parameters.
Split Functions
As described above, the binary instruction word consists of a set of fields each of
which consists of several subfields. Each subfield represents a subset of bits, a bitfield,
in the instruction word. The operation definitions assign values to these bitfields in
order to identify the operations that are being represented by the instruction word.
However, there are occasions when the binary data that must be embedded in the
instruction word is longer than any of the specified bitfields. This can occur when
a memory address or immediate data must be included in the instruction. In such
cases, multiple bitfields are used to represent a single value. The division of a long
bitfield into a set of the predefined instruction word subfields is described using split
function definitions.
Split function definitions are used to automatically create functions that can take a
long bitfield and split it into existing subfields of the instruction word. These functions
can then be used in non-terminal return value expressions and bitfield assignment
commands (Section 3.3.4) in order to assign the appropriate values to the instruction
word subfields.
3.3.3 Storage Resources
The Storage section lists all storage resources visible to the programmer. It lists the
names and sizes of the memories, register files, and special registers.
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A storage definition consists of the type of storage, a name for the storage unit,
and the size of the unit (width in bits for single registers, depth in locations and width
in bits for addressed units). The instruction memory and program counter must be
identified explicitly.
ISDL recognizes the following types of storage units:
* Instruction Memory - The instruction memory stores the instructions to be
executed.
* Memory - A memory stores the data used by the instructions.
e RegFile - Register files store temporary data.
9 Register - Single registers store temporary data.
* CRegister - This storage unit type represents control and status registers. Con-
trol and status registers have side effects when a value is written to them (e.g.,
may cause a change in processor mode), and they do not necessarily return the
last value written to them when read (e.g., status of peripherals).
e Stack(SP) - This storage unit type represents hardware stacks. Hardware stacks
are indexed by the Stack Pointer (SP). The stack pointer must be declared as a
single register within the storage section.
* MMIO - Memory mapped I/O ports may have side effects when written and do
not necessarily return the last value written to them when read.
* ProgramCounter - The program counter must be explicitly declared.
3.3.4 Instruction Set
The Instruction Set section is divided into fields corresponding to the multiple op-
erations that can be performed in parallel within a single instruction. This division
supports the description of VLIW architectures. Each field definition consists of a
number of operation definitions that the corresponding functional unit can perform.
Each operation definition consists of the following elements:
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* Assembly Syntax - This declares the assembly syntax of the operation. It
consists of an operation name followed by a list of parameters. The parameters
may be punctuation characters and/or the names of tokens or non-terminals.
* Bitfield Assignments - The bitfield assignments are a set of statements that
assign the appropriate values to the subfields defined in the instruction word
format section. These statements may make use of the return values of the
tokens and non-terminals in the operation's parameter list. If the operation
being described requires additional binary words to represent long constants
(such as the target address of a jump operation), then the bitfield assignments
can include assignments for the subfields of the additional binary words as well.
* RTL Action - This describes the effect of the operation on the storage resources
in an RTL type language. It may make use of the return values of tokens and
the RTL action clause of non-terminals appearing in the operation's parameter
list.
" RTL Side-Effects - This describes any side-effects of the operation using the
RTL language. It may make use of the return value of tokens and the RTL sidei
effects clause of non-terminals in the parameter list. The difference between
RTL side-effects and the RTL action is that the side-effects happen after the
RTL action is executed.
* Costs - Multiple costs are permitted. These include operation execution time,
code size, and costs due to resource conflicts. ISDL requires three predefined
costs: Cycle, Size, and Stall. The cycle cost declares the number of cycles
the operation requires to execute on the hardware. The size cost declares the
number of instruction words needed by the operation. The stall cost declares
the number of stall cycles that will be inserted if the next instruction attempts
to use the result of the operation.
" Timing - This information describes when the various effects of the operation
take place (e.g., the effects of pipelining). ISDL requires two predefined timing
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parameters: Latency and Usage. The latency parameter specifies the number
of instructions (including the current one) that must be fetched before the result
of the current operation becomes available. The usage parameter specifies the
number of instructions (including the current one) that must be fetched before
another instruction can assign an operation to the functional unit associated
with the described operation.
3.3.5 Constraints
The Instruction Set section describes a number of fields whose operations can gener-
ally be executed in parallel. However, there may be certain combinations of operations
that cannot be executed by the hardware. The Constraints section is used to make
these combinations visible to the compiler so that the compiler can avoid generating
invalid operation combinations.
Constraints are described as a set of Boolean rules, all of which must-be satisfied
for an instruction to be valid. Constraints may be time-shifted to indicate conflicts
in instructions issued at different times. Wild cards may be used to simplify the
constraint descriptions. Variables may be used to enforce any restriction requiring
different parts of a single constraint to match.
There exist three types of constraints. They are:
" Resource Conflicts - Two parallel operations attempt to use the same re-
sources (e.g., competition for the bus).
* Bitfield Conflicts - Two parallel operations try to set the same bitfield in the
instruction word.
" Syntactic Constraints - Constraints that do not correspond to hardware con-
flicts, but are artifacts of the assembler syntax. For example, it is possible to
have an architecture that allows two different operations to assign a value to the
same bitfield. However, in such a scenario, the assigned value must be identical
in both cases.
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All three forms of constraints are included in the constraints section of ISDL.
3.3.6 Optional Architectural Details
The ISDL description can provide additional information about the hardware archi-
tecture in order to generate better tools. This information is not necessary to generate
good code or to produce an instruction-level simulator, but it may result in better
code and more accurate simulation (in terms of cycles taken). For example, correct
code can be generated without any knowledge of the presence and structure of caches;
however, further optimizations can be performed if information about the caches is
available.
3.4 An ISDL Example
In order to better illustrate the features of ISDL, this section provides an extended
example based on the simple architecture of Figure 3-3. It is a VLIW architecture with
three functional units U1, U2, and U3. Each functional unit has its own register file
consisting of four 8-bit registers. The architecture also includes a data memory of 32.
8-bit locations and an instruction memory capable of storing 256 44-bit instructions.
The register files and the two memories are connected through two buses: DB1 and DB2.
This architecture can perform three data operations and two data transfers in parallel.
In terms of data manipulation operations, U1 can perform addition and subtraction,
U2 can perform addition, subtraction and multiplication, and U3 can perform addition
and multiplication. The complete ISDL description for this architecture is presented
in Appendix A.
The instruction word for the example architecture is shown in Figure 3-4. Each
functional unit has its own field in the instruction word. Each field consists of an
opcode, two source register identifiers, and one destination register identifier. Each
of the buses also has its own field in the instruction word consisting of the databus
source and destination identifiers.
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Figure 3-3: The example VLIW architecture
U1 U2 U3 DB1 DB2
OPRR|COP RA RB RCO C SRC DST ISRC DST
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 5 5
Figure 3-4: The instruction word of the example VLIW architecture
Instruction Word Format
The Format section for this example architecture is shown below. It describes the
components of the instruction word.
Section Format
U1 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[21;
U2 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[21, RC[2];
U3 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
DB1 = SRC[5], DEST[5];
DB2 = SRC[51, DEST[5];
This description specifies that the instruction word is divided into five fields U1,
U2, U3, DB1, and DB2. Each field is subdivided into subfields and each subfield is
annotated with its length in bits. The concatenation of all subfields in MSB (most
significant bit) to LSB (least significant bit) order results in the instruction word
shown in Figure 3-4.
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Global Definitions
The token definitions for the example architecture are presented below:
Section Global-Definitions
assembly
"U1.R"[0. .3]
"U2.R"[0. .3]
"U3.R"[0. .3]
token
U1_R
U2-R
U3_R
value
{ [0. .3]; };
{ [0. .3]; };
{ [0. .3]; };
The first line that begins with the keyword Token defines a token that groups
together the syntactic entities U1.RO, U1.R1, U1.R2, and U1.R3 as denoted by the
assembly syntax declaration "Ul.R" [0. .3]. These are the names of the registers in
the register file of unit U1. The token is named U1-R and can be referred to in non-
terminal and operation definitions using that name. The return values are zero, one,
two, and three respectively (i.e., they are the index of the corresponding register)
as denoted by the return value entry { [0..3]; 1. The second and third token
definitions group the registers of unit U2 and U3 respectively.
The following set of non-terminal definitions are also part of the Global Definitions
section:
NonTerminal
NonTerminal
NonTerminal
U1_RA: U1R { $$ = UiR; }
U1_RB: U1-R { $$ = ULR; }
U1-RC: U1_R { $$= U1_R;
{ U1[U1-R] {} {} {}
{ U1[U1_R] 4 {} {} {}
{ U1[U1_R] } {} { {}
NonTerminal
U1-R
U2_R
U3-R
SRC:
{ $$ = Ox00
{ $$ = 0x04
{ $$ = Ox08
U1_R; 4 { U1U1_R]
U2_R; } { U2[U2_]
U3_R; } { U3[U3_R]
4 {} {} {}
4 {} {} {}
} {} {} {}
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//e
Token
Token
Token
Non-Terminal DEST:
U1R{ $$ = OxOO U1_R; } {U1[U1_R] {} {} {} |
U2_R { $$ = 0x04 U2_R; } { U2[U2_R] } {} {} {}
U3_R { $$ = 0x08 U3_R; } { U3[U3_R1 } {} {} {}
The first line defines a non-terminal named U1-RA. This name can be used to
refer to it in operation definitions as well as other non-terminal definitions. This
non-terminal consists of a single option, or syntactic entity, namely the token U1_R.
The return value, which can be used in the bitfield assignments of operations, is
the same as the return value of the token as denoted by the return value statement
{ $$ = U1_R; }. The RTL action corresponding to this non-terminal is simply a
reference to the appropriate storage location as denoted by the RTL action statement
{ U1 [UlR] }. It specifies that the non-terminal refers to a register in register file U1
indexed by the value of the U1_R token. The next set of braces normally contains the
RTL side-effect of the non-terminal. In the example shown, it is blank because there
is no side-effect. The next two sets of braces normally contain the costs and timing
modifiers of the non-terminal option. These, too, are empty because in this example
all of the values are zero.
The following two lines define non-terminals identical to U1_RA except that they
have different names. The reason for defining identical non-terminals with differ-
ent names is to distinguish among them when they are used in the same operation
definition.
The complete ISDL description defines similar non-terminals for fields U2 and U3.
For brevity, these are omitted in the description above.
The next non-terminal definition is named SRC and has three options: U1-R, U2-R,
and U3_R. This non-terminal groups the register names of all three register files into
a single syntactic entity. The return values of this non-terminal are as follows: for
registers in the U1 register file, the return value is simply the register index; for
registers in the U2 register file, the return value is the register index plus four 2 ; and
2The value of U2_R is between 0 and 3. This value is represented using two bits. Thus, ox04
U2-R = 4 + U2_R.
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for registers in the U3 register file, the return value is the index of the register plus
eight. Each non-terminal option is assigned a unique value in order to distinguish
between the various options. The RTL action for each option is the reference to the
appropriate storage location. This non-terminal does not result in any side-effects or
costs and timing modifications. An identical non-terminal named DEST is also defined.
It is to be used in conjunction with the SRC non-terminal in describing databus move
operations.
Storage Resources
The following is the complete Storage section description for the example architecture.
Section Storage
Instruction Memory INST = Ox1O , Ox2C
Memory DM = Ox20 , Ox8
RegFile U1 = Ox4 , Ox8
RegFile U2 = Ox4 , Ox8
RegFile U3 = 0x4 , Ox8
ProgramCounter PC = Ox8
Each of the storage units (memories and register files) is listed along with the
number of entries it contains and the width of each entry. For individual registers,
such as the Program Counter, the size describes the width of the register in bits. Note
that the instruction memory is identified explicitly, and that the program counter
must be included even though it is implied by the instruction set.
Instruction Set
A portion of the Instruction Set section for the example architecture is shown below.
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Section Instruction-Set
Field Ulf:
Ul-add Ul-RA, U1_RB, U1-RC
{ U1.OP = OxO; U1.RA = Ul-RA; U1.RB = U1RB;
U1.RC = UlRC; }
{ U1RC <- ADD(UlRA,Ul-RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
Field U2f:
Field U3f:
The operations of the three functional units, the memories, and the databuses are
defined in the instruction set section. The functional unit descriptions consist of three
field definitions, one for each functional unit. Each field lists all of the operations that
the corresponding functional unit supports. For brevity, a single operation, namely,
an add on unit Ul is presented. The syntax of the operation is shown on the first
line of the operation definition. It consists of the operation name Uladd, followed
by a list of parameters. The operation's parameters are three register names denoted
by the non-terminals Ul-RA, UlRB, and UlRC. The following is an example of an
assembly operation of this type:
Uladd U1.RO, U1.R2, U1.R2
The first set of braces in the operation definition contain the bitfield assignments
(i.e., the bits assigned to the various subfields in the instruction word to denote this
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operation). In this case, the subfields of the U1 field are assigned the following values:
the OP subfield is assigned the value 0 which is the opcode for the add operation,
and the RA, RB, and RC subfields are set to the return values of the corresponding
non-terminals. These are actually the indices of the corresponding registers in the
register file.
The next set of braces contain the action of the operation in RTL. For this oper-
ation, the value of the register corresponding to the first parameter is added to the
value of the register corresponding to the second parameter. The result is stored in
the register corresponding to the third parameter of the operation. 3
The third set of braces describe the side-effects of the operation. In this example,
there are no side-effects specified. An empty side-effects specification in ISDL implies
that the only side-effect is that the program counter, PC, is incremented in order to
fetch the next instruction. Note that control flow in ISDL is expressed by explicit
manipulation of the PC.
The last two sets of braces provide the cost and timing parameters of the operation.
This add operation takes one cycle to execute, and requires at most one instruction
word. Such an operation will not introduce any stall cycles if a subsequent instruction
attempts to access the result of the current operation. A one unit latency specifiesg
that the next instruction can use the result of the current operation. The usage entry
specifies that the next instruction can assign an operation to functional unit U1 which
is the functional unit of the current operation.
Constraints
A portion of the Constraints section of the example VLIW architecture description
is presented below:
3The reference of the non-terminals U1.RA, U1-RB, and U1_RC inside the RTL action of the
operation description refers to the RTL value of the corresponding non-terminal.
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Section Constraints
// SRC and DEST cannot be the same on either bus
~(DB*_move UQD[1].R*, UQ[1].R* )
The third line declares a constraint that is not satisfied if (1) the instruction
contains a databus move operation on either bus (represented by DB*), and (2) the
source (first parameter) and destination (second parameter) of the operation come
from the same register file (represented by 'U [1] .R*, UE[1] .R*' where 0[1] is a
variable that must match in both its instances). This type of operation cannot be
executed by the hardware because each register file in this architecture only has one
port attached to each databus. Therefore, a constraint is required to disallow this
type of operation.
A more detailed description of the ISDL constraints is provided in Section 7.1.
The next section explains how constraints can be used to simplify the description of
the target processor.
3.5 Using Constraints to Simplify the Machine De-
scription
Of the previously existing machine description languages, described in Section 2.3, the
nML machine description language is the one that is the most similar to ISDL. The
nML language uses an attributed grammar to describe the target processor. However,
nML does not support explicit constraints. A language that does not support explicit
constraints can only describe valid target processor instructions. This can often be
significantly more complex than describing a set of generally orthogonal operations,
and then eliminating illegal combinations through the use of constraints. As a result,
machine descriptions written in ISDL will generally be significantly simpler and easier
to use than those written in a language that does not support the description of
constraints.
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Other MDLs ISDL
U3 SRC U3
DEST U2 U2
U1 U1 3 
U1U2 U3 U1U2 U3
SRC SRC
(a) (b)
Figure 3-5: Constraints help simplify the machine description (a) Instruction
space for languages without constraints (b) Instruction space using ISDL
Figure 3-5 illustrates how constraints simplify the description of a target processor.
In the example architecture shown in Figure 3-3, the databuses cannot be used to
transfer data from one register to another within the same register file. Rather, they
can only be used to transfer data across register files. Thus, in describing a databus
Move operation from SRC to DEST, it is necessary to specify the legal combinations of
SRC and DEST. In a language that is purely an attributed grammar, without support
for explicit constraints, all possible legal combinations of SRC and DEST must be listed
as separate Move operations. To describe the databus Move operation of the example
architecture using such a language, the following rules are required:
SRC1: U1 | U2
SRC2: U1 U3
SRC3: U2 | U3
Movel: Move SRC1, U3 ;
Move2: Move SRC2, U2 ;
Move3: Move SRC3, U1 ;
The first rule defines a non-terminal, SRC1, as all possible sources except for
the U3 register file. Its corresponding operation is Move1 which specifies that a
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'Move SRC1,U3' operation is supported by the target processor. This operation is
legal because the SRC1 non-terminal can never represent the U3 register file. Similar
non-terminals and corresponding operations must be defined for each possible desti-
nation, as illustrated by each row of Figure 3-5 (a). The shaded (non-black) portions
of each row define the possible sources of the move operation for the destination cor-
responding to that row. The black boxes represent the combinations of source and
destination that are illegal on the target processor. For this particular example, the
description of the valid move operations consists of three non-terminal definitions and
three corresponding move operations.
On the other hand, with ISDL, which supports explicit constraints, a single move
operation definition, 'Move SRC,DEST', can be used. In this operation definition SRC
and DEST are non-terminals corresponding to all possible sources and destinations of
the operation.
SRC: U1 U2 | U3
DEST: U1 | U2 U3
Movel: Move SRC, DEST
In other words, the move operation includes the entire space of sources and destina-
tions, as shown in the shaded region of Figure 3-5 (b). In addition to the one move
operation, a constraint which prohibits the SRC and DEST of the Move operation from
coming from the same register file must also be described.
~( DB*_move UQ[1].R*, UQ[1].R* )
The constraint corresponds to removing the patterned shaded blocks from the
instruction space. The combination of one operation, two general purpose non-
terminals, and one constraint describes the same information in ISDL, that the three
operation specific non-terminals and three operations described in nML (or any other
language consisting of an attributed grammar without support for constraints). As
the instruction space expands, or additional constraint dimensions are introduced, the
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number of rules required to specify all valid instructions increases rapidly for machine
description languages that do not support explicit constraints. In ISDL, on the other
hand, adding constraint dimensions simply involves the addition of a constant num-
ber of constraints to the description. This demonstrates that a machine description
language that supports explicit constraints will result in significantly simpler target
processor descriptions.
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Chapter 4
The Split-Node DAG
Chapter 1 presented an overview of the AvIv code generation framework. This
framework is reillustrated in Figure 4-1. This chapter presents the Split-Node DAG
definition and describes how it is created from the application code and the ISDL
machine description of the target processor. The chapter begins with an overview
of the steps involved in creating the Split-Node DAG. A detailed description of each
step follows the high-level overview. The following chapters elaborate on the various
tasks involved in generating code from the Split-Node DAG.
The Split-Node DAG is a novel machine-specific graphical representation of the
application code. It explicitly represents all possible ways of implementing the op-
erations of the input application on the target processor. It also models all of the
required data routing operations. This allows the cost of the data routing operations
to be considered when selecting target processor instructions to cover the nodes of
the Split-Node DAG. The Split-Node DAG allows for the exploration of the paral-
lelism available on the target processor. In addition, it contains all of the information
necessary to consider the trade-offs in the instruction selection, resource allocation,
and scheduling tasks of code generation.
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Figure 4-1: Retargetable code generation framework using Aviv
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4.1 Roadmap for Transforming High-Level Code
into a Split-Node DAG
In order to create the Split-Node DAG, the application code is first transformed into
an intermediate form using the SUIF compiler. The SPAM compiler then converts
the SUIF intermediate form into a set of machine-independent basic block DAGs
(Directed Acyclic Graphs) that represent the application code. A DAG is a graphical
representation of the intermediate form. Each node of the DAG represents a SUIF
operation, and each edge represents a precedence relation. To convert a basic block
DAG into a Split-Node DAG, each operation node of the DAG is split into several
nodes representing the various functional units that can execute that operation on
the target processor. The functional unit information can be used to determine
whether or not a data transfer is required between a pair of operation nodes. A data
transfer is required if the node that produces a value and the node that consumes
the value do not use the same storage locations. In addition to representing the
multiple ways of executing each operation on the target processor, the Split-Node
DAG also includes all required data transfers. Including the data transfers in the
Split-Node DAG ensures that when covering the nodes of the Split-Node DAG with
target processor instructions, the optimization functions can account for the extra
operations required to cover the data transfer nodes.
The ISDL description of the target processor is used to extract all of the machine-
specific information necessary for creating the Split-Node DAG. In order to simplify
this process, the ISDL description is parsed and analyzed, and the results of the
analysis are stored in various databases that are used in subsequent steps of the
code generation process. Two databases are required for the creation of the Split-
Node DAG. The first provides a correlation between the SUIF machine-independent
operations and the ISDL machine-specific operations. The second database stores all
the register-to-register data transfer operations available on the target processor (i.e.,
it does not include load or store operations).
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4.2 The Compiler Front-End
As illustrated in Figure 4-1 the code generation process in Aviv begins with the
SUIF compiler front-end. The SUIF compiler receives the application code, written
in a high-level language, as input. It transforms the application code into an unopti-
mized intermediate representation named SUIF. Machine-independent optimizations
are then performed on the unoptimized SUIF representation. The resulting opti-
mized SUIF representation is then passed to the SPAM compiler in order to convert
the intermediate form into basic block DAGs.
4.2.1 Overview of the SUIF Compiler
The SUIF compiler is used as the front-end of the SPAM compiler for two reasons [51].
First, the object-oriented design style of SUIF provides well defined interfaces to all of
the front-end data structures. These interfaces facilitate the implementation of new
machine-independent optimizations. Second, the SUIF intermediate representation
supports both high-level and low-level data structures to represent the application
code. The high-level data structures include f or loops, if statements, and array ac-
cesses. High-level data structures are useful for compiler passes that perform depen-
dence analysis and loop transformations. Low-level data structures (i.e., sequential
lists of instructions) are better suited for scalar optimizations and code generation.
Supporting both forms of data structures can facilitate subsequent compilation tasks
by making the information available in the most desirable form.
4.2.2 Machine-Independent Optimizations
In order to improve the quality of the code, machine-independent optimizations are
performed on the intermediate representation of the application. There are sev-
eral forms of machine independent optimizations. They include structure-preserving
transformations, algebraic transformations, and transformations that can increase
the machine independent parallelism. Examples of these optimizations are described
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below1 .
Structure-Preserving Transformations
Examples of structure-preserving transformations are dead-code elimination and com-
mon subexpression elimination.
Dead-code elimination is the process of removing code that produces a result that
is never subsequently accessed. Dead-code may be removed because it does not affect
the functionality of the program. For example, in the following lines of code,
1: x y + 1;
2: x y *z;
3: z x -3;
the first assignment to variable x on line 1 is never subsequently used; therefore, line
1 of the code is dead-code and can be removed from the program.
Common subexpression elimination is the process of finding multiple expressions
that produce the same result and merging them into a single expression whose result
is used multiple times. For example, in the following lines of code,
1: a b + c;
2: b a - d;
3: c b + c;
4: d a - d;
the second and fourth statements produce the same value, namely b + c - d. The
reevaluation of the expression a - d in the fourth statement is redundant. Instead,
the expression should be evaluated once, and the result should be reused as shown
below:
1The examples used to describe the structure-preserving and algebraic transformations were found
in [3].
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1: a= b + c;
2: b= a - d;
3: c= b + c;
4: d b;
Note that although the first and third statements appear to have the same expres-
sion on their right hand side, they are not equivalent because the second statement
redefines variable b.
Algebraic Transformations
Algebraic transformations can either simplify expressions or replace expensive oper-
ations with cheaper operations that have the same functionality. For example the
statements,
x = x + 0;
and
x = x * 1;
can be eliminated because they do not affect the value of variable x. Furthermore,
the statement
y = y * 2;
which includes a multiplication operation can be replaced by the statement
y = y + Y;
which includes an addition operation. The two statements are functionally equivalent;
however, an addition operation is often cheaper to execute than a multiplication
operation.
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Other Transformations
The transformations described above simplify the input code without altering its
structure. There are additional transformations that can produce more efficient code
but do alter the program's structure. These transformations include loop optimiza-
tions such as loop-invariant code motion. Loop-invariant code motion moves code
that is independent of the loop index outside of the loop. Such code only needs to be
executed once rather than on each iteration of the loop.
Loop unrolling is another example of a loop optimization. Loop unrolling increases
the amount of parallelism available within a segment of code. This is achieved by
exposing independent operations that occur in different iterations of the loop and
allowing them to be executed in parallel. For example, in the following code segment
that initializes the 10 element array A, each iteration of the loop is independent of all
other iterations.
for ( i = 0; i < 10; i++ ) {
A [i] = i;
}
Unrolling the loop once produces the following code segment:
for ( i = 0; i < 10; i = i + 2; ) {
A [i] = i;
A[i+1] = i+1;
}
In the unrolled version of the loop, two-way parallelism exists because two indepen-
dent assignments are being made within the loop. An architecture that is capable
of executing both operations in parallel can increase its performance significantly by
unrolling the loop and executing the assignments in half as many iterations.
All of the transformations described above are machine independent. In other
words, no knowledge about the target processor is required in order to perform these
optimizations. However, the effect of each optimization can depend on the target
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aint a, b, c;
int d, e, f;
a =b - c; mul
d = e + f;
f = a * d;
a = a + f;
sub add
b c e f
(a) (b)
Figure 4-2: Converting a basic block of code into a basic block DAG
(a) Input code (b) Resulting basic block DAG
architecture. For example, if a target architecture only supports two-way parallelism,
then unrolling a loop eight times may not produce better results than unrolling the
loop twice since the increased parallelism cannot be utilized by that target processor.
4.2.3 Creating the Basic Block DAGs
After the machine-independent optimizations are performed, the optimized SUIF in-
termediate form is converted into basic block DAGs. A basic block is a sequence of
consecutive statements in which flow of control enters at the beginning and leaves at
the end without the possibility of branching except at the end. A basic block DAG is
a directed acyclic graph representation of the basic block.
Figure 4-2 illustrates the process of converting a basic block of code (Figure 4-
2 (a)) into a basic block DAG (Figure 4-2 (b)). Each node in the basic block DAG
represents a SUIF operation, and each edge represents a precedence relation. This
example illustrates that nodes of a DAG can have more than one parent (i.e., the sub
node has two parent nodes because it is a common subexpression of the mul and add
operations). Note that transforming the input code into a basic block DAG is also a
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machine-independent transformation; thus, it does not require any information from
the ISDL description of the target processor.
4.3 Matching SUIF Operations to ISDL Opera-
tions
Each node in the basic block DAG corresponds to one SUIF operation. These SUIF
operations must be translated into operations available on the target processor in
order to allow for instruction selection. This translation involves mapping each SUIF
operation, as well as each operation in the ISDL description, into an expression tree
representation of the operations. An expression tree matcher is then used to determine
which SUIF and ISDL operations are equivalent.
The operation expression trees represent the functionality of the operation. The
functionality of each SUIF operation is set and thus does not need to be interpreted.
However, the functionality of each ISDL operation is not known in advance. There-
fore, the first step in creating the operation expression trees is to analyze the RTL
portion of each ISDL operation.
An RTL statement in ISDL represents the functionality of the operation. The
RTL statements can represent various types of expressions including assignment and
control flow expressions. An assignment expression assigns the value of a specified
ISDL operation to a specified storage entity. Control flow expressions include if
statements, for loops, while loops, and switch statements.
The expression trees created to match the ISDL and SUIF operations follow the
same format as the ISDL RTL statements. Thus, an if statement is represented as
an if statement expression tree. The following examples should clarify the structure
of the operation expression trees.
A simple example of an operation expression tree is shown in Figure 4-3. In this
example the SUIF operation is an ADD operation on two source operands, and the
ISDL operation is also an ADD on two source operands. Such matches are called
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SUIF operation: ISDL operation:
dest *- add srcl, src2 dest 4- ADD srcl, src2
dest dest
add add
/ /
srcl src2 srcl src2
Figure 4-3: Expression trees for add operation
one-to-one matches because one ISDL operation is equivalent to one SUIF operation.
More complex expression trees can also result in one-to-one matches. For exam-
ple, a branch on false operation results in the complex expression tree illustrated in
Figure 4-4. Although the SUIF and ISDL representations of this operation are quite
different, the resulting expression tree mappings are identical. This means that the
two operations perform the same function.
One-to-one matches also include matches that require a reversal of the operands
in order to find a match. For example, a signed less than operation between operands
A and B is equivalent to a signed greater than operation between operands B and A
(i.e., A < B = B > A). These two operations would result in a one-to-one match.
In addition to finding one-to-one matches, many-to-one and one-to-many matches
must be found as well. Many-to-one and one-to-many matches are defined below:
" Many-to-One match - Several SUIF operations can be merged into a single
ISDL operation. This occurs frequently in architectures containing complex
functions such as multiply-accumulate. A multiply-accumulate complex function
can replace a multiply operation followed by an add operation in SUIF.
" One-to-Many match - In cases where no ISDL operation match was found for
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SUIF operation: ISDL operation:
bfalse srcl, destlabel if (srcl == 0)
PC 4 destlabel
else
PC+- PC+1
cond PC PC
== --- >add
srcl 0 PC 1 destlabel
cond = 1 cond = 0
if expression statement1 else statement2
Figure 4-4: Expression tree for branch on false operation
a particular SUIF operation, combinations of multiple ISDL operations should
be searched for equivalence to the single SUIF operation. For example, if the
basic block DAG contains a signed equal comparison operation, but the target
processor only contains a signed not equal comparison operation, then a not
operation can be merged with the signed not equal operation to form a one-to-
many match of the SUIF operation (signed equal is equivalent to a signed not
equal followed by a not operation).
When parsing the ISDL description, Aviv searches for one-to-one, many-to-one,
and one-to-many matches. The parsing process occurs once, and the resulting matches
are stored in the SUIF-ISDL Correlation Database. This database stores correlations
between the SUIF basic operations and the target processor operations.
4.4 Additional Databases Created by Aviv
The Register-to-Register Data Transfer Database stores all of the register-to-register
data transfer operations available on the target processor. These data transfer op-
erations are defined as data move operations from one register file (or register) to
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another. In order to find all of the data transfer operations available on the target
processor, the RTL statement of each operation in the ISDL description is checked
to determine whether or not it corresponds to an assignment statement whose source
and destination operands are registers or register files. If so, the operation is con-
sidered a data transfer and is added to the database. If the source or destination
operands are non-terminals representing multiple sources or destinations, then the
operation is expanded into all possible data transfers. Each possible data transfer is
added to the database individually. This is necessary because when a data transfer
operation is inserted into the Split-Node DAG, it must represent exactly one possible
move operation. A data transfer operation is required if the operation that produces
a value stores its result in a storage location that the operation that consumes the
value cannot access. In such a situation, a data transfer operation is inserted between
the producing and consuming operations. Note that loads and stores are also consid-
ered to be data transfers but are not included in this database. The reason is that
register-to-register data transfers will not match any SUIF operations. Therefore,
they need to be treated differently from all other operations.
Additional databases are created to store all of the ISDL description information in
a manner that is more easily accessible by the code generator. The ISDL description
is parsed once, and the parsed data is stored in the databases. Subsequently, when
the code generator requires information about the target processor, it looks up the
required information in the databases. Below is a list of all databases used by Aviv:
" Token and Non-terminal Database - Stores all of the tokens and non-
terminals and their associated information.
" Storage Database - Stores a list of all of the storage capabilities of the target
processor including the type and size of each storage element.
" Fields Database - Stores a list of all fields present in the ISDL description
along with indices of NULL and NOP operations for that field, if they exist.
" Operation Database - Stores a complete list of operations available on the
target processor and their associated data.
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* SUIF-ISDL Correlation Database - Stores a list of correlations between the
SUIF basic operations and the ISDL target processor operations.
* Register-to-Register Data Transfer Database - Stores all of the register-
to-register data transfer operations available on the target processor.
These databases are used repeatedly in the generation of the Split-Node DAG and
in the routines that cover the Split-Node DAG nodes with target processor instruc-
tions.
4.5 Converting the Basic Block DAGs into Split-
Node DAGs
Syntactically, a Split-Node DAG is similar to a DAG representing the operations
performed in a block of code. A Split-Node DAG has two additional types of nodes:
split nodes and data transfer nodes. A split node corresponds to an operation node
in the original DAG. The immediate (non data transfer node) descendants of a split
node correspond to all possible ways the operation may be performed on the target
processor. The data transfer nodes are inserted on the path between a split node and
its immediate operation descendants and correspond to data transfers required along
that path.
Given a basic block DAG representation of the application code and the databases
generated by Aviv, the Split-Node DAG can be created. In particular, the SUIF-
ISDL Correlation database and the Register-to-Register Data Transfer database are
required for this task.
In order to clarify the derivation of the Split-Node DAG, an illustrative example is
provided. For this example, the basic block DAG shown in Figure 4-5 is converted into
a Split-Node DAG. The remainder of this chapter describes this conversion process
in detail.
In the basic block DAG of Figure 4-5, the leaves of the DAG, represented as
squares, correspond to the primary inputs of the DAG. The roots of the DAG, repre-
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a =b + 3
c=2*d
e =c -a
mul add
2 d b 3
(a) (b)
Figure 4-5: Example basic block DAG (a) C code for basic block (b) The corre-
sponding basic block DAG assuming variables a, and c are not live on exit from the
basic block.
sented by double circles, correspond to the primary outputs. Aviv assumes that pri-
mary inputs and outputs reside in memory. The target processor used in this example
is the VLIW processor presented in Figure 4-6. This processor is nearly identical to
the one presented in Figure 3-3 except that, for the sake of simplicity, it only contains
one databus (DB1). In the processor shown here, unit Ul can perform addition (ADD),
and subtraction (SUB). Unit U2 can perform addition (ADD), subtraction (SUB), and
multiplication (MUL). Unit U3 can perform addition (ADD), and multiplication (MUL).
Each unit contains its own register file and can perform only one operation at a time.
The architecture also includes an instruction memory (IM), and a data memory (DM).
Load and store operations can be performed on the two memories. A single databus
connects all units and memories. The databus allows data to be transferred between
the different functional units. In addition, the databus can be used to perform a load
constant (move immediate) operation.
The first step in converting the basic block DAG into a Split-Node DAG is to insert
split-nodes between each pair of operation nodes. The second step is to replace each
operation node with N operation nodes, where N is the number of target processor
operations that match the DAG operation node. Figure 4-7 illustrates these first two
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Figure 4-6: Example target architecture
steps. The SUIF-ISDL Correlation Database is used to perform the second step. For
this example architecture, the SUB node is replaced by two SUB nodes, one on unit Ul
and the other on unit U2. The MUL node is replaced by two MUL nodes, one on unit U2
and one on unit U3. Finally, the ADD operation node is replaced by three ADD nodes
on units U1, U2, and U3.
The final step in creating the Split-Node DAG is to insert all of the required data
transfer nodes. This includes data transfers from one register file to another, as well as
load, load constant, and store nodes. In the example architecture, each functional unit
has its own dedicated register file. Thus, if an operation is executed on one functional
unit (e.g., unit Ul) but its operand was produced on another functional unit (e.g.,
unit U2), then a data transfer is required to move the operand from its register file
(e.g., unit U2's register file) to the operation's register file (e.g., unit Ul's register file).
If an operation and its child are both executed on the same functional unit, then no
data transfer is required. In order to determine which target processor operation can
perform each required data transfer, the Register-to-Register Data Transfer Database
is queried. This query returns all data transfer operations that move a value from
the source register file (e.g., unit U2's register file) to the destination register file
(e.g., unit Ul's register file). All data transfer operations returned from the query are
included in the Split-Node DAG. This implies that more than one path can connect
two operation nodes if multiple data transfer paths exist.
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Split-Nodes
(a)
Step 2
e
Q Split-Nodes
sub UI sub U2
mul U2 mul U3 add U1 add U2 add U3
2 d b 3
(b)
Figure 4-7: Splitting the basic block DAG nodes into multiple nodes
(a) Inserting split nodes into the DAG (b) Splitting the DAG operation nodes into
multiple target processor operation nodes.
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Finally, any edge whose source is a constant value (e.g., 2), has an ISDL operation
equivalent to a load constant operation inserted between the constant node and the
operation node. These nodes are considered as data transfer nodes. In the example
architecture, the databus is capable of performing a load constant (move immediate)
operation. In addition, any edge that joins an input variable and an operation node
has a load data transfer node inserted along it, and any edge that joins an operation
node and an output variable has a store data transfer node inserted along it. This is
required because Aviv assumes that all inputs and outputs reside in memory.
Figure 4-8 illustrates the resulting Split-Node DAG. Each split-node has children
corresponding to the multiple units that can perform the ADD, MUL, or SUB operations
on the target architecture. Note that paths from several split-nodes can reconverge to
one set of operation nodes (i.e., the operation nodes are not duplicated for each split-
node). Any edge that connects two operations, A and B, in the original basic block
DAG is now split into multiple edges representing all possible paths from operation
A to operation B. If these edges result in a transfer from one unit to another, then
a data transfer node is added along that edge. This includes multi-level paths if
a direct transfer path is not available on the target architecture. If multiple data
transfer paths exist, then all of them are included in the Split-Node DAG.
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Figure 4-8: The Split-Node DAG
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Chapter 5
Covering the Split-Node DAG
This chapter begins with an introduction to the various tasks involved in code gen-
eration. It then describes the methodology used by Aviv to perform code generation
from a Split-Node DAG. Aviv's goal is to cover the Split-Node DAG with a minimal-
cost set of target processor instructions. In order to achieve results that are close to
optimal, Aviv addresses the various tasks of code generation concurrently because
these tasks are tightly coupled.
5.1 Code Generation Tasks
Code generation consists of three main tasks:
1. Instruction Selection,
2. Resource Allocation, and
3. Scheduling.
Instruction selection is the process of mapping the operations available on the
target processor onto the input DAG and selecting the best set of target processor
operations to cover all nodes of the DAG. A target processor operation may cover
more than one node in the input DAG; however, each node in the DAG can only be
covered once (i.e., there can be no overlap between the selected operations).
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Figure 5-1: Instruction selection (a) The input DAG (b) The target processor
operations (c-d) Two possible covers of the input DAG.
Figure 5-1 illustrates the process of instruction selection. The input DAG is shown
in Figure 5-1 (a). The available target processor operations are shown in Figure 5-
1 (b). Two possible ways to cover the input DAG are illustrated in Figure 5-1 (c)
and (d). In (c), each operation is covered individually with a total cost of three
target processor instructions. In (d), a complex multiply-accumulate operation is
used to simultaneously cover two nodes of the input DAG incurring a total cost of
two instructions.
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In addition to selecting between basic and complex operations, instruction selec-
tion may also involve selecting which functional unit should implement a particular
operation when more than one functional unit is capable of executing that opera-
tion. Thus, each node in the input DAG may have multiple potential covers. The
instruction selection task must select the best combination of operation covers that
will cover the entire DAG. In other words, covering the nodes of the DAG implies
selecting a non-overlapping set of target processor instructions that will implement
the functionality of the DAG.
Section 4.3 presented the first half of the task of instruction selection which is the
matching of target processor operations to operations in the input DAG in order to
generate the Split-Node DAG. The remaining portion of instruction selection is to
select the best set of target processor instructions that cover the entire input DAG.
The second task of code generation is resource allocation. In the context of VLIW
architectures, resource allocation assigns a functional unit to execute each operation
and performs register allocation to determine which register will store each interme-
diate value. Register allocation is the process of assigning operands and results to the
available registers on the target processor. A major goal of register allocation is to
avoid spills to memory. Spill operations usually require additional instructions and
consequently result in reduced performance. For unifunctional architectures, resource
allocation consists solely of register allocation.
The final task of code generation is scheduling. Scheduling is the task of taking
all of the selected target processor instructions and determining a complete ordering
for them. The scheduling phase must ensure that all precedence constraints are
satisfied. Additionally, it attempts to minimize the total cycle cost of the resulting
schedule. For example, if instruction B depends on the result of instruction A, but
instruction A requires two cycles to execute, then the scheduler may choose to insert
another independent instruction, C, between instructions A and B. The insertion
of instruction C between instructions A and B can only be performed if the new
ordering of instructions still satisfies all of the precedence constraints. Reordering the
instructions could lead to a more efficient total schedule as illustrated in Figure 5-
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Instructions: Cycle Cost: Dependencies:
A 2 B depends on A
B 1
C 1
A A A A
B C
C B
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
Cycle Cycle
(a) ( b)
Figure 5-2: Optimizing the schedule by reordering the instructions
2. In Figure 5-2 (a), the order of the instructions is A, B, C which incurs a total
cost of four cycles. Reordering the instructions to A, C, B allows the extra cycle of
instruction A to be overlapped with the execution of instruction C. Figure 5-2 (b)
illustrates that this results in a total cycle cost of three.
The instruction selection, resource allocation, and scheduling tasks described
above are very complex problems for which no polynomial-time algorithm exists.
In fact, it has been shown that optimal code generation for DAGs on a one-register
machine is NP-complete [8]. This result was extended to show that even with an
unlimited number of registers, the problem remains NP-complete [2]. The difficulty
is in determining the optimal order in which the DAG should be evaluated in order
to arrive at a minimum cost solution.
In order to alleviate the complexity of generating code for DAGs, the traditional
approach has been to convert the DAGs into multiple trees by splitting the DAG at
nodes that have multiple fanouts (i.e., nodes that have more than one parent node), as
'An NP-complete problem is generally thought of as an intractable problem because no
polynomial-time algorithm is known for it. Furthermore, unless P = NP, no polynomial time algo-
rithm exists for any NP-complete problem.
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(b)
Figure 5-3: Splitting a DAG into multiple trees (a) Original DAG (b) Multiple
tree representation of DAG
illustrated in Figure 5-3. Each point in the DAG that is split has primary inputs and
outputs inserted in order to maintain connectivity between the multiple trees. The
code generation task is then performed on the individual trees using optimal linear-
time algorithms for covering the trees. Examples of linear-time algorithms that find
the optimal order of evaluation for trees can be found in [47, 1].
Although optimal linear-time algorithms exist for covering trees, they do not nec-
essarily imply an optimal covering of the DAG. Splitting DAGs into trees precludes
the use of complex instructions in cases where internal vertices are shared. There-
fore, covering trees rather than DAGs may lead to suboptimal results. Furthermore,
performing resource allocation and scheduling on each tree independently could ad-
versely affect the final results of covering the entire DAG. This is because an algorithm
that covers each tree independently may not be able to determine the best use of the
parallelism available on the target processor. Aviv addresses these issues by setting
up a heuristic algorithm to cover the input DAGs directly rather than splitting the
DAGs into trees and covering each tree independently.
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An additional complication of code generation is that the various tasks of code
generation are interdependent. Optimizing one task without taking the others into
account can lead to suboptimal results. This problem is typically referred to as the
phase coupling problem [20]. For instance, suppose that during the instruction selec-
tion phase, every time a multiply-accumulate pattern is encountered, the instruction
selection routine selects the complex operation that can cover both the multiply and
add nodes simultaneously. However, the complex multiply-accumulate operation may
only be executable on one functional unit with a limited number of registers. In such
an architecture, it may be inadvisable to always select the multiply-accumulate com-
plex function rather than the individual multiply and add functions because register
resource constraints may end up causing spills to memory. The spills may incur a
higher penalty than using two separate operations to cover the multiply-accumulate
sequence of operations. If the instruction selection phase accounted for the register
resources, however, then this situation could potentially be avoided.
5.2 Code Generation Using the Split-Node DAG
The goal of the Aviv code generator is to cover the Split-Node DAG with a minimal-
cost set of target processor instructions. Aviv addresses the instruction selection,
resource allocation, and scheduling phases of code generation concurrently because,
as mentioned above, these phases are mutually dependent. Therefore, performing
them sequentially generally yields suboptimal code. In covering the Split-Node DAG,
the following tasks are performed simultaneously:
9 functional unit assignment,
9 merging operations and data transfers into instructions,
* register bank allocation, and
* scheduling.
Detailed register allocation and peephole optimizations are performed as a second
step.
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Explore possible split-node functional unit assignments (Section 5.2.1):
- Estimate cost of assignment.
- Select several lowest cost assignments to explore in further detail.
For each selected assignment:
- Insert required data transfers (Section 5.2.2).
- Generate all maximal groupings of nodes that could be executed in parallel
(Section 5.2.3).
- Select a minimal-cost set of maximal groupings that covers all nodes
(Section 5.2.4).
The final solution is the lowest-cost solution found above.
Figure 5-4: Algorithm for covering the Split-Node DAG
Figure 5-4 presents the algorithm used to cover the Split-Node DAG with a
minimal-cost set of target processor instructions. Multiple heuristics are used to
reduce the runtime of the algorithm without sacrificing the quality of the results.
The algorithm begins with a high-level analysis that explores the possible split-node
functional unit assignments. It then selects several of the lowest cost assignments to
explore in further detail. This selection is based on a heuristic cost function that is
described in Section 5.2.1. Each of the selected functional unit assignments is then
explored in detail.
The detailed analysis begins by adding the required data transfers to the functional
unit assignment (Section 5.2.2). Next, the nodes in the current assignment, including
the transfer nodes, are merged into maximal groupings. All nodes within a maximal
grouping can be executed in parallel and correspond to a single VLIW instruction
(Section 5.2.3). A heuristic covering algorithm then covers the nodes in the current
assignment with a minimal-cost set of maximal groupings (Section 5.2.4). After the
selected functional unit assignments have been explored, the assignment yielding the
lowest cost solution is selected, and code is generated using that assignment.
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Figure 5-5: The Split-Node DAG
5.2.1 Exploring the Split-Node Functional Unit Assignments
Instruction selection on the Split-Node DAG is the task of selecting a target
processor operation (i.e., functional unit) to cover each split-node. The Split-Node
DAG of Figure 4-8 is reillustrated in Figure 5-5 with a label attached to each node.
For this Split-Node DAG, node N1 or N2 could be selected to cover the subtract
split-node, node N3 or N4 could be selected to cover the multiply split-node, and
so on. The number of possible split-node covering assignments can be calculated by
multiplying the number of possible target processor operations covering each split-
node (i.e., for this example 2 x 2 x 3). This is a very small basic block that results in
few possible assignments. However, for typical basic blocks, the multiplicative growth
in the number of possible split-node functional unit assignments quickly makes it
prohibitively CPU-intensive to explore all possible cases.
Thus, the first step of Aviv's code generation algorithm prunes the search space
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by selecting only a few of the split-node functional unit assignments to explore in
depth. This selection is made based on a cost function that accounts for the two
main factors contributing to the higher cost (measured in number of instructions) of
covering the Split-Node DAG. These two factors are the amount of parallelism that
is foregone due to the split-node covering (i.e., functional unit) assignments, and the
number of data transfers required for the given assignment. To calculate the total
cost, the total foregone parallelism (FP), which is the sum of the foregone parallelism
between pairs of operation nodes (FPi,), and the total number of transfer nodes (TN)
must first be calculated. The following equations are used for these calculations:
1 if node; and node. share a common resource, and
FPij they could have otherwise been executed in parallel. (5.1)
0 otherwise
n n
Total FP = E $ FPiJ (n = number of split-nodes) (5.2)
i=1 j=i+1
Total TN = total number of transfers required for assignment (5.3)
The total cost is a weighted sum of the foregone parallelism and the number of
required data transfers, as shown below:
Total Cost = (w1 x Total FP) + (w2 x Total TN) (5.4)
It is important to include both factors in the cost function because they allow for
the optimization of the instruction selection and scheduling phases of code generation
concurrently. The relative magnitude of the two weights, w1 and w2, can be modified
to indicate the relative importance of required transfers to foregone parallelism in the
target architecture. A good heuristic is to make the two weights equal.
Calculating this cost function for all possible functional unit assignments can
in itself be prohibitively expensive in terms of runtime. Thus, the search space of
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For each split-node traversed in order of increasing level from the top
of the Split-Node DAG:
- Calculate the incremental cost, along the current path, of each operation
node corresponding to the current split-node using equation 5.7.
- Prune all paths that do not result in minimum incremental cost.
Each remaining unpruned path represents a split-node functional unit
assignment that should be explored in detail.
Figure 5-6: Algorithm for selecting split-node functional unit assignments
possible assignments is actually pruned by traversing the Split-Node DAG in a top-
down fashion, calculating an incremental cost for each split-node encountered, and
pruning the search space at all points that do not result in minimum incremental
cost. A high-level description of the algorithm used to select a set of split-node
functional unit assignments is presented in Figure 5-6. The incremental cost used in
this algorithm is calculated using the following functions:
i-1
FP = (FPi 3  (5.5)
j= 1
additional number of transfer nodes required as a result
T N= (5.6)
of adding node, to the previously encountered nodes
Incremental Cost, = (w1 x FP) + (w 2 x TNj) (5.7)
FP represents the amount of foregone parallelism between nodei and the previously
encountered nodes in the incremental search space. Thus, the incremental cost, only
accounts for costs resulting from adding node, to the previously encountered nodes.
For the purpose of illustrating this cost function, assume that equal weights of value
1 are assigned to w1 and w 2. Figure 5-7 shows the incremental cost at each node as
well as the locations where the search space was pruned (indicated by an X) for the
Split-Node DAG of Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-7: Pruning the search space of split-node assignments
The incremental cost of the two SUB nodes is zero because they are the first nodes
encountered when traversing the Split-Node DAG top-down. Since the two costs are
equal, the search is continued along both branches. The next set of nodes tested
could either be the MUL or the ADD nodes because their level from the top is the same.
The algorithm arbitrarily picks the MUL nodes first. Following the SUB node on the
unit Ul branch, both the MUL on unit U2 and the MUL on unit U3 have an incremental
cost of three. One to transfer the result of the MUL executed on unit U2 or U3 to the
SUB operation executed on unit U1. Another two to load the two operands of the
operations.
Along the other branch of the SUB operation, that is the SUB node on unit U2,
the cost incurred by the MUL operations differ. If the MUL is to be executed on unit
U2, then the incremental cost is just two to load the two operands. No additional
cost is incurred because no data transfer is required. A data transfer is not required
because both the MUL and the SUB operations along that path are executed on unit
U2. In addition, no possible parallel execution is prevented because there is a data
dependence between the MUL and SUB operations. On the other hand, the MUL on unit
U3 has an incremental cost of three because in addition to loading its two operands,
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it requires a data transfer to the SUB operation.
The search space is pruned at all the MUL nodes with a cost of three, and then
the search continues along paths of minimum incremental cost. In this example, the
search is continued along the SUB on unit U2, and MUL on unit U2 path. Along this
path, the three possible ADD nodes are encountered. The ADD on unit U1 has an
incremental cost of three (two to load its operands, and an additional one to transfer
its result to the SUB operation). The ADD on unit U3 has an incremental cost of
three, as well, for the same reasons. The ADD on unit U2, however, also introduces an
incremental cost of three except in this case its third unit of cost is not due to a data
transfer. Instead, its cost is incremented because if both the MUL and ADD operations
are to be executed on unit U2, then the possibility of executing the two operations
in parallel is precluded due to the introduced resource conflict. Note that executing
the MUL or ADD operations on the same unit as the SUB operation does not preclude
any possible parallelism because there is a data dependency from the MUL and ADD
operations to the SUB operation.
Three unpruned paths result from pruning the search space of this example. These
paths represent the split-node functional unit assignments that Aviv should explore
in depth. The three assignments are:
1: SUB on unit U2 (N 2), MUL on unit U2 (N 3), ADD on unit Ul (N 5 )
2: SUB on unit U2 (N 2) , MUL on unit U2 (N 3 ), ADD on unit U2 (N 6 )
3: SUB on unit U2 (N 2) , MUL on unit U2 (N 3 ) , ADD on unit U3 (N 7 )
The node labels (appearing in parentheses) correspond to the node labels in the
Split-Node DAG of Figure 5-5.
Once a split-node functional unit assignment is made, any operation nodes that
are not included in the assignment are irrelevant and can be eliminated from the Split-
Node DAG. All edges connected to the removed nodes and any data transfer nodes
along those edges may also be removed. The remaining relevant portions of the Split-
Node DAG for the first functional unit assignment are illustrated in Figure 5-8. Each
transfer node has been labeled with its corresponding unit. The register-to-register
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Figure 5-8: The Split-Node DAG after functional unit assignment
data transfer (N 13) and the two load constant (move immediate) data transfers (N17
and N 2 4 ) correspond to databus (DB) move operations. The memory load and store
operations (N 19 , N21, and N9 ) are data memory (DM) operations.
5.2.2 Adding the Required Transfers
For each split-node functional unit assignment selected, the required data transfer
nodes are added. In the case of a single data transfer path, this step is straightforward
because for each pair of nodes that requires a data transfer between them, there is
exactly one possible data transfer node that can be selected.
This is clearly illustrated by the reduced Split-Node DAG of Figure 5-8. This
reduced Split-Node DAG corresponds to the functional unit assignment consisting of
the operation nodes N2 , N3 , and N5 . The target processor of this Split-Node DAG
contains a single data transfer path. Therefore, the required transfers are simply the
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transfers along the edges of the reduced Split-Node DAG. Specifically, the required
transfers are:
* Node N 13 which transfers the result of node N5 to node N 2.
* Nodes N 1 7 and N19 which load the operands of node N3 .
9 Nodes N 2 1 and N24 which load the operands of node N5 .
* Node N9 which stores the result of node N2 in variable e.
These transfer nodes are added to the functional unit assignment to form a complete
assignment of target processor nodes for the input application.
The data transfers for the second and third functional unit assignments are deter-
mined in the same manner. The resulting complete assignments, including both the
functional unit assignments and their corresponding data transfer assignments, are
listed below:
1: N 2 , N 3 , N 5 , N 9 , N 13 , N 17 , N 19 , N 2 1 , N 24
2: N 2 , N 3 , N 6 , N 9 , N 17 , N 19 , N 2 2 , N 25
3: N 2 , N 3 , N 7 , N9 , N 1 6 , N 17 , N 19 , N 23 , N 26
Determining the required data transfers is not as simple for architectures con-
taining multiple transfer paths. In such architectures, there may be more than one
possibility for any required data transfer. The problem of selecting the best transfer
paths resembles the problem of selecting the best split-node assignments. In both
of these cases the number of options grows multiplicatively. In order to reduce the
number of options that must be explored in depth, here too, a heuristic cost function
is applied. The heuristic calculates the amount of foregone parallelism in each pos-
sible data transfer node combination. It selects the combination that minimizes the
foregone parallelism. One or more selections are permitted. However, the greater the
number of combinations selected, the greater the number of solutions that need to be
explored in detail.
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Create all possible combinations of transfer nodes such that exactly one
transfer node is included for each path that requires a data transfer.
For each combination:
- Calculate the total amount of foregone parallelism using equation 5.8.
Select the combination that allows for the most parallelism by selecting
the lowest cost combination.
Figure 5-9: Algorithm for selecting the best transfer nodes for functional
unit assignment
A description of the algorithm used to select the best transfer node combination
is provided in Figure 5-9. The cost function used to differentiate between each of the
possible data transfer node combinations is given below:
Total Cost = Z Z FPig (n = number of transfer nodes) (5.8)
i=1 ji=i+1
5.2.3 Maximal Groupings
For the remainder of this chapter, the term assignment will be used to refer to the
combination of the nodes in the functional unit assignment and the nodes in the data
transfer assignment. Note that each assignment corresponds to a single implementa-
tion of the Split-Node DAG. It can be thought of as a machine-specific DAG in which
each node is associated with a single target processor operation.
Once the best set of assignments have been identified, each assignment in the set
should be explored in depth. The goal of the detailed exploration is to determine
which assignment results in the minimum-cost set of target processor instructions
required to cover all of its nodes. This assignment is selected as the final cover of the
Split-Node DAG.
The detailed assignment exploration begins by examining the nodes in a given
assignment and merging them into groups of nodes that can be executed in parallel
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on the target processor. Each grouping corresponds to a VLIW instruction. The goal
is to identify a minimal-cost set of instructions that can cover all of the nodes in the
assignment. The minimal-cost set of instructions is selected as the solution for the
given assignment.
In order to reduce the total cost of the instructions required to cover the Split-
Node DAG, it is preferable to select instructions that exploit the parallelism provided
in the target processor. Therefore, the groupings of nodes that are examined are
all the maximal groupings of parallel nodes. In other words, subsets of a larger
grouping are not considered as a possible grouping. The maximal groupings combine
operation nodes with data transfer nodes. Note that every node in the assignment
being explored is covered by at least one grouping. Also, it is possible for a grouping
to contain only one node.
Generating the Maximal Groupings
In order to generate the maximal groupings, an N x N matrix representing pairwise
parallelism is created, where N is the number of nodes in the current assignment of
the Split-Node DAG. This matrix contains a 0 for element [i, J] if Ni can be executed
in parallel with Nj, and l's elsewhere. Two operations can be performed in parallel if
they use different functional units and have no directed path between them. Figure 5-
10 (a) shows the matrix for one of the selected assignments for the Split-Node DAG of
Figure 5-5. The assignment consists of nodes N2 , N3 , N5 , N9 , N13 , N 17, N19 , N 21, and
N 24 . Row N5 , for example, specifies that an ADD on unit U1 (N 5 ) can be performed in
parallel with a MUL on unit U2 (N 3) or with either of the MUL's load operations (N 17
or N19 ).
The matrix could also be represented as a graph whose vertices are the nodes in
the assignment. An edge exists between any pair of nodes whose matrix entry is zero.
In such a representation, finding the maximal groupings corresponds to finding the
maximal cliques of the graph.
Definition 1 [11] "A clique in an undirected graph G = (V, E) is a subset V' C V
of vertices, each pair of which is connected by an edge in E. In other words, a clique
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N2 N 3  N5  N9  N 1 3  N1 7  N1 9  N 2 1  N 2 4
N2  0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
N3  1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
N5  1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
N9  1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
N13  1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
N 17  1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
N 19  1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
N 21  1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
N 24  1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
(a)
(C1
(C 2
(C 3
(C 4
(C5
N 2 )
N9 )
N 3 ,
N3 ,
N3 ,
N 13 )
N)
N 2 1 , N 2 4 )
(C 6 :
(C 7 :
(Cs :
(C 9 :
N5 ,
N 13 ,
N 1 7 ,
N19 ,
N 1 7 , N 1 9 )
N19 )
N 2 1 )
N 24 )
( b
Figure 5-10: Generating the maximal
(b) Resulting maximal cliques
cliques (a) Pairwise parallelism matrix
is a complete subgraph of G".
A clique refers to a grouping of nodes that can all be executed in parallel. This
implies that the matrix entry of every pair of nodes in the clique is zero. A maximal
clique, or maximal grouping, refers to the largest possible grouping of nodes that
can be executed in parallel. Thus, a maximal clique of the graph described above,
is a clique that is not a subset of any other clique. Visually, this can be pictured
by reordering the rows and columns of the pairwise-parallelism matrix in order to
find the largest squares of zeroes. The reordering of the rows must be identical to the
reordering of the columns. Squares of zeroes that are not a subset of any larger square
correspond to a maximal clique. Finding all of the maximal cliques is an NP-complete
problem [18].
The maximal cliques (Cis) generated for this example are shown in Figure 5-10 (b).
Note that due to data dependencies, nodes N2 and N9 cannot be executed in parallel
with any of the other nodes in the assignment. Thus, their corresponding cliques,
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C1 and C2 , contain a single node. Also note that none of the cliques contain more
than three nodes because the given example has a maximum parallelism of three if
the functional unit assignments are taken into consideration. Although, as shown in
Figure 5-8, there exist four independent load operations (two load constant operations
that are assigned to the databus, and two memory load operations that are assigned
to the data memory) at the bottom of the Split-Node DAG, these operations are
not merged into a four node maximal clique. The reason is that operations that are
assigned to the same unit cannot be executed in parallel. By setting the matrix entry
to one for any pair of nodes assigned to the same unit, it is ensured that such nodes
cannot be merged into the same clique.
The pseudo-code shown in Figure 5-11 describes the algorithm for generating
all of the maximal cliques using the pairwise parallelism matrix. The algorithm
consists of setting up initial cliques containing a single element, and then building
these cliques up into maximal cliques. Setting up the initial cliques is performed by
the generate-max-cliques function. It iterates through all nodes in the assignment
as the starting clique node. It calls the main routine gen-max-clique with each of
the initial cliques together with the index of the starting node.
The main routine greedily expands the input clique by adding all nodes that do
not preclude the addition of any other node to the current clique. When no more
nodes can be added that satisfy this criterion, the gen-max-clique function loops
through all nodes in the assignment. For each node that can be executed in parallel
with all of the nodes already in the clique, it adds the node and recursively calls itself
in order to expand the clique further. When no new nodes can be added, a maximal
clique has been found.
In order to avoid generating many duplicate maximal cliques, the gen-max-clique
routine has a pruning condition that identifies cliques that have already been encoun-
tered. The pruning condition is (i < index). The pruning condition follows from the
fact that if i < index, then the gen-max-clique routine has already generated all
the cliques that would be generated by the current (recursive) call. Therefore, the
current branch can be terminated. For example, suppose that the current clique is
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generate -max-cliques {
for (i = 0; i < numberof-nodes; i++) {
first node of clique = node i;
gen-max-clique( clique, i);
}
}
gen-max-clique( clique, index ) {
for (i = 0; i < number-of-nodes; i++) {
if (i can be executed in parallel with all of the nodes in
the current clique)
if (adding i will not preclude adding any other node)
if (i < index) // Pruning condition
return;
else
add i to clique;
}
for (i = 0; i < number-ofinodes; i++) {
if (i can be executed in parallel with all of the nodes in
the current clique)
gen-max-clique(clique with i added, MAX(i, index));
i
Figure 5-11: Pseudo-code for generating maximal cliques
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clique c = {j} and that node i, which does not preclude the selection of any other
node, is being added to the clique. If i <j, then the routine has already generated
maximal cliques from clique {i,j}, when it started with clique {i} as the seed.
Reducing the Number of Maximal Cliques Generated
The generation of the maximal cliques is an NP-complete problem that is being solved
exactly. As a result, it is the most time consuming portion of Aviv's code generation
algorithm. In order to improve the runtime of the algorithm, a heuristic that limits the
nodes that may be added to a clique is used. This heuristic is based on the observation
that in the optimum solution, nodes in widely different levels of the Split-Node DAG
(measured from both the source and sink nodes of the Split-Node DAG) tend not to
be scheduled in the same instruction. Therefore, restricting the allowable variance in
the levels of nodes that can be merged into a single maximal clique, should in most
cases not affect the optimality of the solution. This heuristic decreases the runtime
because it results in the generation of fewer and smaller maximal cliques.
Eliminating Illegal Instructions
The maximal clique generation phase merges all nodes that have no data dependence
between them and are executed on different functional units into single instructions
(i.e., cliques). Merging based solely on this criterion is insufficient to guarantee the
validity of the instructions on the target processor. Illegal groupings are possible, and
they are described in the Constraints section of the ISDL description. To avoid illegal
groupings, each proposed instruction must be compared with the constraints of the
target processor. If the constraints are not satisfied, then the illegal instruction, or
maximal clique, is split into instructions with smaller cliques. This is repeated until
all of the constraints are satisfied. The process of determining whether or not an
instruction satisfies all of the constraints is described in detail in Chapter 7.
In the example target architecture shown in Figure 4-6, there exists a constraint
that specifies that any databus operation cannot be executed in parallel with any
data memory operation. The reason is that both the databus and the data memory
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operations require the use of the databus which is a shared resource. As a result,
the parallel execution of such operations must be explicitly prohibited through a
constraint.
The maximal cliques that were generated for the Split-Node DAG functional unit
assignment of Figure 5-8 are listed again below. Here they are shown with the results
of comparing each clique to the target processor constraints.
Clique ResultI
(C1 : N2 ) Valid
(C 2 : N9 ) Valid
(C3 : N3, N1 3 ) Valid
(C 4 : N 3, N5 ) Valid
(C5 : N3 , N21 , N24 ) Invalid
(C6 : N5, N17 , N19) Invalid
(C7 : N13, N19) Invalid
(Cs : N17, N2 1 ) Invalid
(C9: N19, N 2 4 ) Invalid
In order to satisfy the constraints, all cliques containing both databus and data
memory operations must be split into smaller cliques that do not merge the two types
of operations. A valid maximal clique is defined as a maximal clique that satisfies all
of the constraints. These include cliques that were subdivided in order to satisfy the
constraints. The resulting valid maximal cliques for this example are shown below.
(Ci: N 2 )
(C2 : N)
(3 : N 3 ,
(4 : N3 ,
(C5 : N 3 , N 21 )
(C6: N 3 , N 24 )
(07: N5 , N1 7 )
(Cs: N 5 , N19)
N 13 )
N 5 )
Note that in the case of
tions), it may be preferable
pairwise constraints (i.e., constraints between two opera-
to check the constraints prior to generating the maximal
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I
cliques rather than afterwards. This can be achieved by modifying the pairwise par-
allelism matrix so that it only contains a zero entry for pairs of nodes that: (1) do
not have a data dependency between them, (2) are assigned to different functional
units, and (3) do not have a pairwise constraint between them. This would reduce
the number of invalid maximal cliques generated. In order to modify the pairwise
parallelism matrix in this manner, every pair of operations that satisfies the first two
points would have to be compared to all of the pairwise constraints. The matrix
entry corresponding to such a pair of operations would only be set to zero if the
pair of operations satisfied all of the pairwise constraints (in addition to the first two
points listed above). The maximal cliques would then be generated from the result-
ing matrix. This would be followed by another round of constraint checking for all
constraints that depend on more than two operations interacting with each other.
5.2.4 Selecting a Minimum-Cost Set of Maximal Cliques
Once the valid maximal cliques have been identified, the next step is to find the
minimum-cost set of valid cliques that cover all of the nodes in the assignment. The
algorithm used to cover the nodes is presented in Figure 5-12. A description of the
components of the algorithm is provided below.
Aviv's covering algorithm begins with an empty solution set. It then selects a
maximal clique that covers the largest number of remaining uncovered nodes whose
children have all been covered and whose register requirements do not exceed the
available resources. Selecting nodes whose children have all been covered implies that
the nodes at the bottom of the Split-Node DAG will be scheduled before nodes that
depend on them. This selection criterion automatically creates a valid schedule as the
cliques are selected. The available register resources are determined by performing
a liveness analysis on the selected nodes and maintaining a running upper bound on
the number of required registers for each register bank. After selecting a clique, the
clique is reduced by placing the nodes that are not ready to be scheduled into their
own separate clique. In addition, the nodes that are covered by the selected clique
are eliminated from the remaining cliques. This selection process is repeated until all
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For each assignment:
while any nodes in assignment remain uncovered {
for ( i = 0; i < number of max cliques; i++ ) {
count = number of nodes that are ready for scheduling
and have available register resources
if ( count > best count )
best clique = current clique
else if ( ( count == best count ) and ( count ! = 0))
if ( lookahead cost function < best result of lookahead function)
best clique = current clique
else if ( lookahead cost function == best result of lookahead function)
if ( num nodes that share parent with already covered nodes >
best num nodes that share parent with already covered nodes )
best clique = current clique
else if ( num loads that reload spill < best num loads)
best clique = current clique
else if (total level from top > best total level from top )
best clique = current clique
} /* end of for loop */
if a new best clique was found
Add best clique to current solution (only include nodes that are ready
for scheduling)
Remove covered nodes from remaining cliques
Increment total number of instructions by the number of hardware
instruction words required to represent the nodes of best clique
else
Select best node to spill
Regenerate maximal cliques with added load and spill nodes
} /* end of while loop */
Select assignment that resulted in the minimum total number of instructions.
Figure 5-12: Algorithm for covering the nodes in an assignment using a
minimum-cost set of cliques
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of the nodes have been covered.
An accurate instruction count is maintained as the cliques are selected. If any of
the selected cliques require additional binary words to represent long constants, such
as target addresses, the instruction count is adjusted accordingly.
If several cliques cover an equal number of nodes, the algorithm differentiates
among them by using a lookahead cost function. This function estimates the number
of cliques required to cover the remaining nodes assuming that the clique under
consideration was added to the solution set. If the lookahead cost function results in
another tie, then the algorithm attempts to optimize the following criteria:
" Give precedence to cliques that contain the largest number of nodes that share
a parent with an already covered node. The reason for this provision is that
if all of the children of a node have been covered, then the parent node can
be scheduled. Scheduling the parent will typically reduce the overall storage
resources required provided that the child nodes are no longer live.
" Minimize the number of load operations that reload spilled values in the clique.
This attempts to schedule the loads as late as possible so that the scarce re-
sources remain available for other operations.
" Give precedence to cliques whose nodes' level from the top is greater than other
clique nodes. This criterion attempts to cover the longest path of uncovered
nodes first.
In the event that no further cliques can be selected because the required register
resources are unavailable, spills to memory must be introduced. The algorithm de-
termines which covered node's result should be spilled. The decision is based on the
most needed resource and the number of parent nodes that would later require the
spilled value to be reloaded from memory. Once the node that should be spilled is
selected, the required load and spill nodes are added to the Split-Node DAG, and any
transfer nodes that are no longer needed are removed. Figure 5-13 shows a simple
example of adding loads and spills to a Split-Node DAG. In this example, the add
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U2
U2 U2
(a) (b)
Figure 5-13: Inserting loads and spills into the Split-Node DAG (a) the
original Split-Node DAG, (b) the Split-Node DAG augmented with load and spill
nodes
node is selected as the node to spill, and the transfer node between the add and sub
nodes is removed. New maximal cliques are then generated for all remaining uncov-
ered nodes including the new load and spill nodes. The covering algorithm continues
with the new maximal cliques and the remaining uncovered nodes.
5.2.5 The Covering Solution
The assignment that required the minimum-cost set of cliques to cover all its nodes is
chosen as the final solution. The order in which the cliques were selected determines
a schedule of the cliques (i.e., instructions). The final covering solution is thus a
minimal-cost set of reduced maximal cliques that cover the Split-Node DAG. At this
point, the following tasks have been completed: (1) functional unit assignment, (2)
merging operation and data transfer nodes into VLIW instructions, (3) register bank
allocation including the addition of load and spill nodes when necessary, and (4)
scheduling. The remaining task is that of detailed register allocation.
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5.2.6 Detailed Register Allocation
Detailed register allocation is performed using a liveness analysis of the nodes in the
final solution. Any conventional graph coloring algorithm [9] could also be used to
allocate the registers. It is guaranteed that a register, within the appropriate register
bank, will be available for each node. This is the case because in the instruction
selection and scheduling step the register resource requirements were analyzed, and
loads and spills were inserted when necessary.
5.2.7 Peephole Optimization
If spills to memory were required, then in the initial pass of the algorithm the spill
operations would have been scheduled as individual instructions. The reason is that
the Split-Node DAG is covered from the bottom-up, and spill operations are only
inserted when no further nodes can be covered. This implies that a spill operation
will be scheduled on its own even though it could potentially be merged with earlier
operations. In order to improve the final schedule, the algorithm attempts to reopti-
mize the final solution by determining whether the spill instruction could have been
merged with earlier instructions. If it succeeds in merging the spill with an earlier
instruction, then the possibility of further optimization exists. In this case, the algo-
rithm attempts to move operations from the instructions that were scheduled after
the spill into the empty slots in the instructions following the spill operation provided
that all the dependency constraints are still satisfied. This additional optimization
may, or may not, reduce the final number of required instructions.
Peephole optimization is also useful if more than one spill operation is required.
In this case, it is possible that the algorithm will not find the best ordering of the
instructions. This occurs because the algorithm inserts one spill operation at a time
and then attempts to cover as many of the nodes as possible before inserting an
additional spill operation. This order of events may result in the following partial
schedule:
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spill1
operationA
spill2
operationB
It is possible that if the second spill operation is moved earlier in the schedule, then
operations A and B could be merged into a single instruction. This yields the following
shorter schedule:
spill1
spill2
operationA and operationB
The difference between this optimization and the previous one is that here the second
spill operation is not being merged with an earlier instruction. It is simply being
moved to an earlier slot in the schedule provided that such a reordering still satisfies
all of the dependency constraints.
5.3 Alternate Implementation
Section 5.2.4 described the method used by Aviv to select the best combination of
cliques to cover each assignment of the Split-Node DAG. This method covers the Split-
Node DAG from the bottom-up so that the selected cliques automatically produce a
valid schedule.
An alternate implementation would be to:
1. Arbitrarily select a clique that covers as many uncovered nodes as possible from
the Split-Node DAG.
2. Remove all covered nodes from the remaining cliques.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until all nodes are covered.
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Figure 5-14: Cycles in the clique selections
The problem with such an implementation is that if the Split-Node DAG is not
covered from the bottom-up, then the arbitrary selection of the largest remaining
clique could lead to a cycle in the schedule which is not valid. For example, consider
the DAG of Figure 5-14. If the first selected clique covers nodes x and w, and the
second selected clique covers nodes v and y, then although both selected cliques were
valid cliques the resulting schedule is not valid because it contains a cycle. In order to
fix this problem, step 1 of the algorithm must be modified to ensure that each selected
clique does not result in a cycle with any of the previously selected cliques. This
modification slows the algorithm significantly and does not produce higher quality
results than the algorithm used by Aviv. Furthermore, this implementation requires
additional scheduling and register allocation phases after clique selection. This is
because cycle-free clique selection does not establish an ordering for the cliques. It
simply establishes that a valid ordering exists. In addition, register allocation cannot
be performed until the schedule is determined.
5.4 Handling Complex Operations
The Split-Node DAG supports the representation of complex operations. The main
difference between handling basic and complex operations is that in the case of com-
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plex operations, not every split node needs to be covered. For example, consider the
Split-Node DAG of Figure 5-15 which contains a multiply-accumulate (mac) complex
operation in addition to the basic operations (add, sub, and mul). For the sake of
simplicity, the data transfer nodes have been left out. Furthermore, it is assumed
that each of the operations can only be executed on one functional unit. Notice that
the mac node's split-nodes connect to the add node's parent and to the mul node's
children. It bypasses the mul node's parent split-node. As expected, this representa-
tion implies that if the mac node is to be covered, then the mul node should not be
covered.
The only complication introduced by the complex operation representation in the
Split-Node DAG is that if multiple instances of complex operations exist, then one
must ensure that there is no overlap between them. If there is an overlap, then the
overlapped node must be duplicated as illustrated by the shaded nodes in Figure 5-15.
If the mac operation were not available, then both of the mul nodes could be merged
into a single node.
Introducing complex operations into the Split-Node DAG also requires a slight
modification of the function that prunes the search space of possible functional unit
assignments. The modification required is that the incremental cost of a complex
operation should be compared to the summation of the incremental cost of each of
the basic operations that comprise the complex function. Thus, the mac operation's
incremental cost should be compared to the incremental cost of the add plus the in-
cremental cost of the mul in order to determine which paths to prune. Furthermore,
if any nodes were duplicated to avoid overlapping complex operations, then the incre-
mental cost of paths that do not contain any of the overlapping complex operations
should evaluate the cost as if the node was not duplicated. This may reduce the cost
of such paths because it would require covering fewer nodes. After the best assign-
ments have been selected, the remainder of the covering procedure is identical to the
case where no complex operations exist.
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Figure 5-15: Incorporating complex operations into the Split-Node DAG
The shaded nodes are nodes that were duplicated as a result of introducing the
complex operation.
5.5 Handling Non-Uniform Operation Latencies
The covering algorithm described in this chapter considers all operation latencies to
be equal. This implies that at each time step of the schedule, all functional units are
available and can have an operation scheduled on them in the next instruction. This
algorithm can be easily adapted to handle non-uniform operation latencies. Consider,
for example, an architecture in which a multiply operation takes four cycles, and all
other operation latencies are one cycle. To generate code for such an architecture,
every time an instruction contains a multiply operation, the next three scheduled in-
structions cannot assign an operation to the unit that executes the multiply. In order
to incorporate this type of restriction into Aviv's covering algorithm, the algorithm
must keep track of the availability of each functional unit as the schedule is being
created. In addition, the clique selection heuristic must also be modified slightly. This
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modification affects the determination of the number of nodes of each clique that can
be covered in the current time step. Instead of counting all nodes whose children
have been covered and whose register requirements are available, the count must not
include any nodes that require a functional unit that is not available in the current
time step. The rest of the clique selection criteria remain unchanged.
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Chapter 6
Control Flow
The previous chapters described the process of generating target processor code for
basic blocks. This chapter describes how control flow is handled by Aviv. It describes
how the code generated for the various basic blocks is combined into a coherent
program representing an entire procedure. In particular, it examines the if-then-else
and for-loop control flow constructs and describes how they are handled by Aviv.
Other control flow constructs can be handled in a similar fashion. This chapter
concludes with a presentation of several possible control flow optimizations.
6.1 The If-Then-Else Control Flow Construct
A program can be thought of as a number of basic blocks connected through control
flow information. For example, an if-then-else statement consists of three basic blocks.
The first basic block consists of the code for the condition of the if statement. Its value
determines whether the then basic block or the else basic block should be executed.
Figure 6-1 presents an if-then-else statement and its corresponding low-level SUIF
representation.
In the SUIF representation of the if-then-else statement, the variables b and c are
first loaded with the constant values 3 and 4 respectively. The variable el represents
a temporary variable whose value is the result of a signed less-than operation (si)
between variables b and c. The bf alse operation implies that if the value of el is
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b = 3; ldc b = 3
c = 4; ldc c = 4
if (b < c) { bfalse el, L:L3
a = b + c; el: sl b, c
} add a = b, c
else { jmp L:L4
a = b - c; lab L:L3
} sub a = b, c
lab L:L4
(a) (b)
Figure 6-1: Low-level SUIF representation of if-then-else statement
(a) If-then-else statement (b) SUIF representation of if-then-else statement
FALSE, then a branch to label L3 is performed in order to execute the else clause.
Otherwise, the then clause is executed by continuing sequentially through the code
with the add operation. A jump to label L4 follows the add in order to skip over the
code corresponding to the else clause.
This sequence of operations is translated by SPAM routines into the set of basic
block DAGs illustrated in Figure 6-2. A Control Flow Graph (CFG) maintains the
relationships between the multiple basic blocks. The CFG for this example is shown
in Figure 6-3.
Each of the basic block DAGs is then converted into Split-Node DAGs for the
target processor. The target processor for this example is shown in Figure 6-4. It is
an extended version of the example architecture of Figure 3-3. The complete ISDL
specification for this new architecture is presented in Appendix B. The main difference
between the two architectures is that the architecture of Figure 6-4 includes a field for
control flow. In particular, it can perform bf alse and jmp operations. In addition,
unit U1 has a not operation added to its capabilities, a sl operation has been added
to unit U3, and a st im (store immediate constant) operation has been added to the
data memory. The resulting Split-Node DAGs are illustrated in Figure 6-5.
Note that although the architecture contains a single bf alse operation, there
are three nodes representing this operation in the Split-Node DAG. This occurs be-
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condition then
basic block basic block
else
basic block
Figure 6-2: Basic block DAGs for if-then-else statement
cause the assembly syntax description of the bf alse operation is 'bf alse SRC, NAME',
where the NAME token represents the target label, and the SRC non-terminal represents
any of the three register files U1, U2, or U3 as the source operand. This is explicitly
represented in the Split-Node DAG by splitting the bfalse node into three nodes,
each representing a different source operand. In order to simplify the figure, however,
the Split-Node DAGs created only illustrate the data transfers on one of the databuses
rather than both. The dotted lines in the Split-Node DAGs represent control flow
dependencies, whereas the solid lines represent data dependencies.
A mechanism for handling control flow is required in order to generate code for the
complete if-then-else statement consisting of various basic blocks. In Aviv, control
flow is handled in a straightforward manner with no optimizations across basic block
boundaries. Possible optimizations are described in Section 6.3. In order to generate
correct code, the control flow graph is traversed in the same order as the SUIF rep-
resentation of the multiple basic blocks. This allows the control flow optimizations
performed by the SUIF compiler to be retained.
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Figure 6-3: Control flow graph for if-then-else example code
DB2
LD
ST
LD
ST
STIM
BFALSE
Control JMP
Figure 6-4: Example target architecture with support for control flow
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Control (U3)
stores to
memory
loads from
memory
cond SNDAG
Control
stores to
memory
loads from
memory
then SNDAG else SNDAG
Figure 6-5: Split-Node DAGs for if-then-else example code
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The order of traversal for an if-then-else control flow graph is to traverse the
condition node first, followed by the then node, the else node, and finally, the node
that follows the if-then-else nodes. For the CFG of Figure 6-3, the order of traversal
is LI, L2, L3, L4. Variables that span basic block boundaries are denoted as primary
inputs and outputs of the basic blocks. Aviv assumes that all primary inputs of a
basic block are loaded from memory, and all primary outputs are stored to memory.
Thus, communication between basic blocks occurs through memory. Each node of the
control flow graph has a label associated with it. By outputting the label associated
with each basic block before outputting the code corresponding to that basic block,
and by traversing the control flow graph in the appropriate order, correct code is
guaranteed. The code generated for this example is:
Li:
{ ... DB1move-im 3, U3.RO; DB2_move-im 4, U3.R1;
DM-st-im 3, 0; ... }
{ ... U3_sl U3.RO, U3.R1, U3.RO; DM-st-im 4, 1; ... }
{ Control-bfalse U3.RO, L3; ... }
L2:
{ ... DM-ld U1.RO, 0; ... }
{ ... DM-ld U1.R1, 1; ... }
{ ... Ul-add U1.RO, U1.R1, U1.RO; ... }
{ ... DM-st U1.RO, 2; ... }
{ Controljmp L4; ... }
L3:
{ ... DM-ld U1.RO, 0; ... }
{ ... DM-ld U1.R1, 1; ... }
{ ... Ulsub U1.RO, U1.R1, U1.RO; ... }
{ ... DM-st U1.RO, 2; ... }
L4:
The DB-move_ im and DB2_move-im operations are equivalent to the load constant
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operations and are used to load the constants 3 and 4 into the register file of unit U3.
The 'DM-stim const, x' operation stores the constant const into memory location
x. In this example, address 0 stores the constant 3 that corresponds to the primary
output b. Address 1 stores the constant 4 that corresponds to the primary output
c. The result of the s1 operation is stored in register U3.RO. Based on the value
of this register, the Control-bfalse operation determines whether or not to branch
to label L3. Label L2 corresponds to the then clause of the if statement, label L3
corresponds the else clause, and label L4 corresponds to the code following the if
statement. The basic blocks at labels L2 and L3 both load their operands from the
appropriate memory location before executing the add or sub operation. Both blocks
store their final result at address 2 corresponding to the primary output a. Basic
block L2 then performs an unconditional jump to label L4 in order to skip the basic
block at label L3.
6.2 The For-Loop Control Flow Construct
Another form of control flow is the for-loop construct. The control flow graph for the
for-loop follows the SUIF representation of for-loops and is illustrated in Figure 6-6.
The CFG of the for-loop consists of five nodes:
* Initial Test Node: The basic block of code corresponding to this node
initializes the loop index variable to the loop lower bound. If it is not known
at compile time whether the loop body will be executed at least once, then the
initial test node also compares the lower and upper bounds of the loop. It causes
control flow to bypass the body of the loop if the comparison result states that
the loop will not be executed.
e Landing Pad: The landing pad code is executed exactly once prior to the
execution of the body of the loop. Loop-invariant code can be moved from the
loop body to the landing pad in order to execute that code once rather than on
every iteration of the loop. The code in the landing pad is only executed if the
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Figure 6-6: Control flow graph for a for-loop
body of the loop is executed at least once.
" Loop Body: This node contains instructions executed on every iteration of
the loop.
" Final Test Node: This node contains code that increments the loop index
variable by the step value and compares the resulting loop index to the loop
upper bound. If the loop index is within the upper bound, then the flow of
control is directed back to the loop body; otherwise, control flows to the break
node.
* Break Node: The break node corresponds to the code that follows the for-
loop construct.
In order to emit correct code for this control flow graph, the order of traversal of
the CFG is the initial test node, landing pad, loop body, final test node, and finally the
break node. Code is emitted for each basic block in the order specified. Note that the
control flow embedded into the initial test node will ensure that if the loop should
not be executed at all, the control will flow directly to the break node.
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The rest of the control flow constructs, such as while loops and multi-way branches,
are translated in a similar manner. The SUIF control flow optimizations are retained
for all control flow constructs.
6.3 Possible Control Flow Optimizations
6.3.1 Trace Scheduling
A common control flow optimization is to try to predict the most commonly executed
path and treat the set of basic blocks along that path as a single larger basic block.
Larger basic blocks make it easier to extract higher levels of parallelism from the
code. This optimization is commonly known as trace scheduling [15].
Consider the control flow diagram of figure 6-3. If path L1, L2 is followed more
frequently than path L1, L3, then it may be beneficial to consider the two blocks
L1 and L2 as a single larger basic block. A larger basic block typically results in
increased available parallelism. Thus, treating the two blocks as one larger block may
result in more efficient code. The only complication with such a scheme is in correctly
handling the execution of blocks not on the most likely path (in this example, block
L3). The code in block Li must be executed before block L3. Therefore, block Li
either has to be duplicated, or the code for the most common path must execute and
then undo the effects of basic block L2. The former is generally easier to implement.
Both options may result in a larger code size, but the resulting code may be more
efficient in terms of the number of cycles required for it to execute.
6.3.2 Code Motion
Another possible control flow optimization involves code motion. This optimization
moves code out of basic blocks that are not necessarily executed (e.g., L2 or L3) into
basic blocks that are always executed (e.g., Li) provided that the semantics of the
code remain unchanged. Thus, in the if-then-else control flow diagram, if common
code exists between blocks L2 and L3 and moving this code into block Li would not
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affect the functionality of the code, then the common code can be moved into block
L1. This optimization can increase the basic block size of shared code while decreasing
the block sizes of unshared code. The resulting code may be more efficient in terms
of both cycle count and code size.
It is also possible to move code that only exists in one of the blocks L2 or L3
provided that moving the code does not affect the other block. Suppose, for example,
that the si operation of block Li could be executed with the add operation of block
L2 which adds b and c. If block L2 is executed much more frequently than block L3,
then moving the add operation into block Li would improve the overall performance.
The performance would improve because every time the path to L2 is followed, two
fewer instruction are executed (Two load from memory instructions and one add
instruction would be removed from block L2. However, one additional instruction in
block Li is required to load the values of b and c into the registers of the functional
unit that will perform the add operation). Note that this code motion does not affect
the functionality of block L3. If that path is followed, then the sub operation on
variables b and c would be executed, and the result of that operation would be stored
in variable a rather than storing the result of the add operation. The resulting code
in this case would be:
Li:
{ ... DB1_move-im 3, U3.RO; DB2-move-im 4, U3.R1;
DM-stim 3, 0; ... }
{ ... DB1_move-im 3, U1.RO; DB2_move-im 4, U1.R1;
DM-stim 4, 1; . .. } /* load operands for add */
{ ... Uladd U1.RO, U1.R1, U1.RO; /* add from L2 */
U3_sl U3.RO, U3.R1, U3.RO; ... }
{ Control-bfalse U3.RO, L3; ... }
L2:
{ ... DM_ st U1.RO, 2; ... } /* loads and add removed */
{ Controljmp L4; ... }
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L3:
{ ... DMld U1.RO, 0; ... }
{ ... DMld U1.R1, 1; ... }
{ ... Ulsub U1.RO, U1.R1, U1.RO; ... }
{ ... DM-st U1.RO, 2; ... }
L4:
6.3.3 Loop Optimizations
As described above, the SUIF format for the body of a loop consists of a landing
pad in addition to the main loop body. The landing pad allows loop invariant code
to be moved out of the main body of the loop and executed exactly once before the
first execution of the loop body. The landing pad code is only executed if the loop
body is executed at least once. This capability supports the optimization of loops by
being able to shorten the main body of the loop so that the total execution time is
improved. This optimization, however, may not affect the code size.
Another loop optimization is support for zero-overhead looping hardware. Embed-
ded processors, in particular DSP architectures, often support zero-overhead looping
hardware which is specialized hardware that supports the efficient execution of loops.
Such hardware avoids having to perform (in software) an update and comparison of
the loop index variable. It also avoids the need for a conditional branch instruction
to the beginning of the loop. Zero-overhead looping hardware follows one of the
following configurations [32]:
" A one-word repeat buffer: This configuration supports the repeated execu-
tion of one instruction. This instruction must be fetched from the instruction
memory during the first iteration of the loop. Subsequently, the instruction is
fetched from the repeat buffer.
* An N-word repeat buffer: This configuration supports the repeated execution
of N or fewer instructions. The instructions are fetched from the instruction
memory once and subsequently fetched from the repeat buffer.
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* Arbitrary-sized loop support: In this configuration, a repeat buffer is not used.
Thus, an arbitrary number of instructions may exist in the loop. However, each
instruction in the loop must be fetched from the instruction memory during
each iteration of the loop. This precludes the use of the bus for fetching other
data unless a dedicated bus exists for the instruction memory.
The SPAM compiler supports the exploitation of zero-overhead looping hardware.
This is achieved by providing a set of routines that can be used to modify the control
flow graph of for-loops to use the specialized hardware. These modifications allow the
loop index updating and comparison operations as well as the conditional branching
operation to be eliminated from the loop. In order to describe the zero-overhead
looping hardware to the SPAM compiler, the designer must (1) provide routines that
determine whether a particular for-loop can be implemented on the specialized hard-
ware, and (2) provide assembly instructions that control the looping hardware. If it is
determined that a particular loop can be implemented on the zero-overhead looping
hardware, then the SPAM compiler modifies the for-loop control flow graph accord-
ingly. This involves inserting the assembly instructions that control the hardware into
the landing pad node. In addition, the software operations that perform the updating
of the loop index and conditional branching to the loop body are removed from the
final test node.
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Chapter 7
The Constraints Checker
Recall that in order to support the description of VLIW architectures, ISDL differ-
entiates between operations and instructions. An operation is the smallest part of a
program that can specify a data manipulation independently. An instruction is the
smallest unit of control that can be fetched and issued to the hardware. In the case of
VLIW architectures, an instruction may consist of multiple independent operations.
The Instruction Set section of an ISDL description provides a complete list of
operations that can be executed on the target processor. These operations are divided
into a set of fields where each field generally corresponds to a functional unit of the
processor. Thus, operations within the same field are mutually exclusive because they
share a common resource (i.e., the functional unit). Furthermore, operations from
different fields can generally be executed in parallel unless they result in a conflict.
All conflicts (i.e., constraints) are described in the Constraints section of the ISDL
description. An instruction is formed by selecting one operation from each field
provided that the selected combination of operations satisfies all of the processor's
constraints.
During code generation, operations from different fields are merged into potential
target processor instructions (i.e., maximal cliques) that attempt to maximize the
amount of parallelism within the instruction. However, these potential instructions
can only be used if they are valid. In order to test for their validity, a constraints
checker is required. The constraints checker receives a potential instruction and com-
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pares it to all of the constraints listed in the ISDL constraints section. It returns a
boolean value of true or false specifying whether or not all of the constraints were
satisfied. If a TRUE value is returned, then the instruction is valid, and it may be used
to cover the nodes of the Split-Node DAG.
Verifying instruction validity through constraint checking is an NP-complete prob-
lem. It contains the problem of matching regular expressions with back referencing
which has been proven to be NP-complete [55]. Regular expressions with back ref-
erencing are expressions that allow variable matching to be expressed. This means
that in order to match such expressions all instances of a given variable must match
the same substring. Although constraint checking is NP-complete it must be solved
exactly; thus, the execution time it requires is exponential in the worst case.
7.1 The Constraints Syntax
Constraints are described as a set of boolean expressions, all of which must be satisfied
for an instruction to be valid.
A constraint basic expression consists of a string with special purpose wildcards
embedded in it. This string represents an ISDL operation. The value of the expression
is TRUE if the string (including the wildcards) matches the assembly representation of
the operation that is being compared to the constraint.
A basic expression can include any of the following components:
9 A constant string - a sequence of ASCII characters that form a string. Strings
match if any part of the operation string is identical to the constant string.
? - a special character that matches any single character in the operation string.
o + - a special character that matches one or more characters in the operation
string.
e * - a special character that matches zero or more characters in the operation
string.
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" A range operator - consists of a set of characters enclosed in [ ] and matches
any single one of these characters. Ranges can be abbreviated using the '-I
character (e.g., the characters a, b, c, d, e can be abbreviated as [a-e]). Fur-
thermore, ranges can be used to match any character not included in the range
if the first character of the range is a '^> character.
" A variable match - the syntax for a variable match is 0[<int>] where int is
an integer between 0 and 9. The first occurrence of a variable match Q [x] will
match zero or more characters from the operation string and store them in a
variable (a separate variable is used for each value of x between 0 and 9). All
subsequent references to this variable, within the context of the same constraint,
will only match the sequence of characters stored in the variable. Thus, the
first occurrence defines the variable, and subsequent occurrences must match
the same variable.
" One expression followed by another - such an expression will match if the first
and second expressions match portions of the operation string and the sec-
ond match begins exactly where the first match ended. This allows all forms
of expressions listed above to be concatenated as many times as necessary to
represent an entire constraint expression.
A match on a basic expression implies that the value returned by the expression is
TRUE. If no match was found, then the return value is FALSE.
A constraint can consist of multiple basic expressions combined through logical
operators. The following logical operators can appear in a constraint definition:
* ~: The unary negation operator can precede a boolean expression. The resulting
expression is TRUE if the input expression is FALSE, and FALSE otherwise.
* 1: The binary or operator can appear between two boolean expressions. The
resulting expression is TRUE if either of the input expressions is TRUE, and FALSE
otherwise.
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* &: The binary and operator can appear between two boolean expressions. The
resulting expression is TRUE if both of the input expressions are TRUE, and FALSE
otherwise.
The following example illustrates the syntax of constraint expressions. Consider
the example VLIW target processor presented in Figure 3-3. The following constraint
exists in that processor:
~(DB*_move U0[1].R*, U@[1].R*)
This constraint specifies that a databus move operation on either bus DB1 or DB2
cannot be used to move data from one register to another within the same register
file.
In order to understand this constraint, the first step is to understand the format of
the constraint expression. The format consists of a negation (~) operator followed by
a basic expression that describes an ISDL operation. The negation operator results
in the constraint specifying a situation that cannot occur on the target processor.
The ISDL operation being described is a DB*-move operation with two operands. In
the example target processor, DB*_move can match either a DBl-move or a DB2_move
operation; therefore, the expression places a constraint on both databuses. The left
and right operands are both specified using the same expression, U[1]. R*. The
operand specification states that a variable match must occur in order to match
this expression. This means that the substring replacing the 0 [1] portion of the
expression, in both the left and right operands, must be identical for that portion
of the expression to match. In other words, 'UE[1] .R*, UO[1] .R*' will match an
expression such as 'U2.R1, U2.R3' (both of the variable 1 references were replaced
with the character 2) as well as the expression 'U3. R2, U3. R2' (both of the variable 1
references were replaced by the character 3), but not the expression 'Ul.R3, U2.R3'
(the two references of variable 1 cannot be replaced by equal substrings). Note that
the variable match only constrains the register file being used not the specific register
within the register file (this is specified by the R* portion of the expression which can
match any register number).
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Instruction Result ' Explanation
{ Ul-add U1.R1, U1.R2, U1.R3; TRUE The instruction does not
contain a DB1-move or
DB2_move operation. Thus, the
inner expression produces a FALSE
result, and the negation operator
produces a TRUE final result.
{ ... ; DB1-move U2.R1, U2.R3; FALSE DB1_move matches the operation
of the inner expression, and the
character 2 matches the variable
reference. Thus, the inner
expression produces a TRUE result,
and the negation operator
produces a FALSE final result.
{ ... DB1_move U1.R1, U2.R1; FALSE The DB1_move operation does
DB2_move U2.R2, U2.R3; ... } not match the inner expression.
The DB2_move operation matches
the inner expression with a
variable match on the character 2.
As a result, the inner expression
returns a TRUE value, and the
negation operator produces a
FALSE final result.
Table 7.1: Sample results of constraint checker
The constraint described above could have been expressed more precisely as:
~ (DB?_move UO [1] . R+, UQ [1] . R+). However, ISDL assumes that the constraints
will only be compared to valid assembly instructions of the target processor. Thus,
the added precision is not required. Replacing the '?' and '+' symbols with the '*'
symbol will yield the same results from the constraint checker.
Table 7.1 presents several sample instructions checked against the above constraint
to determine whether or not they are valid instructions. In order to simplify the
examples only the relevant fields of the instructions are shown.
A complication arises when variables are defined across '1' or '&' operators. If
the same variable occurs in both the left and right subexpressions of an '&' operator,
then all of the variable matches (for the same variable) must be identical in order to
get a complete expression match. If, however, the same variable reference occurs in
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both the left and right subexpressions of an '1' operator, then one must differentiate
between the defining occurrences of the variable and subsequent references to the
variable. In '&' expressions, the first occurrence of a variable in a constraint defines
the value of the variable, and all subsequent occurrences of the variable must match
the defining variable. However, if that first occurrence is within an 'J' expression,
then either the left or right side of the 'I' expression can define the variable (i.e., an
occurrence other than the first may define the variable). Occurrences of the variable
after it has been defined, must match the defining value of the variable in order to
get a complete expression match.
For example, consider the constraint, (( AQ[1] & BQ[1] ) & CQ[1] ), and the
instruction, { Aaa; Baa; Cbb; }. In this constraint, the first occurrence of variable
1 is within the A(D[1] expression. The AQ[1] expression can only match the Aaa
portion of the instruction, thus the only possible definition of variable 1 is the string
aa. Expression BD [1] must then match a portion of the expression using the same
variable definition, and it matches Baa which is consistent with the variable definition
aa. However, expression CO [1] cannot match any portion of the instruction using
the variable definition aa, thus the result of comparing this instruction to the given
constraint is FALSE.
Now consider the constraint, (( A[1] | B0[1] ) & CQ[1] ), where the first
occurrence of variable 1 is within an '1' expression. This implies that either the left
(A[1]) or the right (B0D[1]) subexpressions of the '1' can define the variable. The
CQ [1] expression must then match one of the possible definitions. Suppose the input
instruction is { Aaa; Bbb; Cbb; }. For this instruction, variable 1 could be defined
as the string aa by expression A E[1], or as the string bb by expression BQ [1]. The
Co [1] expression then matches expression Cbb with a variable match of bb which is
one of the possible variable definitions. Thus, this combination of instruction and
constraint results in a match, and a return value of TRUE.
These examples illustrate that the constraint checker must keep track of all pos-
sible definitions of variables and check the subsequent variable references against all
possible definitions in order to determine whether or not a match exists.
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7.2 Using the Constraint Checker
There are four different times in the process of code generation that require checking
the validity of instructions. They are:
1. Testing all operation permutations in order to eliminate non-terminal options
that lead to invalid operations.
2. Testing maximal cliques before instruction selection and register allocation.
3. Testing selected instructions with register allocation already performed.
4. Testing for time-shifted constraints.
7.2.1 Removing Invalid Non-Terminal Options
The first situation that requires the constraint checker occurs during the parsing of
the ISDL description and creation of the databases. In ISDL, operations may include
non-terminals that simplify the description of the operation by grouping multiple
entities into a single non-terminal. Using non-terminals avoids listing each possible
combination of non-terminal options as an individual operation. However, it is possi-
ble that not all of the options of a non-terminal lead to a valid instruction. All illegal
cases are described using constraints.
Consider the following example. In the databus move operations of the example
architecture of Figure 3-3, the operations' descriptions specify that the databus move
operations can transfer a value from SRC to DEST, as shown below.
operation syntax: DBlmove SRC, DEST
operation RTL: DEST +- SRC
operation syntax: DB2_move SRC, DEST
operation RTL: DEST +- SRC
SRC and DEST are non-terminals that represent the registers of register files U1, U2, or
U3. If there was no constraint on these operations, then the following forms of these
operations would be valid:
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However, the constraint:
~ (DB*-move UQ [1] R* , UQ[1] R*)
specifies that not all combinations of the SRC and DEST non-terminals are valid. Specif-
ically, it states that SRC and DEST cannot represent the same register file within a
databus move operation. This constraint removes some of the combinations listed
above, and the resulting valid databus move operations are presented below.
In order to guarantee that only valid operation formats are considered, all combi-
nations within each individual operation (i.e., before the operations are merged into
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DB1 field DB2 field
DBlmove Ul-R, U1_R DB2_move U1_R, U1_R
DBlmove Ul-R, U2_R DB2-move Ul-R, U2_R
DBlmove Ul-R, U3_R DB2_move Ul-R, U3-R
DBlmove U2_R, U1_R DB2-move U2_R, U1_R
DBlmove U2_R, U2_R DB2_move U2_R, U2-R
DBl-move U2-R, U3_R DB2_move U2-R, U3_R
DBlmove U3_R, U1_R DB2_move U3_R, U1_R
DB1_move U3-R, U2_R DB2_move U3_R, U2_R
DBlmove U3-R, U3_R DB2_move U3_R, U3_R
DB1 field DB2 field
DBlmove Ul-R, U2_R DB2_move Ul_R, U2_R
DBl-move Ul_R, U3_R DB2_move U1_R, U3_R
DBlmove U2_R, U1_R DB2_move U2_R, U1_R
DBlmove U2_, U3_R DB2_move U2_R, U3_R
DBlmove U3_R, U1_R DB2-move U3_R, U1-R
DBlmove U3-R, U2_R DB2_move U3_R, U2_R
instructions) must first be tested against the constraints. Any combination that does
not satisfy the constraints should not be considered for inclusion in the Split-Node
DAG.
7.2.2 Testing Maximal Cliques Prior to Instruction Selection
The constraint checker is also required for checking the validity of the generated maxi-
mal cliques. Each maximal clique must be checked before it is considered for selection
in covering the Split-Node DAG. This is required because the maximal clique gener-
ator only accounts for the available parallelism on the target processor in the form
of independent functional units. It does not take the constraints into consideration.
Thus, after generating the maximal cliques, each clique must be converted into its
assembly representation and passed through the constraint checker. Any clique that
does not satisfy all of the constraints is recursively split into smaller cliques until the
resulting cliques satisfy all of the constraints.
For example, in the example architecture there exist separate fields for the databus
operations and the memory operations. Therefore, a maximal clique may merge two
databus move operations with a data memory load operation as shown in the following
operation grouping:
{ DBl-move U1.RO, U2.R1; DB2_move U2.R2, U3.R3;
DM-ld U3.R4, Ox1; }
Note that the register assignments in the operation groupings are meaningless
when testing clique validity prior to instruction selection. They are simply being
used as unique placeholders to ensure that any constraints on the register allocation
will not be trigerred during this phase of constraint checking.
Although this operation grouping can be generated as a maximal clique, the fol-
lowing constraint specifies that a databus move operation cannot be executed in
parallel with any memory operation.
-( ((DB*_move* *,*) | (DB*-nop)) & ((DM_* *) (IM* *)) )
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The reason is that the memory operations require the use of both databuses; therefore,
they cannot be executed in parallel with any operation that would also require the
use of either databus.
When testing the operation grouping mentioned above against this constraint,
a FALSE value is returned. Therefore, the operation grouping must be split into
smaller groupings until all of the constraints are satisfied. Splitting the operation
grouping into the two groups shown below satisfies all of the constraints in the example
architecture.
{ DBl-move U1.RO, U2.R1; DB2_move U2.R2, U3.R3; }
{ DM-ld U3.R4, Ox1; }
7.2.3 Testing the Final Selected Instructions After Register
Allocation
After instruction selection and resource allocation have been performed, the selected
instructions must be passed through the constraints checker to test that the register
allocation satisfies all of the constraints. If the constraints are not satisfied, then the
register allocation must be redone. Note that by this phase of constraint checking, the
operation grouping into instructions has already been tested against the constraints.
Therefore, only the register allocation remains to be tested.
Suppose that the following instruction was included in the Split-Node DAG cover:
{ ... DB1_move U2.RO, U1.R1; DB2_move U3.R1, U1.R1; .. . }
Upon comparison of this instruction with the last constraint of the example architec-
ture, namely,
-( (DBl-move* *,Q[1]) & (DB2_move* *,0[1]) )
it would be determined that the assigned register allocation was invalid because both
databus move operations wrote into the same register. Thus, one of the destination
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operands would have to be reallocated, and any subsequent use of the corresponding
value would have to be renamed.
Although this constraint is explicitly stated in the ISDL description, Aviv should
never allocate registers in a manner that would not satisfy this constraint. Aviv would
identify the two destination operands as unique variables and allocate a unique regis-
ter for each. This implies that this constraint should always be satisfied. Nevertheless,
checking for such constraints is still a useful form of verification.
7.2.4 Checking for Time-Shifted Constraints
The constraint checker is also used to test for time-shifted constraints. Such con-
straints require the entire schedule of selected instructions to be examined rather
than a single instruction at a time. All pairs of instructions, that have been sched-
uled n instructions away from each other, are tested against a time-shifted constraint
that has an n instruction shift constraint in it. If any pair of instructions does not
satisfy the constraint, then the instructions either need to be rescheduled, or NOP
operations must be inserted between the instructions, so that all of the constraints
are satisfied.
A constraint from the Motorola 56000 commercial DSP processor is used to illus-
trate this form of constraint checking because the example architecture of Figure 3-3
does not contain any time-shifted constraints. In the Motorola 56000 processor, an
instruction containing a MainDO operation cannot immediately follow an instruction
containing a MainREP operation. This constraint is expressed in ISDL as follows:
-( (MainREP *) & [1] (MainDO *) ) .
This constraint is a 1 instruction time-shifted constraint. As a result, every pair
of instructions that are 1 instruction away from each other must be tested. If the first
instruction tested contains a MainREP operation, and the instruction immediately
following it contains a MainDO operation, then the constraint checker will return
FALSE, and the instruction schedule must be altered. In order to satisfy the constraint,
the code generator can either insert NOP operations, or move the MainDO operation
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to a later instruction provided that all precedence constraints are still satisfied. This
process is repeated for every pair of instructions until all pairs satisfy the constraint.
7.3 The Constraint Checker
There are two main techniques that can be used to implement the constraint checker.
The first technique is a general-purpose expression matcher that supports combin-
ing expressions using the '~', '&', and '1' logical operators. The second technique
uses information from the ISDL description to simplify the matching algorithm. It,
too, supports combining expressions through logical operators. Pseudo-code for each
technique will be presented as well as timing measurements for the two techniques.
It will be shown that the second technique is significantly faster and, therefore, the
preferable algorithm for the constraint checker. The time required to check the poten-
tial instructions against the constraints is significant because checking for constraints
is an NP-complete problem that must be solved exactly. Hence, it is important to
explore various algorithms for constraint checking in order to identify a solution that
achieves feasible runtime.
Both techniques use the regular expression matching functions, regcomp and
regexec [27], to find the matches within a constraint basic expression. The main
difference in the techniques lies in how they handle matches across the logical opera-
tors.
In order to use the regular expression functions, the constraint basic expressions
specified in the Constraints section of an ISDL description must first be converted
into regular expressions. The original syntax of the constraints is very similar to that
of regular expressions except for the wild card and variable reference syntaxes. In or-
der to convert the constraint basic expressions into regular expressions, the following
conversions must be made. Each wild card is converted into its regular expression
equivalent (e.g., * is converted to [ [: space:] ;] *). A variable definition is converted
to ([ [:space:];] *) where the parentheses specify that the regular expression rep-
resents a variable. Each variable reference is converted into the equivalent regular
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expression notation of variable references (e.g., an 0 [1] reference is converted to \1).
The logical operators are not altered.
The regcomp regular expression function takes a regular expression as input and
compiles it into a pattern buffer that is used by the regexec function. The regexec
function matches the pattern buffer to an input string. It returns a value specifying
whether or not the string matched the pattern buffer. In addition, it stores the result
of any variable matches for future examination.
The regcomp and regexec routines can only be used to find matches within a
constraint basic expression. They do not handle matching across the logical opera-
tors. The two techniques described below handle the logical operators and determine
whether the variable matches are consistent across the logical operators.
7.3.1 Technique I
Figure 7-1 presents the pseudo-code for technique I of the constraint checker. It
defines two main routines, match and redo-match. The match routine is first called
to try and find a match between each expression in the constraint and a field in
the instruction. When a match is found, any variable definitions occurring within
that expression are stored so that they can be used when matching the rest of the
constraint.
As expected, the result of a match on an expression preceded by a negation oper-
ator is the negation of the result of a match on the expression. Furthermore, a match
on an or expression returns a TRUE value if either the left or right subexpressions
match the input instruction. Finally, a match on an and expression only returns
TRUE if both the left and right subexpressions match the input instruction.
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check-constraints( instr ) {
for ( i = 0; i < number-of-constraints; i++; ) {
if ( match( instr, constr[i] ) == FALSE ) return FALSE;
}
return TRUE;
}
match( instr, constr-expression ) {
switch (constr-type)
case EXPR: {
replace all variable references with variable definition if already defined
for ( j = 0; j < instr-num-fields; j++; ) {
try to match expression against field j of instr
if a match is found
set a flag for field j
store any newly defined variable matches
break;
}
if a match was found return TRUE;
else return FALSE;
}
case NOT: {
// return opposite of return value for expression following negation character
return ( ! match( instr, expression following negation character ));
}
case OR: {
// return TRUE if either left or right expressions match
if ( match( instr, left expression of or))
return TRUE;
if ( match( instr, right expression of or))
return TRUE;
return FALSE;
}
case AND: {
// return TRUE if both left and right expressions match
if ( mat ch(instr, left expression of and ))
while TRUE {
if ( match( instr, right expression of and))
return TRUE;
else
if ( redo-match( instr, left expression of and))
continue while loop // now try right expression again
else return FALSE;
i}}
Figure 7-1: Pseudo-code for technique I of constraints checker
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Figure 7-1 continued.
redo-match( instr, constr-expression ) {
switch (constr-type) {
case EXPR: {
undo previous matches of current expression before trying again
replace all variable references with variable definition if already defined
for (j = 0; j < instr-num-fields; j++; ) {
|| try to find a new match for the expression,
|| skip current field if it was already used to obtain a match
if flag for field j is set
continue;
try to match expression against field j of instr
if a match is found
set a flag for field j
store any newly defined variable matches
break;
}
if a match was found return TRUE;
else return FALSE;
}
case NOT: {
undo previous matches of current expression before trying again
// return opposite of return value for expression following negation character
return ( ! redo-match( instr, expression following negation character ));
}
case OR: {
undo previous matches of left or right expressions before trying again
// return TRUE if either left or right expressions match
if ( redo-match( instr, left expression of or))
return TRUE;
if ( redo-match( instr, right expression of or))
return TRUE;
return FALSE;
}
case AND: {
undo previous matches of right expression before trying again
// first attempt to redo right expression without undoing the left expression match
if ( redo-match( instr, right expression of and))
return TRUE;
else
undo previous matches of left expression before trying again
// start all over with left expression (fields that were already matched will be skipped)
if ( redo-match( instr, left expression of and))
if ( match( instr, right expression of and))
return TRUE
else return FALSE;
i}}
Figure 7-1: Pseudo-code for technique I of constraints checker
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The algorithm is complicated by the fact that just because an expression match
is found, using a particular instruction field, does not mean that that was the correct
match. It is possible that the identified match may preclude the rest of the constraint's
basic expressions from matching, whereas another field match may not. However,
this cannot be determined until a FALSE result is returned from the original match
selections. In such a case, the previous matches need to be undone and any alternative
matches must be tried as well. This undoing and redoing of matches affects the
runtime of the constraint checking procedure significantly.
As an example of this technique, consider the constraint (( AO [1] | BO [1] )
& COE1]) compared to the instruction { Aaa; Bbb; Cbb; }. In this technique, the
match routine would first be called with an and expression type where the left expres-
sion is ( AQ [1] I BQ [1] ) and the right expression is ( CO [1] ). The left expression
would then be searched for a match. Since the left expression type is an or expression,
it only needs to match either the left or the right expressions. It first tries the left
expression AQ [1]. This expression is a basic expression and is thus compared to the
fields of the instruction. It finds a match on the first field Aaa and sets variable 1 to
be aa. The right expression of the and is now checked for a match. However, when
the variable reference is replaced by the value aa, the right expression becomes Caa
for which no match is found in the instruction. This does not mean that the return
value is FALSE, rather it means that the and match must be redone.
The redo-match routine is now called on expression ( AQ [1] BQ [1] ). It is
aware of the fact that expression A [1] was already matched to the first field of the
instruction. In the pseudo-code this translates to knowing that the field 1 flag of
expression AQ [1] is set. Redoing an or expression match implies redoing the left
expression. If a match is not found for the left expression, then the right expression
is redone. The routine first tries to redo the left expression AQ [1] with the field 1
flag set. Because the field 1 flag is set, it does not try to match the first field of the
instruction, and when checking the second and third fields, no match is found. Thus,
the right expression of the or, BQ [1], is checked. Now a match is found on field 2 and
variable 1 is reset to bb. The match routine then tries to match CD[1] again. Now
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when the variable reference is replaced with bb, the resulting expression is Cbb which
matches field 3. Hence, the final return value of the constraint checker is TRUE.
This technique results in a general purpose constraint checker. It does not make
use of ISDL information to simplify its search space. Thus, it places no restrictions on
the order of the operations within an instruction. This allows a partial instruction to
be passed as input rather than an entire instruction containing an operation from each
field. However, this implies that every constraint basic expression must be compared
to all fields of an input instruction in order to see whether or not a match is found.
7.3.2 Technique II
The second technique uses information from the ISDL description to reduce the search
space of matches in the constraint checker. This is accomplished by making the fol-
lowing two assumptions. First, each constraint basic expression represents exactly
one instruction field. As a result, when searching for a match, the constraint basic
expressions only need to be compared to the corresponding field in the input instruc-
tion rather than being compared to every field. Second, the operations within an
instruction are ordered according to the ordering of the instruction fields defined in
the ISDL description. This is permissible because any instruction that will be in-
put to the constraints checker will be coming from the code generator whose output
follows this format.
In order to ensure that the first assumption is maintained, the constraints specified
in the ISDL description may need to be slightly altered. For example, the constraint:
-(DB*.move UQ[1] .R*, UQD[1] .R*)
is split into two constraints that distinguish between the DB1 and DB2 operations.
The resulting constraints are:
~ (DB1_move UQ [1] .R*, UQ [1] .R*)
~(DB2_move UQ[1].R*, UQ[1].R*)
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Although these types of modifications may be necessary in order to use technique
II, this process only needs to be performed once for each ISDL description. The time
required to determine the required modifications is linear in terms of the number
operations in the ISDL description.
Another distinction between the two techniques is that in technique I, when a
match is found on an expression that contains a definition of a variable, the variable
definition is stored. Subsequently, every time a variable reference is encountered, the
variable is replaced by the stored definition, and the resulting expression is matched
against the instruction fields. In technique II, a two-pass scheme is used where,
initially, all variable definitions and references are treated as variable definitions.
Thus, any expression containing a variable stores the resulting variable match. Then,
in a second pass, all the variable matches are compared across the logical operators
to determine whether or not a complete match exists.
The pseudo-code for technique II is shown in Figure 7-2. As an example of this
technique, consider again the constraint (( AG [1] | Be [1] ) & CO [1]) compaied
to the instruction { Aaa; Bbb; Cbb; }. In technique II, the first pass (i.e., the
match routine) first compares each basic expression to its corresponding field. In this
example, the constraint basic expression AQ[1] corresponds to the instruction field
Aaa, expression BQ[1] corresponds to field Bbb, and expression CQ[1] corresponds
to field Cbb. In other words, there is a clear one-to-one correspondence between the
constraint basic expressions and the instruction fields. Thus, AE[1] is compared to
Aaa. It finds a match and sets its copy of variable 1 to aa. Expression Be [1] is
compared to Bbb. It, too, finds a match and sets its copy of variable 1 to bb. Finally,
expression Ce[1] is checked against field Cbb. It finds a match and sets its copy of
variable 1 to bb. The result of the match routine is the value TRUE (i.e., (TRUE I
TRUE) & TRUE) = TRUE ). The variable matches are now compared because the match
routine returned a TRUE value. The var-match routine needs to determine whether the
variable matches of ((aa I bb) & bb ) are acceptable. It determines that variable
1 could have been defined as either aa or bb, and therefore the reference of bb is
acceptable, and the final return value is TRUE. This is accomplished by maintaining a
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check-constraints( instr ) {
for ( i = 0; i < number-of-constraints; i++; ) {
if ( match-constraint( instr, constr[i]) == FALSE) return FALSE;
}
return TRUE;
}
match-constraint( instr, constr-expression ) {
if ( match( instr, constr..expression ))
if ( var-match ( instr, constr-expression, matches ))
return TRUE;
else return FALSE;
I
// This routine stores all variable matches (as if they were definitions)
match ( instr, constr-expression ) {
switch (constr-type) {
case EXPR: {
try to match expression against corresponding field of instr
if a match is found
store the variable matches of this expression
return TRUE;
else
return FALSE;
}
case NOT: {
try to match expression following negation character
always return TRUE;
I
case OR: {
left-value = match ( instr, left expression of or)
right-value = match ( instr, right expression of or)
return ( left-value right-value );
I
case AND: {
left-value = match ( instr, left expression of and )
right-value = match ( instr, right expression of and)
return ( left-value && right-value);
i
}
}
Figure 7-2: Pseudo-code for technique II of constraints checker
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Figure 7-2 continued.
// If match returned TRUE then check if variables match
varmatch ( instr, constr-expression, *matches ) {
switch (constr-type) {
case EXPR: {
if match returned FALSE
return FALSE;
else
set up a two dimensional array of matches: one dimension for each possible match;
the other dimension for each variable within the match
store the variable matches for current expression as first possible match in array
return TRUE;
I
case NOT: {
// return opposite of return value for expression following negation character
return (! var.match( instr, expression following negation character, matches ));
I
case OR: {
if match returned FALSE
return FALSE;
else
left-value = var_ match ( instr, left expression of or, left-matches )
right-value = var-match ( instr, right expression of or, right-matches)
return-value = left-value || right-value;
if ( return-value == FALSE ) return FALSE;
else
find union of left and right variable matches
store resulting matches in two dimensional array of matches
corresponding to current expression.
if each existing variable has at least one match return TRUE;
else return FALSE;
}
case AND: {
if match returned FALSE
return FALSE;
else
left-value = varmatch ( instr, left expression of and, left-rnatches )
right-value = varmatch ( instr, right expression of and, right-matches)
return-value = left-value && right-value;
if ( return-value == FALSE ) return FALSE;
else
find intersection of left and right variable matches
store resulting matches in two dimensional array of matches
corresponding to current expression.
if each existing variable has at least one match return TRUE;
else return FALSE;
i}}
Figure 7-2: Pseudo-code for technique II of constraints checker
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list of possible matches for each subexpression. The intersection of the matches for
the left and right subexpressions determines the possible matches for and expres-
sions. The union of the subexpression matches determines the possible matches for
or expressions. The process of finding the intersection and union of subexpression
matches continues until a set of matches corresponding to the complete expression is
derived. If the resulting set of matches is non-empty for each variable index present
in the constraint, then a valid match exists and the return value is TRUE. Otherwise,
the return value is FALSE.
In order to find the intersection of a pair of matches, all of the common variables
(i.e., variables that appear in both the left and right subexpressions) must first be
identified. The variable matches of the common variables must be identical in the
left and right subexpressions. If this is not the case, then the intersection of the
two matches is empty. If this is the case, then the common variables are defined as
they were in the left and right subexpressions. Furthermore, all variables, that are
unique to the left or right subexpression, are defined as they were in their respective
expression.
The union of a pair of matches results in two matches if the matches are different
and both the left and right subexpressions returned a TRUE value (i.e., found a possible
match). If only one of the subexpressions returned a TRUE value, then the union of
the matches consists of exactly one match which is the match of the expression that
resulted in a TRUE value.
In this constraint checking technique, it is possible that redundant expressions
will be checked in the first pass (e.g., if expression AQ[1] matched and its variable
match corresponded to expression Ce[1]'s match, then checking BQ[1] for a match
was unnecessary). However, because the variable matching is not performed until
the second pass, this redundancy is required. Nevertheless, the fact that it is not
necessary to redo matches recursively, as is required in technique I, and the fact that
each expression is only compared with a single field in the instruction, reduce the
CPU time required to determine whether or not an instruction satisfies the defined
constraint.
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Note that, within the match routine of technique II, the NOT constraint expression
type is treated differently from the EXPR, OR, and AND expression types. In the EXPR,
OR, and AND constraint expression types, the sequence of events is that a match is first
attempted on the expressions without worrying about variable consistency across the
logical operators. In other words, if a match exists given any variable definition, then
a TRUE value should be returned. Subsequently, the variable consistency is checked
in order to determine whether the final return value should also be TRUE. For these
three types of constraint expressions, if the match routine could not find a match
regardless of the variable definition, then it is known that the return value is FALSE,
and the var-match routine does not need to be executed. However, in the case of a
NOT constraint expression, the model is slightly different. In such a case, the match
routine always returns a TRUE value. The explanation for this follows from the two
cases described below:
" Case 1: In the match routine, the expression following the NOT returns FALSE
because regardless of the variable definitions, a match could not be found. In
such a case, the NOT expression should return TRUE, and then executing the
var-match routine will simply return the same value.
" Case 2: In the match routine, the expression following the NOT returns TRUE
because there exist some variable definitions for which a match could be found.
In such a case, it would be incorrect to return FALSE for the NOT expression
because this would result in the var-match routine never being executed. How-
ever, it is possible that if the var-match routine was executed, then it would
be determined that variable consistency across the logical operators is impos-
sible. As a result, the return value for the expression following the NOT should
actually be changed to FALSE, which would then make the return value of the
NOT expression be TRUE. Therefore, the FALSE return value determined by the
match routine would have been incorrect.
For these reasons, the match routine always returns TRUE in the case of a NOT
constraint expression, and the varinatch routine must be executed to determine the
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Table 7.2: Performance comparison of techniques
checker
I and II of the constraint
actual return value.
7.4 Performance Comparison of Techniques I and
II
Table 7.2 compares the performance of the two constraint checking techniques. The
examples are based on several sample code segments compiled for the example ar-
chitecture given in Figure 3-3. The times shown in the table are the total amount
of CPU time required to compare all of the maximal cliques to the constraints. It is
clear from these results that technique II is approximately a factor of two faster than
technique I.
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Example Technique I Technique II
(secs) (secs)
ExI 0.53 0.28
Ex2 10.05 5.12
Ex3 27.69 13.72
Ex4 122.66 59.70
Ex5 144.09 70.14
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Chapter 8
The Assembler Generator
In order to decouple the development of the compiler from the rest of the ARIES
system, it is preferable for the compiler to produce assembly code rather than binary
code. An assembly program is easier for a developer to read and debug than a
binary program. Therefore, producing the result of code generation in assembly allows
the compiler to undergo initial testing without a simulation environment. However,
for the entire ARIES system to function together, the input to the instruction-level
simulator should be binary code. In order to automate the process of converting the
assembly code to binary code, an assembler generator is needed. The availability of an
assembler also facilitates testing of the simulation environment on its own. With an
assembler, the developer can write assembly test programs and automatically convert
them to the binary code format required by the simulator.
The assembler generator receives an ISDL description as input and automatically
generates an assembler for the described target processor. The generated assembler
then assembles the compiler's output into a binary file that can be used by the
simulator and can be executed on the ASIP processor.
8.1 Lex and Yacc
The assembler generator consists of Lex and Yacc files which parse the ISDL descrip-
tion in order to extract all of the information required to create an assembler for the
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target processor.
Lex and Yacc [35] are tools that assist in writing programs that transform struc-
tured input such as an ISDL description. There are two main tasks that need to be
performed. The first is to divide the input into meaningful units, and the second is to
discover the relationship between the units. Lexical analysis is the process of dividing
the input into units, also known as tokens. The Lex tool takes a description of the
possible tokens, such as keywords in the ISDL description, and produces a C routine,
a lexical analyzer, that can identify those tokens. The tokens are described to the
lexer using regular expressions [27].
A parser is a program that can determine the relationship between the tokens.
It consists of a list of rules that define the relationships between the tokens. These
rules are known as a grammar. Yacc takes a concise description of a grammar and
produces a C routine, a parser, that can parse that grammar. The yacc parser detects
whenever a sequence of input tokens matches one of the rules in the grammar. It also
detects syntax errors in the input whenever the input does not match any of the
parser's rules.
The yacc grammar consists of a set of rules. Each rule begins with a non-terminal
name and a colon followed by a possibly empty list of symbols, tokens, and actions.
The end of a rule is indicated by a ';'. For example, the following rule:
time: hour ':' minutes ;
specifies that the non-terminal time consists of an hour value, followed by a ':' symbol,
followed by a minutes value. In this example, hour and minutes are tokens that have
a value associated with them.
If a non-terminal can have several different options, then all of the options after
the first begin with a vertical bar, '1', rather than the non-terminal name and colon.
Thus, if time could be specified with or without seconds, the definition of time would
be the following:
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time: hour ':' minutes
hour ':' minutes ':' seconds
The action of a rule is a set of C statements that are executed whenever the parser
reaches the point in the grammar where the action occurs. The values of the tokens
in the rule can be accessed by the action statement by using the '$n' notation where
n is the index of the token or symbol within the rule. For example, the hour value
can be accessed using the '$1' notation, and the minutes value can be accessed using
the '$3' notation. In the example above, each option of the time non-terminal may
have an action associated with it. For example, the time rule may be the following:
time: hour ':' minutes
{ printf(''The time is %d:d\n'', $1, $3); }
hour ':' minutes ':' seconds
{ printf(''The time is %d:%d:d\n'', $1, $3, $5); }
where the action depends on the option that is matched.
8.2 ISDL Information Required for the Creation
of an Assembler
The Lex and Yacc files that make up the assembler generator must extract the fol-
lowing information from the ISDL description:
" The Instruction Format - The instruction format specifies the exact order
in which the instruction word subfields appear in the binary instruction word.
" Tokens - The assembly syntax of the tokens specifies the format in which the
tokens appear in the assembly instruction word. The token value is used to
determine the bitfield assignments of operations that refer to the token. The
name of the token differentiates it from other tokens.
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" Non-Terminals - The return value of non-terminals is used to determine the
bitfield assignments of operations that use the non-terminal. The non-terminal
name is used to differentiate it from other non-terminals.
* Split Functions - Split functions define how a long bitfield (such as a memory
address) can be split up into existing subfields of the binary instruction word.
" Operations - The assembly syntax of the operations specifies the assembly
representation of the operations. It is used to identify which operations are
present in the assembly instruction. The operation bitfield assignments specify
the value assigned to the bitfields associated with each particular operation.
The assembler generator automatically produces a new set of Lex and Yacc files
which, when compiled, result in an executable capable of parsing the assembly input
and generating the binary instruction words. In other words, the generated Lex and
Yacc files are an assembler for the target processor.
8.3 The Generated Lex File
The generated Lex file contains the lexical analyzer that can split any valid assembly
program into tokens. In addition, it creates a symbol table that stores any labels
encountered in the input assembly program. The Lex file defines the following tokens:
" Predefined types - Predefined types include integers, hexadecimals, real num-
bers, and strings.
* Operation names - Operation names refer to all of the operation names spec-
ified in the Instruction Set section of the ISDL description.
* ISDL defined tokens - These tokens are the tokens that are defined in the
Global Definitions section of the ISDL description.
* Symbolic address labels - These tokens refer to labels used in the symbol
table to represent symbolic addresses.
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The lexer defined tokens may or may not have values associated with them. The
operation names, for example, do not have any value associated with them. They are
just used to differentiate among all of the target processor operations. The predefined
types, on the other hand, do require an associated value because they not only need
to represent the fact that such a token appeared in the input program, but they also
need to keep track of the value of that token. For example, an integer token represents
the fact that an integer was detected in the input program, and also records the value
of that integer for later use.
The tokens representing the ISDL defined tokens also store the value that the
token is representing. For example, the following ISDL token definition:
Token "U1.R"[0..3] U1_R { [0..3]; 1;
specifies that token Ui_R represents the assembly syntax U1.R followed by an integer
between 0 and 3. The value associated with that token is an integer between 0 and
3 corresponding to the value in the assembly input. Thus, if the assembly input is
U1.R2, then the returned token would be U1_R representing the U1 register file. The
value of this token would be 2 representing the second register in the register file.
Finally, the labels have a symbol table entry associated with them. This entry
contains the name of the label along with the instruction address that it represents.
8.4 The Generated Yacc File
The generated Yacc file contains the main driver and the actual parser of the assem-
bler. This parser is a two-pass parser capable of processing symbolic addresses (i.e.,
labels). The main driver performs initializations for file I/0, as well as some cleanup
in the case of a syntax error. The parser contains a top-level rule that performs the
two passes.
The first pass fills in the symbol table and produces a listing file as a debugging
aid. This pass enables forward and reverse references in the labels. The second pass
produces and outputs the binary instruction words. Two passes are required because
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in order to embed the label addresses into the binary instruction words, the parser
must first determine the address value of the labels. If all label references were reverse
references then a second pass would not be required because the address values would
be determined as the instructions were parsed. However, a one-pass parser cannot
support forward references because when parsing the forward reference the address
value of the label is still unknown.
In order to determine the address corresponding to a given label, it is insufficient to
simply count the number of assembly instructions preceding the label. The reason is
that a single assembly instruction may require more than one binary instruction word.
This can occur if the instruction contains a large constant (e.g., the target address of
a jump operation). In such cases, the assembly instruction is mapped into multiple
binary instruction words. Therefore, in the first pass of the parser, each instruction
must actually be parsed in order to determine the total number of binary instruction
words required to represent it. The bitfield assignment information embedded in
each operation and non-terminal description specifies when and how many additional
binary words are required. The address counter is incremented by one or more for
each assembly instruction depending on the required number of additional instruction
words.
The two passes of the parser use the same parsing rules, but the actions performed
by each pass are different. In the first pass, the address of each assembly instruction
is determined and stored. In the second pass, the instruction words are created and
output.
Components of the Parser
The binary instruction word consists of multiple fields each of which may consist of
multiple subfields. These fields are not necessarily correlated with the fields defined
in the Instruction Set section of the ISDL description. The instruction word field
and subfield division is specified in the Format section of the ISDL description. Each
subfield consists of a subfield name along with its width in bits. The ordering of the
fields and subfields specifies the order in which the subfields should be concatenated
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to form the instruction word. This information is used to generate a routine for the
parser which will concatenate all of the subfields into an instruction word. Also, each
of the subfields is declared as a variable in the parser so that it may be assigned a
value individually.
In order to clarify the components of the parser, the example architecture of
Figure 3-3 is used. Its ISDL description is provided in Appendix A.
The Format section of the example architecture specifies the following instruction
format:
Section Format
U1 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
U2 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
U3 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
DB1 = SRC [5], DEST[5];
DB2 = SRC[5], DEST[5];
The first line of the format description specifies that the instruction word begins-
with field U1 which consists of four subfields OP, RA, RB, and RC. Four unique variables
in the assembler represent these subfields. They are U1_OP, UlRA, U1_RB, and U1-RC.
Similar variables exist for each field. These variables are assigned a value during the
parsing of the assembly instruction. The assigned bitfields are then concatenated to
form the instruction word.
The parser rules consist of a top-level rule that composes an instruction out of the
fields described in the Instruction Set section of the ISDL description. Each field is
a subrule that consists of a list of possible patterns, one for each operation described
in the specification for that field. The action for each pattern sets the appropriate
bitfields in the instruction word according to the particular operation that the field
is representing.
For the example architecture, the top-level rule that composes the instruction is
the following:
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word: '{' Ulf U2f U3f DB1 DB2 DMf IM '}
{ ... } ;
The fields Ulf, U2f, ... , IM each have their own rule that lists all of the possible oper-
ations for that field. The actions corresponding to each operation set the appropriate
bitfields in the instruction word. For example, the Ulf field rule is:
Ul-NULL C;
{}
Uladd U1_RA
{ U1_oP =
UlRA =
UlRB =
UlRC =
Ulsub UlRA
{ U1-OP =
UlRA =
U1-RB =
UlRC =
Ulnop ';)
{ U1_oP =
',' UlRB ',' U1_RC C;
OxO
$2
$4
$6
',) UlRB '' U1_RC ';
Ox1
$2
$4
$6
Ox3 ;
}
In the case where the assembly instruction includes a Ulsub operation, the
Ulsub Ul-RA ',' U1_RB ',% Ul-RC ';) portion of the Ulf rule is followed. It
specifies that a U1-sub operations assembly representation consists of the operation
name followed by three parameters separated by commas, and ends with a semicolon.
The parameters are represented using the ISDL defined non-terminals U1_RA, UtRB,
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Ulf :
and U1_RC. Its action sets the opcode bitfield, U1_OP, to the hexadecimal value 1,
the U1.RA bitfield to the value of non-terminal U1_RA, the U1-RB bitfield to the value
of non-terminal Ul-RB, and so on. Note that some rules, such as the Ulnop rule,
do not assign a value to each of the bitfields associated with the field. The bitfields
are initialized to zero. Therefore, if no assignment is made, the value is assumed to
remain zero unless another operation assigns a value to that bitfield.
In addition to having a rule for each field, each non-terminal defined in the ISDL
description has its own rule as well. The non-terminal rules specify the options that
the non-terminal can represent. Each non-terminal option has a value associated
with it. In order to obtain the value of the non-terminals U1_RA, Ul-RB, UlRC, etc.,
the rule for the corresponding non-terminal is followed. For example, non-terminal
UlRA, has a rule consisting of a single option:
U1-RA: U1-R
{ $$ = $1 ; }
It specifies that non-terminal U1_RA can represent the token U1_R, and the value
associated with the non-terminal is the value of the token (this is specified by the
{$$ = $1;} statement).
Non-terminal SRC can represent multiple tokens, namely UlR, U2_R, and U3-R.
Its rule is shown below:
SRC: U1_R
{ $$=0 | $1 ; }
U2_R
{ $$= 4 $1 ; }
U3-R
{ $$ = 8 $1 ; }
In this case, the value of the non-terminal is not necessarily the value of the rep-
resented token. Instead, the action for each of the non-terminal options sets the
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non-terminal value to the result of performing a bitwise or between a specified con-
stant value and the value of the token. Since the value of tokens U1_R, U2-R, and
U3_R lies between 0 and 3, the actions' effect is to add 0, 4, or 8 respectively to the
token value. This is necessary because the value of the tokens is simply the register
number within the register file. However, in order to distinguish between registers of
different register files, additional encoding is required.
If split functions are defined for the target processor, then the split function def-
initions are used to create routines that take a long constant and split it across the
multiple bitfields corresponding to that split function. The parsing rules for opera-
tions and non-terminals may include function calls to the split function routines when
necessary.
Once all of the subrules of the word top-level rule have been followed, each of the
bitfields of the binary instruction word has been assigned its appropriate value. The
remaining task is to concatenate all of the bitfields into a single binary word according
to the order and bitwidths specified in the Format section of the ISDL description. If
additional words are required, the bitfield assignments for each additional word would
have been set as well. These bitfields are also concatenated according to the same
bitfield ordering in order to form any additional words required.
Macros and File Inclusion
In order to provide support for macro substitutions and file include mechanisms,
before parsing the input assembly programs, the assembler first preprocesses the
input files using the C preprocessor. Macro substitutions can simplify the writing
of assembly programs. This is particularly helpful when the assembly programs are
hand written. Supporting file include mechanisms enables the inclusion of a common
kernel that acts as an operating system for the compiled code. The kernel performs
various initialization tasks such as setting up trap and exception vectors and enabling
interrupts.
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Chapter 9
Results
ISDL has been used to describe a number of different architectures varying from
the example VLIW processor described in Chapter 3 to a seven-way VLIW with
non-homogeneous data-paths. The following five architectures were used to obtain
the results presented in this chapter. Figure 9-1 provides a pictorial view of these
architectures.
" ARIES1: ARIES1 is a five-way VLIW with three non-homogeneous functional
units and two databuses. This architecture was previously illustrated in Fig-
ure 3-3. Functional unit U1 can perform addition and subtraction. Unit U2
can perform addition, multiplication, and subtraction. Unit U3 can perform
addition and multiplication. Each functional unit has a dedicated register file
with four registers per register file. This processor is a Harvard architecture
(i.e., contains separate instruction and data memories). In this processor, all
data-paths are 8 bits wide and the instruction width is 44 bits. The complete
ISDL description for this architecture is provided in Appendix A.
* ARIES2: ARIES2 is a modified version of ARIES1 with functional unit U3
removed, and the subtraction operation removed from unit U1. All data-paths
are 8 bits wide and the instruction width is 35 bits.
" ARIES3: ARIEs3 is a slightly modified version of ARIEs 1. In this architecture,
each register file contains two registers rather than four. This results in an
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instruction width of 35 bits.
* ARIES4: ARIES4 is a slightly modified version of ARIES 1. In this architecture,
unit U2's register file has four registers, and each of the other two register files
has two registers. The resulting instruction width is 38 bits.
e ARIES5: ARIES5 is a six-way VLIW with four homogeneous functional units
and one databus. In this architecture, each functional unit can perform addition
and multiplication. Each functional unit has a dedicated register file with four
registers per register file. This processor is a Harvard architecture. All of its
data-paths are 8 bits wide and its instruction width is 42 bits.
All results presented in this chapter were obtained by running the code generator
on a Sun Ultra 30/300 running Solaris 2.6.
9.1 Code Generation Results
Several application code segments were run through the Aviv retargetable code gen-
erator. The results for five segments are reported. The C code for these examples is
provided in Appendix C. These examples were selected in order to test Aviv's abil-
ity to exploit the parallelism available on the target processor while optimizing for
minimum code size. In order to optimize for minimum code size, AvIv must consider
trade-offs between increasing the amount of parallelism in the schedule and reducing
the number of required data transfer operations. Small examples were chosen so that
optimal code could be generated manually and used as a benchmark against which
the solutions found by Aviv could be measured. Examples 1-2 are simple basic blocks
that could be found as part of a conditional statement or for-loop. Examples 3-5 are
simple basic blocks of loops that have been unrolled two or three times.
Aviv generated assembly code for these segments targeting minimum code size.
The results for the ARIES1 target processor are summarized in Table 9.1. The table
summarizes the number of nodes in the original machine-independent DAG repre-
sentation of the application code, as well as the number of nodes in the equivalent
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DB2
DB1
ADD (+) ADD (+) ADD (+)
SUB (-) MUL (*) MUL (*)
SUB (-)
Instr Mem
-+ _ j LD
-+ A
Data Mem
-+ DM L
DM IST
ARIES1 (Four registers per register file. Instruction width is 44 bits.)
DB2
DB 1
ADD (+) ADD (+)
MUL (*)
SUB (-)
Instr Mem
IM LD
AA ST
Data Mem
- DM LD
A I ST
ARIES2 (Four registers per register file. Instruction width is 35 bits.)
DB2
DB1
ADD (+) ADD (+) ADD (+)
SUB (-) MUL (*) MUL (*)
SUB (-)
Instr Mem
-Dat IMe
Data Mem
DM sTA"~ S^
ARIES3 (Two registers per register file. Instruction width is 35 bits.)
DB2
DB1 t DR-
ADD (+) ADD (+) ADD (+)
SUB (-) MUL (*) MUL (*)
SUB (-)
Instr Mem
-* IM LD
~~ 
I ST
Data Mem
-+ D jLD
ADM S'T
ARIES4 (Four registers in U2's register file, and two registers elsewhere.
Instruction width is 38 bits.)
DB1 instr Mem
LD
LAIJST
Data Mem
ADD(+) ADD(+) ADD() ADD(+) D LD
MUL (*) MUL (*) MUL (*) MUL (*) DM sT
ARIES5 (Four registers per register file. Instruction width is 42 bits.)
Figure 9-1: The ARIES1-ARIES5 target architectures
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Table 9.1: Code generation experiments for ARIESI
Split-Node DAGs using the ARIES1 target architecture. It compares the number of
instructions found by hand-coding to the solution found by Aviv. The hand-coded
results are optimal. The number of instructions equals the number of clock cycles
required to execute the application code on the target architecture. Examples 1-5
were run with four registers per register file. These examples did not require any
spills to memory. For these examples, the results generated by Aviv were within one
instruction of the optimal solution.
Examples 4 and 5 were then rerun with two registers per register file (ARIES3) to
illustrate what happens when the required number of registers exceeds the available
resources. Both of these examples resulted in spills to memory, and their results are
presented in Table 9.2. Note, however, that the optimal solutions for examples 4
and 5 did not require spills. These solutions were not found by Aviv because the
initial functional unit assignment cost function did not detect that the functional unit
assignments it made would result in spills to memory. This situation could be avoided
in one of three ways. The first approach is to modify the initial cost function to model
some of the register resource requirements. This is discussed in Section 10.3. The
second possible solution is to allow a greater number of functional unit assignments
to be explored in detail. However, this approach would increase the total CPU time
required to find a solution. The third alternative is to modify the ASIP so that the
resource constraints are not as tight. Such a modification will produce better results
by the code generator which can lead to an overall reduction in the size of the design.
The process of modifying the ASIP will be described in greater detail in Section 9.3.
The flexibility of the Aviv retargetable code generation system allows for the ex-
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Basic #Registers #Spills #Instr In Solution CPU Time
Block per RegFile Inserted By Hand Aviv (secs)
Ex4 4 0 9 10 68.5
Ex5 4 0 9 10 80.5
Ex4 2 2 9 15 76.1
Ex5 2 3 11 16 87.9
Table 9.2: Comparison of code generation results on ARIES1 and ARIES3
Basic Original DAG Split-Node DAG #Instr In Solution CPU Time
Block #Nodes #Nodes By Hand Aviv (secs)
ExI 7 22 4 5 0.2
Ex2 13 38 7 7 1.2
Ex3 15 31 8 9 2.0
Ex4 20 77 10 11 10.0
Ex5 21 39 13 14 6.0
Table 9.3: Code generation experiments for ARIES2
ploration of a variety of architectures until an architecture that is suited for the input
application is identified. To illustrate this, the examples were recompiled targeting
the ARIES2 architecture. All of the examples were run with four registers per register
file, and none resulted in spills to memory. The results, summarized in Table 9.3,
show that for several of the applications removing a functional unit does not degrade
performance. This is better illustrated in Table 9.4 which compares the resulting
code sizes for examples 1-5 targeted to the ARIES1 and ARIEs2 architectures. Over-
all code size is defined as the number of instructions multiplied by the instruction
width. Code size may decrease even if the total number of instructions increases.
The results of examples 1-4 demonstrate that a more efficient architecture for those
examples would be the ARIEs2 architecture. However, in example 5, the number
of instructions increases from 10 to 14 when it is retargeted to ARIEs2. The corre-
sponding code sizes are 440 bits on ARIEs1 and 490 bits on ARIEs2. These results
demonstrate that the ARIES1 architecture produces smaller code for example 5. An
analysis of the performance of example 5 will be provided in Section 9.3.
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Basic ARIEs1 ARIES2
Block # Instructions J Code Size (bits) # Instructions I Code Size (bits)
ExI 4 176 5 175
Ex2 7 308 7 245
Ex3 8 352 9 315
Ex4 10 440 11 385
Ex5 10 440 14 490
Table 9.4: Code size produced for ARIES1 versus ARIEs2 architectures
9.2 Analysis of Aviv
Table 9.5 presents the breakdown of the CPU time among the various tasks of code
generation. This analysis reveals that the most time consuming tasks of the Aviv
code generation process are the generation and validation of the maximal cliques.
The generation of valid maximal cliques consists of generating all of the maximal
cliques and then checking each clique against all of the target processor constraints
in order to determine which are valid. Hence, the generation of valid maximal cliques
corresponds to the summation of the two columns.
In order to reduce the total time required to generate valid maximal cliques, dif-
ferent constraint checking techniques were explored and optimized. There exist addi-
tional optimizations that could be incorporated into the constraint checker in order
to reduce its runtime. These optimizations are discussed in Section 10.4. Neverthe-
less, the two subproblems involved in generating the valid maximal cliques remain
NP-complete problems that are being solved exactly. As a result, long execution
times are to be expected. In order to reduce the CPU time, a new algorithm that
does not use maximal cliques would be required. For example, it may be possible
to find cliques that are close to maximal within a shorter period of time, and base
the covering algorithm on these submaximal cliques. However, in embedded system
design, software synthesis is essentially as important as hardware synthesis, and as a
result longer compilation times are permissible. Therefore, using maximal cliques is
acceptable even though it results in long execution times.
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Basic Building Selecting Generating Checking Covering
Block Precedence Assignments Maximal Clique Nodes
Matrix Cliques Validity
ExI 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.28 0.02
Ex2 0.02 0.06 0.18 5.12 0.21
Ex3 0.03 0.12 0.90 13.72 0.35
Ex4 0.28 0.95 3.23 59.70 2.29
Ex5 0.12 1.43 4.08 70.14 2.62
Table 9.5: Breakdown of CPU time
9.3 Modifying the Target Architecture
Section 1.2 described the close relationship between the Aviv code generator and
the ASIP generation subsystems. Recall that the code produced by Aviv is passed
to an instruction-level simulator (ILS) that analyzes the resulting code. The ILS
produces performance statistics that are passed to the ASIP generation subsystem.
Based on the performance statistics, the ASIP generation subsystem can determine
how, and if, to modify the ASIP in order to better satisfy the requirements of the
input application. This process, referred to as the software synthesis loop, is repeated
until a suitable ASIP design is identified.
In particular, the ILS produces an execution trace of the program that provides the
dynamic instruction frequencies. This information combined with the code generated
by Aviv provides the dynamic operation frequencies. The operation frequencies are
used to derive the utilization statistics of each operation and functional unit. The
ASIP generation module uses the utilization data to identify bottlenecks as well as
redundant hardware in the architecture.
In evaluating the code generated in the experiments of Table 9.1 (results for
ARIEsI architecture), utilization statistics show that some of the operations are re-
dundant for some of the applications. If the ARIES1 architecture is modified by
removing these redundant operations, ARIES2 results. In terms of overall code size,
the modified architecture (ARIES2) results in improved performance over the original
architecture (ARIES1). Table 9.6 shows the utilization statistics for example 4 for
both the ARIES1 and ARIEs2 target processors. These statistics illustrate that in
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Target U1
Processor ADD SUB ADD
U2 U3 DB1 [DB2
SUB MUL ADD MUL
ARIES1 4 2 1 0 1 1 1 7 6
ARIEs2 1 - 5 2 2 - - 6 6
le 9.6: Utilization statistics for example 4 (- means the operation is non
nt for the current architecture)
Target U1 U2 U3 DB1 DB2
Processor ADD SUB ADD SUB MUL ADD MUL
ARIES1 1 2 0 2 3 0 3 8 6
ARIES2 0 - 1 4 6 - - 5 5
Table 9.7: Utilization statistics for
istent for the current architecture)
ex-
example 5 (- means the operation is nonex-
ARIES 1 functional units U2 and U3 are underutilized in comparison to the databuses;
hence, some of the functionality of these units could be removed without affecting the
resulting code size. The most highly utilized operation is the add operation; thus, it
remains available on two distinct functional units in ARIEs2. The sub and mul oper-
ations, on the other hand, are not as heavily utilized. Therefore, they can coexist on
a single functional unit without a performance penalty. The utilization statistics for
ARIES2 illustrate that the functional units and databuses are more equally balanced.
The resulting code size is 385 bits on ARIEs2. This is indeed smaller than the code
size of 440 bits on ARIES 1.
Consider the utilization statistics of example 5, presented in Table 9.7 on the two
target architectures. In this case, the functional unit utilization in ARIES1 is more
balanced, and removing the third functional unit plus the extra subtract operation
results in a bottleneck between the sub and mul operations. As a result, the average
parallelism achieved on ARIEs2 compared to ARIES 1 is 1.5 operations per instruction
versus 2.5 operations per instruction, respectively. These results demonstrate that
for example 5, ARIES1 is the more suitable architecture because its resulting code
size is smaller. For this example, the code size is 440 bits on ARIES 1 and 490 bits on
ARIES2.
In addition to examining the utilization statistics, the spill information provided
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by the code generator is used to determine whether or not additional registers should
be provided. The addition of a few registers could reduce the total number of in-
structions, thereby reducing the total code size. For example, Table 9.2 illustrated
that when example 4 was compiled for the ARIEs3 architecture (with two registers
per register file), it resulted in two spills to memory and a total of 15 instructions. A
closer examination of the utilization statistics for this example reveals that the spills
to memory are only required from unit U2's register file. The same code segment run
on ARIEs4 (where two additional registers are added to unit U2's register file) results
in no spills to memory and a total of nine instructions'. The cost of the additional
registers is 64 transistors (1 functional unit x 2 registers x 8 bits x 4 transistors),
whereas the cost of the additional six instructions is 183 transistors ((35 bits x 15
instructions) - (38 bits x 9 instructions)). The area requirements for the additional
registers is less than the area saved in the program ROM. These results indicate that
the spill information provided by Aviv assists the ASIP generation module in deter-
mining how to modify the ASIP to better satisfy the requirements of the application.
9.4 Exploring the Performance Capabilities of the
Aviv Code Generator
In order to explore the capabilities of Aviv, the ARIES5 architecture was used. Recall
that ARIEs5 is a six-way VLIW with four identical functional units. Each functional
unit is able to perform addition and multiplication, and each functional unit has its
own dedicated register file.
The following experiment tests how the size of the basic blocks and the amount
of parallelism available on the target architecture affect the runtime of the Aviv
compiler and the quality of the results it produces. The input application for this
experiment consists of multiple parallel strands of operations each of which consists of
identical sequential operations. The experiment tests the effect of varying the number
'Although ARIEs4 has tighter register constraints than ARIEs1, the register constraints lead to
a more efficient solution.
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of parallel strands and the size of each strand. The basic strand of operations contains
the following sequential operations:
a = a + a;
a = a * a;
a = a + a;
a = a * a;
a = a + a;
These operations are then used as a base for growing the size of the application.
The code above is a one-way parallel application whose basic strand contains five
operations. To create a similar application with two-way parallelism, the basic strand
is duplicated using a new variable. This results in two parallel strands of identical
sequential operations shown below:
a
a
a
a
a
b
b
b
b
b
+
*
+
*
+
a;
a;
a;
a;
a;
+
*
+
*
+
Three-way and four-way parallel applications are created by further duplicating
the basic strand using new variables. The reason for testing such a regular applica-
tion is because it is easy to determine the optimal solution. In these examples, the
optimal solution (ignoring the required load operations) is to produce five compacted
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Figure 9-2: Data flow of a four-way parallel application
instructions, each of which includes one operation in the case of the one-way parallel
application, two operations in the case of the two-way parallel application, and so on.
The applications are further modified by expanding the size of the basic strand to
10, 15, and 20 sequential operations. The resulting data flow is unchanged. Figure 9-2
illustrates the data flow for the four-way parallel application. Note that this figure
corresponds to a single basic block (i.e., it is a basic block data-flow graph not a
control-flow graph), consisting of multiple parallel strands of operations.
The timing measurements produced by running these applications on Aviv tar-
geting the ARIES5 architecture are shown in Figure 9-3. Each curve in the graph
corresponds to a single strand size. The total basic block size corresponding to any
point on the graph can be determined by multiplying the strand size by the number
of parallel strands. For example, if the strand size is 10 operations and the amount of
parallelism is 3-way, then the total basic block size is 30 operations. The results pre-
sented indicate that along any given curve, although an application may be growing
linearly in size (by adding parallel strands), the computation time grows exponen-
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Figure 9-3: The effect of block size and data parallelism on runtime
tially. Furthermore, as the length of each strand increases linearly, the computation
time increases significantly faster. These relationships illustrate the complexity of
finding optimal solutions as the size of the basic blocks and the amount of parallelism
in the application increase. Although the complexity of the problem increases as the
size of the strands is enlarged and additional parallelism is added, Aviv continues to
find the optimal solution for this application.
The experiment described above consisted of a very regular input application
for which Aviv was able to produce optimal code. The next experiment considers
an input application that is not comprised of such a regular structure. It will be
shown that there too Aviv is able to exploit the parallelism available on the target
architecture in order to arrive at an optimal solution.
The data flow graph for the next experiment is shown in Figure 9-4. Each block
is marked according to the strand of code to which it corresponds and the number of
operations in that strand. The strand corresponding to variable a consists of 15 total
instructions. It is split into two blocks because strands b and c depend on the data
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Figure 9-4: Data flow graph example II
produced by the fifth operation of strand a. Strand d is independent of strands a, b,
and c. In this data flow graph, the amount of parallelism is not constant.
Figure 9-5 shows the schedule produced by Aviv for this application. It includes
the required load operations and data transfer operations. The operations are num-
bered according to their corresponding strand operation index. Note that the bi and ci
operations cannot be scheduled until after a5 has been scheduled. Furthermore, each
compacted instruction cannot contain more than one load or data transfer operation.
This generated schedule demonstrates that Aviv was able to find the parallelism
available in the input application and schedule the instructions optimally.
One observation to note about this schedule is that the load operation for strand
c is only scheduled in cycle 9 rather than as early as cycle 4. This is an artifact of
the heuristic used by Aviv to reduce the number of maximal cliques that must be
generated. As mentioned in Chapter 5, this heuristic disallows the merging of nodes
whose levels measured from the top, or bottom, of the Split-Node DAG differ by a
value that is greater than the acceptable level difference. The level difference used
in the current implementation is a distance of two. This implies that operation a 3 ,
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Cycle U1 [ U2 U3 U4 Memory Databus
1 load a
2 a 1  load d
3 a 2  di load b
4 a 3  d 2
5 a 4  d 3
6 a5  d 4
7 a6  d5  tr a5 to U4
8 a 7  d6  b1  tr a5 to U1
9 a8 d7  b2  load c
10 c1  a9  d8  b3
11 c2  aio d9  b4
12 c3  a11  dio b5
13 c4  a12  d11  b6
14 c5  a 13  d 1 2  b7
15 a 1 4  d1 3  b8
16 ai5  d1 4  be
17 d15 bio
Figure 9-5: Schedule for data flow graph 1I
whose level from the bottom is three, cannot be merged with the load of variable c,
whose level from the bottom is zero2 . As a result, the load of variable c is postponed
until cycle nine. At cycle nine, operation a9 , whose level from the top is six, can be
merged with the load, whose level from the top is five. Although in this example,
the heuristic did not deter Aviv from finding an optimal schedule, it is clear that
there are situations in which the heuristic will fail. In these situations, either the
acceptable level distance could be increased, or the heuristic could be turned off. In
either case, the computation time will increase, but the solutions generated will be
closer to optimal.
The levels heuristic plays a significant role in reducing the runtime of the Aviv
code generation process. This heuristic prevents the merging of nodes whose levels
differ by an amount that is greater than the acceptable level difference. The smaller
the acceptable level difference, the fewer the number of maximal cliques generated.
2The level count begins at zero. Note that the top of the Split-Node DAG corresponds to the
bottom of the data flow graph.
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Consequently, a smaller acceptable level difference results in reduced runtimes. How-
ever, it can potentially produce less optimal solutions.
The levels heuristic is influenced by the structure of the Split-Node DAG. The
Split-Node DAG structure is directly related to the structure of the input DAG.
Depending on how the input program is written, the structure of the input DAG
may vary. These relationships are explored through an example by reexamining
the application of Figure 9-2. This application consists of four parallel strands of
operations. The actual application tested added the results produced by each strand.
The parallel strands were augmented with these additional add operations to prevent
their removal during the process of dead-code elimination. In other words, the code
within the parallel strands would have been removed if the result of each strand was
not subsequently utilized.
A noteworthy observation about this application is that the format in which the
final add operations are specified, in the input program, can affect the results produced
by Aviv. The reason is that, depending on how the input program is written, different
DAGs could be created. For example, if the results of the four strands were added
using the following statement:
out = (a + b) + (c +d);
then the add operations would be converted into the DAG illustrated in Figure 9-6
(a). However, if the order of execution of the add operations is not specified, as shown
in the statement below:
out =a + b + c +d;
then the compiler front-end would convert the operations into the DAG illustrated in
Figure 9-6 (b).
The example described above demonstrates that the format of the input program
can affect the input to the Aviv code generator. The levels of the nodes in the
Split-Node DAG depend on the structure of the input DAG. The levels of the nodes
influence the heuristic that determines which nodes can be merged into single cliques.
As a result, different input specifications result in the generation of different sets of
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(b)
Figure 9-6: Input program structure can produce different DAGs (a) DAG for
out = (a + b) + (c + d); statement (b) DAG for out = a + b + c + d; state-
ment
maximal cliques. Furthermore, both the runtime and the results can be affected by
the format of the input program. Specifically, the four-way parallel application tested
with strand sizes of 20 operations and augmented with the operations of Figure 9-6
(a) resulted in a runtime of 1203 seconds and found the optimal solution that requires
26 instructions. The same application augmented with the operations of Figure 9-6
(b) resulted in a significantly shorter runtime of 357 seconds and a solution consisting
of 27 instructions. This occurred because the operations in Figure 9-6 (b) removed
the symmetry in the levels of the nodes within each parallel strand. Consequently,
fewer combinations of nodes could be merged into cliques. As a result, a shorter
runtime and a less optimal solution were obtained.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of developing an automatically retargetable
code generator. It addresses the interdependence of the instruction selection, resource
allocation, and scheduling phases of code generation by providing an integrated en-
vironment for solving all three problems concurrently. The Aviv retargetable code
generator was constructed to explore these ideas. Given an input application written
in C and an ISDL target processor description, Aviv produces optimized machine
code that implements the functionality of the input application and can be executed.
on the target processor. The Split-Node DAG machine-specific representation, used-
by Aviv, explicitly represents all possible ways of implementing the input application
on the target processor. This includes the representation of data transfer operations
required to route the data from one resource to another. The information embedded
in the Split-Node DAG, together with the detailed information provided by Aviv's
databases, enable Aviv's heuristic scheduling algorithm to select and schedule target
processor operations that implement the input application with a minimal-cost set
of target processor instructions. The instructions selected correspond to compacted
instructions that cover both the operation and data transfer nodes of the Split-Node
DAG simultaneously. In covering the nodes, Aviv targets minimum code size be-
cause code size is a primary concern in the design of embedded systems that are
implemented on a single integrated circuit.
This chapter summarizes Aviv's contributions and presents an analysis of the
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various components of the Aviv retargetable code generator. In addition, sugges-
tions of possible optimizations that may improve the overall performance of Aviv are
provided.
10.1 A Complete Working System
This thesis presents a complete working retargetable code generation system. Retar-
getable code generation in Aviv includes parsing the ISDL description of the target
processor in order to extract all of the information required by the code generator.
The extracted information is stored in databases that simplify its access during later
stages of the code generation process. The compiler front-end transforms the input
application into a set of basic block DAGs whose nodes correspond to SUIF opera-
tions. A control flow graph maintains the relationship among the multiple basic block
DAGs. The Aviv compiler uses its databases to correlate the SUIF operations to op-
erations available on the target processor. The databases also provide information
about the data transfer paths of the target architecture. The operation correlations
and the data transfer paths are used to convert the machine-independent basic block
DAGs into machine-specific Split-Node DAGs.
Once the Split-Node DAGs have been created, Aviv's heuristic covering algorithm
is applied to cover the Split-Node DAGs with a minimal-cost set of target processor
instructions. This process includes: (1) identifying a set of functional unit and data
transfer assignments to explore in detail, (2) creating maximal cliques for each as-
signment, (3) checking the validity of the cliques using the constraint checker, and (4)
covering the Split-Node DAG with the best cliques. The cost function in the covering
step accounts for the necessary operation nodes, the data transfer nodes, and any
load and spill nodes resulting from insufficient register resources. The covering step
outputs the selected instructions in the assembly format of the target architecture.
Control flow, in Aviv , is handled by maintaining the control flow optimizations de-
termined by the SUIF compiler. This is achieved by producing assembly instructions
for each basic block in the order specified by the SUIF compiler. The instructions
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within each basic block contain control flow operations that transfer the flow of control
appropriately. The assembly instructions are then assembled into binary instructions
using the automatically generated target processor assembler.
10.2 The Split-Node DAG
The Split-Node DAG representation is a novel way of representing all possible ways of
implementing an input application on the target processor. One of the distinguishing
characteristics of the Split-Node DAG is its inclusion of data transfer nodes. The data
transfer nodes enable the code generation algorithm to account for all required data
routing operations when it performs instruction selection. This permits instruction
selection and resource allocation to be merged into a single code generation phase.
The major benefit of the Split-Node DAG representation is that it contains all of
the information necessary for considering the trade-offs in the various tasks of code,
generation.
The only drawback of the Split-Node DAG is that, as a result of incorporating
all possible target processor operations that can implement each source operation
and including all possible paths for the required data transfers, the size of the Split-
Node DAG is significantly larger than the original basic block DAG. This implies that
analyzing the Split-Node DAG data structure is more time consuming than analyzing
its corresponding basic block DAG. However, the Split-Node DAG has a very regular
structure that simplifies its analysis. Furthermore, the benefits achieved by using the
Split-Node DAG for code generation warrant the use of a larger data structure.
10.3 The Quality of the Code Produced Using
Aviv's Heuristics
Aviv's code generation algorithm prunes the search space of possible functional unit
and data transfer assignments using a heuristic cost function. The quality of the code
produced is dependent on the ability of this function to select assignments that lead
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to optimal, or close to optimal, solutions. For architectures that are well suited for the
input application, this heuristic cost function is quite accurate and can determine an
appropriate set of assignments to explore in detail. In these cases, the code generated
by Aviv is very close to optimal for basic blocks.
There are two types of situations that may lead to poor assignment selections. The
first occurs when the register constraints are tight. The problem is that Aviv's search
space pruning cost function does not consider register availability. As a result, there
may exist a functional unit assignment that requires fewer register resources than the
selected assignments. If the selected assignments require spills to memory, and the
unselected assignments could avoid the spills, then Aviv's solution may not be close
to optimal. It is not clear how the register resource constraints can be incorporated
into the pruning cost function. Register resource constraints are dependent on the
chosen schedule which is unknown during the search space pruning step. However,
there are certain types of register resource constraints that could be modeled in the
pruning cost function. For example, if the register resources are not uniform (e.g.,
the register file of one functional unit is larger than all the rest), then the pruning
cost function could model the non-uniformity. In order to achieve this, an operation
on a functional unit with few register resources can be modeled as a more expensive
operation than one with greater register resources. Future work could explore more
accurate modeling of the register resources in the pruning cost function.
The second situation that may lead to poor assignment selections occurs when the
amount of parallelism in the basic blocks is greater than the available parallelism in
the target architecture. In this case, the pruning cost function will likely determine
that each set of sequential operations should be assigned to a single functional unit.
The cost function selects these assignments in order to avoid inserting additional data
transfer operations. This decision is correct if the available parallelism is greater than,
or equal to, the amount of parallelism in the basic block. However, if the available
parallelism is insufficient, then the optimal solution would probably interleave the
functional unit use among the multiple parallel strands of operations. Generally this
yields fewer total instructions than if each set of sequential operations is assigned to
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a single functional unit.
Although these weaknesses exist in the pruning cost function, the Aviv code
generator is optimized for generating high-quality code for architectures that match
the needs of the application. For these types of architectures, it is unlikely that the
two situations described above will be encountered. For architectures that are well
matched to the application, Aviv will produce results that are close to optimal.
Aviv only optimizes code within basic blocks. It currently does not perform any
control flow optimizations. Incorporating control flow optimizations, such as code
motion or utilization of zero-overhead looping hardware, could further reduce the
size of the generated code. Furthermore, optimizations such as trace scheduling can
probably improve execution time. However, these optimizations may not reduce the
total code size because several basic blocks may need to be duplicated. The study of
control flow optimizations that target minimum code size is another area for future
work.
10.4 Generating Maximal Cliques and Verifying
their Validity
The goal of Aviv's code generation algorithm is to determine a set of target processor
instructions that will cover the nodes of the Split-Node DAG using a minimal-cost set
of target processor instructions. Aviv's focus is on architectures with instruction-level
parallelism. In order to exploit the parallelism available on the target architecture
efficiently, Aviv generates maximal cliques of Split-Node DAG nodes that can be
used to cover the Split-Node DAG. A maximal clique represents the compaction of
multiple operations into a single target processor instruction. Before beginning the
covering procedure, Aviv must ensure that the generated maximal cliques satisfy all
of the constraints of the target processor. Otherwise, the maximal cliques must be
divided into multiple smaller cliques that satisfy the constraints. The resulting cliques
represent the largest valid groupings of operations into instructions.
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The runtime for the various components of the code generation process were mea-
sured and reported in Chapter 9. These runtimes indicated that the tasks of generat-
ing the maximal cliques and checking them against the constraints are the most time
consuming portions of the code generation process. These results are expected be-
cause generating maximal cliques and checking the constraints are both NP-complete
problems which Aviv solves exactly. In order to reduce these runtimes, several alter-
natives exist. These alternatives are summarized below.
Instead of generating all maximal cliques, it may be possible to identify a heuristic
that can generate submaximal cliques that produce high quality results. Producing
submaximal cliques reduces the runtime. Alternatively, a heuristic that creates a
subset of maximal cliques could be formulated. Producing a subset of maximal cliques
should be faster than producing all maximal cliques. Since there is substantial overlap
among the maximal cliques, identifying a subset of maximal cliques could still lead to
an acceptable solution. This will be the case if the heuristic can identify which nodes
are good candidates for merging into a single clique, and which nodes are not.
Another approach to improving the overall runtime of the code generation algo-
rithm is to attempt to incorporate all pairwise constraints (i.e., constraints between
exactly two operations) directly into the pairwise parallelism matrix. This would
reduce the number and size of the maximal cliques generated, thereby reducing the
runtime required to produce the maximal cliques. This approach would also shorten
the time spent in the constraint checker because all pairwise constraints could be
eliminated. Examination of the constraints for multiple target architectures indicates
that most constraints are in fact pairwise constraints. Therefore, such an optimiza-
tion has a high likelihood of significantly reducing the runtime. The runtime will be
reduced if the number of zeroes in the original matrix is smaller than the number of
cliques that would have been generated from the original matrix. This is the case
because each zero entry of the pairwise parallelism matrix must be compared to all of
the pairwise constraints in order to determine whether or not the entry should remain
zero. Recall that a zero entry implies that the pair of nodes corresponding to that
entry can be executed in parallel.
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Another optimization that can reduce the CPU time allocated to constraint check-
ing analyzes the symmetry in the target architecture. Based on this symmetry, the
proposed optimization identifies which cliques would return equal values from the
constraint checker. This type of analysis would allow one clique to be passed through
the constraint checker, and its result could be utilized by all of the cliques that are
symmetrically equivalent. For example, consider two equivalent operations A and B
that belong to two different functional units whose functionality and resource con-
flicts are identical. In this architecture, a clique of the form A, C, D would return the
same value from the constraint checker as clique B, C, D. This implies that only one
of the cliques needs to be passed through the constraint checker, and its result can
be used by both cliques. Analyzing the target architecture in order to identify such
symmetries could significantly reduce the total amount of time spent in the constraint
checker.
A similar optimization could be made within the constraint checker to reduce its.
runtime. This optimization would identify common subexpressions that are present
in multiple constraints. It would store the result of matching these subexpressions to
the input instruction. Subsequently, every time the subexpression is encountered in,
the constraints, the stored information can be retrieved. This reduces the runtime of
the constraint checker because fewer matches need to be executed.
The proposed optimizations discussed above suggest areas for further develop-
ment. These types of optimizations reduce the runtime of retargetable code genera-
tion.
10.5 The Covering Algorithm
The covering algorithm used by Aviv covers the Split-Node DAG from the bottom-
up. By covering the Split-Node DAG from the bottom-up, a schedule is automatically
generated while performing instruction selection. The covering algorithm's selection
criterion is based on covering as many nodes as possible within a single instruction.
A node can only be covered if there are sufficient register resources available for its
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execution. If the register resources are insufficient, the covering algorithm determines
which operation's result should be spilled to memory. It then inserts the required
load and spill nodes into the Split-Node DAG and regenerates maximal cliques for
the remaining uncovered nodes. This is done in order to incorporate the load and spill
operations into the set of instructions being considered for covering the Split-Node
DAG. The result of this covering procedure is that instruction selection, resource
allocation, insertion of loads and spills, scheduling, and compaction are all optimized
concurrently. As a result, Aviv is able to produce highly optimized code for the input
application.
10.6 Using Aviv in the Software Synthesis Loop
In an effort to identify the most appropriate architecture for the input application,
various target processor architectures must be explored. Aviv's retargetability sup-
ports this exploration. The architecture exploration process begins with an analysis
of the application's requirements in order to suggest an initial target processor. This
analysis is performed by the ASIP generation system. It provides Aviv with a descrip-
tion of the processor using ISDL. Aviv produces code for this architecture. Based on
utilization statistics produced by the simulator, load and spill information provided
by Aviv, and design costs provided by the hardware model, the ASIP generation
module modifies the ASIP architecture to better satisfy the application's require-
ments. Aviv's ability to consider the trade-offs in the code generation tasks and its
ability to exploit the parallelism available on different target architectures permits the
identification of an ASIP and corresponding code that are well suited for the input
application. This design process supports the automated synthesis of the software
component of embedded systems.
This design process could be enhanced by having the code generator provide addi-
tional feedback to the ASIP generation module. The results presented in Section 9.3
demonstrated that providing the ASIP generation module with information about
the required load and spill operations can assist in modifying the target processor.
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The code generator could also assist the ASIP generation module in identifying func-
tional unit or operation bottlenecks in the architecture. Aviv is well equipped to
provide this information. In order to identify areas with scarce resources, it could
analyze the Split-Node DAG and the cliques generated. For example, if several nodes
in the Split-Node DAG are independent and could be executed in parallel but are not
merged into a single clique, then their required resources may warrant expansion. In
addition, the code generator may be able to identify regions of the architecture that
are critical and should not be modified. This could be achieved by searching for com-
mon operations in the functional unit and data transfer assignments selected. These
common operations could represent operations that are critical to producing efficient
code and should not be removed by the ASIP generation module. These types of
analyses could assist in identifying the optimal architecture for a given application.
10.7 Summary of Directions for Future Work
In considering the performance of the Aviv retargetable compiler, areas that warrant
continued development have become apparent. These areas fall into two categories.,
The first category deals with improving the code generated by Aviv by introducing
additional optimizations that further decrease the size of the code generated. The
second category addresses reducing the runtime required to generate optimized code.
In order to improve the quality of the code produced by Aviv, two areas of develop-
ment were suggested. The first concerns the modeling of the register resources within
Aviv's functional unit assignment pruning cost function. Functional unit assignments
that result in many spills to memory should not be selected if better alternatives exist.
Incorporating the register resource estimation into the pruning cost function could
prevent this situation from occurring. The second area concerns the incorporation
of control flow optimizations into Aviv. These control flow optimizations should be
geared towards minimizing the overall code size.
There are additional optimizations that have not yet been discussed. The pri-
mary one concerns memory allocation. Significant code size improvements could be
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attained if the data was distributed among multiple memories in an optimized man-
ner. Furthermore, the ordering of the data within each memory unit could affect the
code generator's ability to utilize specialized addressing modes that reduce the overall
code size. Incorporating intelligent memory allocation into Aviv is another area that
could be explored in future work.
In order to reduce the runtime of Aviv, several possible optimizations were sug-
gested. These optimizations attempt to accelerate the most time consuming tasks of
Aviv which are maximal clique generation and constraint checking. In order to re-
duce the runtime of clique generation, a subset of maximal cliques could be generated
heuristically. In addition, by checking for pairwise constraints before generating the
cliques, the number of cliques generated could be reduced. The pairwise constraint op-
timization reduces both the time spent in clique generation and the time spent in the
constraint checker. In order to further reduce the time spent on constraint checking,
two additional optimizations were suggested. The first concerns the use of symmetry
in the architecture to reduce the number of times that the constraint checker must
be called. The second identifies common subexpressions in the constraints in order
to eliminate unnecessary matches within the constraint checker. These optimizations
are among those that could improve the runtime of Aviv's code generation algorithm.
Finally, the Aviv code generator could analyze the application's resource require-
ments in order to provide feedback to the ASIP generation module. This feedback
could assist in the identification of the most suitable architecture for the input ap-
plication. As suggested above, the code generator could identify bottlenecks in the
architecture by analyzing the Split-Node DAG structure and the resulting cliques.
In addition, an analysis of the functional unit and data transfer assignments could
identify critical resources of the architecture. Based on these analyses, the ASIP
generation module should be better equipped to identify an appropriate target pro-
cessor. The optimized Aviv code generator could then be used to generate code for
this processor.
Collectively, these methods suggest an approach for further enhancement of the
software component of embedded systems.
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Appendix A
An Example ISDL Description
Section Format
U1 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
U2 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
U3 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
DB1 = SRC[5], DEST[5];
DB2 = SRC[5], DEST[5];
if-----------------------------------------------------
Section Global-.Definitions
// assembly
Token "U1.R"[O..3]
Token "U2.R"[O..3]
Token "U3.R"[O..3]
NonTerminal U1_RA:
NonTerminal U1_RB:
NonTerminal U1_RC:
Non-Terminal U2_RA:
NonTerminal U2_RB:
Non-Terminal U2_RC:
token
U1_R
U2-R
U3-R
value
{ [0..3]; };
{ [0..3]; };
{ [0..3]; };
U1_R { $$ = U1_R; } {U1[U1_R]}
U1_R { $$ = UiR; } {U1[U1_R]}
U1_R { $$ = U1_R; } {U1[U1_R]}
U2_R { $$ = U2_R; } {U2[U2_R]}
U2_R { $$ = U2_R; } {U2[U2_R]}
U2_R { $$ = U2_R; }- {U2[U2_R]}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
NonTerminal U3_RA: U3_R { $$ = U3_R; } {U3[U3_.R]} {} {} {} ;
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{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
NonTerminal U3_RB: U3_R { $$ = U3_R;
NonTerminal U3_RC: U3_R { $$ = U3_R;
NonTerminal SRC:
NonTerminal DEST:
U1_R {
U2R {
U3_R {
Ul_R {
U2R {
U3_R {
$$ = Ox00
$$ = Ox04
$$ = Ox08
$$ = Ox00
$$ = 0x04
$$ = Ox08
} {U3[U3_R]J} {} {}
} {U3[U3_R]} {} {}
Ul_R;
U2_R;
U3_R;
Ul_R;
U2_R;
U3_R;
}
}
}
}
}
}
{U1 [U1_R] I
{U2 [U2_R]}
{U3 [U3_R] I
{U1 [U1_R] I
{U2 [U2_R] I
{U3 [U3_R1 }
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
#define REG SRC
#define LOC INT
i -----------------------------------------------------
Section Storage
Instruction Memory INST
Memory DM
RegFile Ul
RegFile U2
RegFile U3
ProgramCounter PC
= entries
= Ox100 ,
, bits-per-entry
Ox2C
= Ox20 , Ox8
= Ox4, Ox8
= Ox4, Ox8
= Ox4, Ox8
Ox8
/ -----------------------------------------------------
#define DEFINE-NULL.OP {} { NILLOPO; I {} {} {}
#define ADDm(x,y)
#define SUBm(x,y)
#define MULm(x,y)
ADD(x,y,8,"trn")
SUB(x,y,8,"trn")
MUL(x,y,8,8,"trn")
Section InstructionSet
Field Ulf:
U1.NULL DEFINENULLOP
U1_add U1_RA, U1_RB, U1_RC
{ U1.OP = OxO; U1.RA = U1_RA; U1.RB = U1_RB; U1.RC = UlRC; }
{ U1RC <- ADDm(U1_RA,U1_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
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{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
Ulsub U1_RA, U1_RB, U1_RC
{ U1.OP = Ox1; U1.RA = U1_RA; U1.RB = U1RB; U1.RC = U1_RC; }
{ U1RC <- SUBm(U1_RA,U1_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
Ulnop
{ U1.OP = 0x3; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
Field U2f:
U2_NULL DEFINENULLOP
U2_add U2_RA, U2_RB, U2_RC
{ U2.OP = OxO; U2.RA = U2_RA; U2.RB
{ U2_RC <- ADDm(U2_RA,U2_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U2_sub U2_RA, U2_RB, U2_RC
{ U2.OP = Ox1; U2.RA = U2_RA; U2.RB
{ U2_RC <- SUBm(U2_RA,U2_RB); }
= U2_RB; U2.RC = U2_RC; }
= U2_RB; U2.RC = U2_RC; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U2_mul U2_RA, U2_RB, U2_RC
{ U2.OP = 0x2; U2.RA = U2_RA; U2.RB = U2_RB; U2.RC = U2_RC; }
{ U2.RC <- MULm(U2_RA,U2_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U2_nop
{ U2.OP = Ox3; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
Field U3f:
U3_NULL DEFINENULLOP
U3_add U3_RA, U3_RB, U3_RC
{ U3.OP = OxO; U3.RA = U3_RA; U3.RB = U3_RB; U3.RC = U3_RC; }
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{ U3_RC <- ADDm(U3_RA,U3_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U3_mul U3_RA, U3_RB, U3_RC
{ U3.OP = Ox1; U3.RA = U3_RA; U3.RB = U3_RB; U3.RC = U3_RC; }
{ U3_RC <- MULm(U3_RA,U3_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U3_nop
{ U3.OP = Ox3; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
// DB1 is used for the data
Field DB1:
DB1_NULL DEFINENULLOP
DB1_move SRC, DEST
{ DB1.SRC = SRC; DB1.DEST = DEST; }
{ DEST <- SRC; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
DB1_move-im INT, DEST
{ DB1.SRC = 0x10 I (INT & OxF); DB1.DEST = DEST; }
{ DEST <- INT; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
DB1_nop
{ DB1.DEST = Ox1F; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
// DB2 is used for the address
Field DB2:
DB2_NULL DEFINENULLOP
DB2_move SRC, DEST
{ DB2.SRC = SRC; DB2.DEST = DEST; }
{ DEST <- SRC; }
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{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
DB2_move-im INT, DEST
{ DB2.SRC = Ox1O I (INT & OxF); DB2.DEST = DEST; }
{ DEST <- INT; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
DB2_nop
{ DB2.DEST = Ox1F; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
#define DMdata OxOC
#define DMaddr OxOD
Field DMf:
DMNULL DEFINENULLOP
// DB1.SRC gets code for DMdata
// DB2.DEST gets code for DMaddr
DMld REG, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = DMdata; DB1.DEST = REG;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = DMaddr; }
{ REG <- DM[LOC]; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
// DB1.DEST gets code for DMdata
// DB2.DEST gets code for DMaddr
DMst REG, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = REG; DB1.DEST = DMdata;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = DMaddr; }
{ DM[LOC] <- REG; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
#define IMdata 0x0E
#define IMaddr OxOF
Field IM:
IM_NULL DEFINENULLOP
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// DB1.SRC gets code for IMdata
// DB2.DEST gets code for IMaddr
IMld REG, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = IMdata; DB1.DEST = REG;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = IMaddr; }
{ REG <- INSTELOC]; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
// DB1.DEST gets code for IMdata
// DB2.DEST gets code for IMaddr
IMst REG, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = REG; DB1.DEST = IMdata;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = IMaddr; }
{ INSTELOC] <- REG; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
------------------------------------------------------------
Section Constraints
// SRC and DEST cannot be the same on either bus
( DB*_move UQ[1].R*, UQ[1].R* )
// Cannot use buses for a move between register files if a memory
// operation is using the buses
( ((DB*_move* *,*) I (DB*_nop)) & ((DM_* *) | (IM_* *)) )
// Cannot do both a DM and IM operation
// because they use the same buses
( (DM_* *) & (IM_* *) )
// Cannot write to same register from two different operations
( (DB1_move* *,Q[1]) & (DB2_move* *,Q[1]) )
Sa---------------------------------------------------------
Section Optional
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Appendix B
An Example ISDL Description
Including Control Flow
Section Format
Control = OP[2], SRC[4];
U1 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
U2 = OP[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
U3 = OP1[2], RA[2], RB[2], RC[2];
DB1 = SRC[5], DEST[5];
DB2 = SRC[5], DEST[5];
i -----------------------------------------------------
Section Global-..Definitions
// assembly
Token "U1.R"[O..3]
Token "U2.R"[O..3]
Token "U3.R"[O..3]
token
U1-R
U2_R
U3_R
NonTerminal UlRA: U1_R {
NonTerminal U1_RB: U1_R {
NonTerminal UlRC: U1_R {
value
{ [0..3]; };
{ [0..3]; };
{ [0..3]; };
$$
$$
$$
= U1_R; } {U1[U1R]j} {} {} {}
= U1_R; } {U1[U1_R]} {} {} {} ;
= UiR; } {Ul[U1_R]} {} {} {} ;
Non-Terminal U2_RA: U2_R { $$ = U2_R; } {U2[U2_.R]} {} {} {} ;
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NonTerminal U2_RB: U2_R { $$ = U2.R;
NonTerminal U2_RC: U2_R { $$ = U2_R;
NonTerminal U3_RA: U3_R { $$ = U3_R;
NonTerminal U3_RB: U3_R { $$ = U3_R;
NonTerminal U3_RC: U3_R { $$ = U3_R;
} {U2[U2_R]} {} {} {}
} {U2[U2.R]} {} {} {}
} {U3[U3_R]} {} {} {}
} {U3[U3_R]} {} {} {}
} {U3[U3_R]} {} {} {}
NonTerminal SRC:
NonTerminal DEST:
U1_R { $$ = OxOO |
U2_R { $$ = Ox04 I
U3_R { $$ = 0x08 I
U1_R { $$ = Ox00 I
U2_R { $$ = Ox04 I
U3_R { $$ = Ox08 |
UR; }
U2_R; }
U3_R; }
U1_R; }
U2_R; }
U3_R; }
{Ul[UlR]}
{U2 [U2_R]}
{U3 [U3_R] I
{U1 [U1_R] I
{U2 [U2R]} I
{U3 [U3_R]}
NonTerminal DATA:
NonTerminal LOC:
INT { $$ = INT; } {INT} {}
INT { $$ = INT; } {INT} {}
#define REG SRC
i -----------------------------------------------------
Section Storage
//
Instruction Memory INST
Memory DM
RegFile U1
RegFile U2
RegFile U3
ProgramCounter PC
= entries
= Ox100
= Ox20
= Ox4,
= Ox4,
= Ox4,
, bits-per-entry
Ox32
Ox8
Ox8
Ox8
Ox8
Ox8
i -----------------------------------------------------
#define DEFINENULL_OP {} { NULLOPO; I {} {} {}
#define ADDm(x,y)
#define SUBm(x,y)
#define MULm(x,y)
#define NOTm(x)
ADD(x,y,8,"trn")
SUB(x,y,8,"trn")
MUL(x,y,8,8,"trn")
NOT(x,8)
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{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{}
{} {};
{} {};
Section InstructionSet
Field Controlf:
ControlNULL DEFINENULLOP
ControlNOP
{ Control.OP = OxO ; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle=l; Size=1; Stall=O; }
{ Latency=l; }
Control-bfalse SRC, NAME
{ Control.OP = Ox1 ; Control.SRC = SRC ; }
{ if (SRC == 0)
{ PC <- NAME; }
else
{ PC <- PC + 1 ; }
}
{}
{ Cycle=l; Size=l; Stall=; }
{ Latency=1; Usage=l; }
Control-jmp NAME
{ Control.OP = Ox2 ; }
{ PC <- NAME; }
{}
{ Cycle=l; Size=l; Stall=O; }
{ Latency=l; Usage=l; }
Field Ulf:
U1_NULL DEFINENULLOP
U1_add U1_RA, U1_RB, U1_RC
{ U1.OP = OxO; U1.RA = U1_RA; U1.RB = U1RB; U1.RC = URC; }
{ UlRC <- ADDm(UlRA,U1_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
Ulsub U1_RA, U1_RB, U1_RC
{ U1.OP = Ox1; U1.RA = U1_RA; U1.RB = U1_RB; U1.RC = U1_RC; }
{ UlRC <- SUBm(U1_RA,UlRB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U1_not UlRA, UlRC
{ U1.OP = 0x2; U1.RA = UiRA; U1.RC = U1_RC; }
{ UlRC <- NOTm(U1_RA); }
{}
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{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
Ulnop
{ U1.OP = Ox3; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
Field U2f:
U2_NULL DEFINENULLOP
U2_add U2_RA, U2_RB, U2_RC
{ U2.OP = OxO; U2.RA = U2_RA; U2.RB
{ U2_RC <- ADDm(U2_RA,U2_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U2_sub U2_RA, U2_RB, U2_RC
{ U2.OP = Ox1; U2.RA = U2_RA; U2.RB
{ U2_RC <- SUBm(U2_RA,U2_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U2_mul U2_RA, U2_RB, U2_RC
{ U2.OP = Ox2; U2.RA = U2.RA; U2.RB
{ U2_RC <- MULm(U2_RA,U2_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U2_nop
{ U2.OP = Ox3; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
= U2_RB; U2.RC = U2_RC; }
= U2_RB; U2.RC = U2_RC; }
= U2_RB; U2.RC = U2_RC; }
Field U3f:
U3_NULL DEFINENULLOP
U3_add U3_RA, U3_RB, U3_RC
{ U3.OP = OxO; U3.RA = U3_RA; U3.RB = U3_RB; U3.RC = U3_RC; }
{ U3_RC <- ADDm(U3_RA,U3_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
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U3_mul U3_RA, U3_RB, U3_RC
{ U3.OP = Ox1; U3.RA = U3_RA; U3.RB = U3_RB; U3.RC = U3_RC; }
{ U3_RC <- MULm(U3_RA,U3_RB); }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U3_sl U3_RA, U3_RB, U3_RC
{ U3.OP = Ox2; U3.RA = U3RA; U3.RB = U3_RB; U3.RC = U3_RC; }
{ if (U3_RA < U3_RB)
{ U3_RC <- 1; }
else
{ U3_RC <- 0; }
}
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
U3_nop
{ U3.OP = Ox3; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
// DB1 is used for the data
Field DB1:
DB1_NULL DEFINENULLOP
DB1_move SRC, DEST
{ DB1.SRC = SRC; DB1.DEST = DEST; }
{ DEST <- SRC; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
DB1_moveim DATA, DEST
{ DB1.SRC = 0x10 | (DATA & OxF); DB1.DEST = DEST; }
{ DEST <- DATA; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
DB1_nop
{ DB1.DEST = Ox1F; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
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// DB2 is used for the address
Field DB2:
DB2_NULL DEFINENULLOP
DB2_move SRC, DEST
{ DB2.SRC = SRC; DB2.DEST = DEST; }
{ DEST <- SRC; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
DB2_move_im DATA, DEST
{ DB2.SRC = Ox1O | (DATA & OxF); DB2.DEST = DEST; }
{ DEST <- DATA; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
DB2_nop
{ DB2.DEST = Ox1F; }
{ NOPO; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
#define DMdata OxOC
#define DMaddr OxOD
Field DMf:
DMNULL DEFINENULLOP
// DB1.SRC gets code for DMdata
// DB2.DEST gets code for DMaddr
DMld REG, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = DMdata; DB1.DEST = REG;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = DMaddr; }
{ REG <- DM[LOC]; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
// DB1.DEST gets code for DMdata
// DB2.DEST gets code for DMaddr
DM-st REG, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = (REG & OxF); DB1.DEST = DMdata;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = DMaddr; }
{ DM[LOC] <- REG; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
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DMstim DATA, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = Ox1O I (DATA & 0xF); DB1.DEST = DMdata;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = DMaddr; }
{ DM[LOC] <- DATA; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
#define IMdata OxOE
#define IMaddr OxOF
Field IM:
IMNULL DEFINENULLOP
// DB1.SRC gets code for IMdata
// DB2.DEST gets code for IMaddr
IMld REG, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = IMdata; DB1.DEST = REG;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = IMaddr; }
{ REG <- INST[LOC]; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
// DB1.DEST gets code for IMdata
// DB2.DEST gets code for IMaddr
IMst REG, LOC
{ DB1.SRC = REG; DB1.DEST = IMdata;
DB2.SRC = LOC; DB2.DEST = IMaddr; }
{ INSTELOC] <- REG; }
{}
{ Cycle = 1; Size = 1; Stall = 0; }
{ Latency = 1; Usage = 1; }
------------------------------------------------------------
Section Constraints
// SRC and DEST cannot be the same on either bus
~(DB*_move UO [1]. R*, UQ [1] .R* )
// Cannot use buses for a move between register files if a memory
// operation is using the buses
( ((DB*_move* *,*) I (DB*_nop)) & ((DM_* *) | (IM_* *)) )
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// Cannot do both a DM and IM operation
// because they use the same buses
~( (DM_* *) & (IM_* *) )
// Cannot write to same register from two different operations
( (DB1_move* *,0[1]) & (DB2_move* *,0[1]) )
in-----------------------------------------------------
Section Optional
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Appendix C
Example Code Segments
This appendix provides the five example code segments used to generate the results
presented in Section 9.1.
C.1 Example 1
int a, b, c;
int d, e, f;
b = 3;
c = 4;
e = 6;
f = 7;
a = b + c;
d = e *f;
a = a - d;
return (a);
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C.2 Example 2
int a, b, c;
int d, e, f;
a
b
c
d
e
f
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
a= a +
c =c-
e =e*
a= a-
c =c*
f = a +
return
b;
d;
f;
3;
e;
c;
C.3 Example 3
int i, j;
int a, b;
1=
a=
b=
4;
2;
1;
1;
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a = a*i;
i--;
a = a*i;
b = b*j;
j--
b = b*j;
a = a + b;
return (a);
C.4 Example 4
int i;
int a, b;
i = 1
a= 1
b =4
a= a
b =b
i++;
a= a
b =b
+
+
+
+
(i*2);
(i - 3);
(i*2);
(i - 3);
a = a + b;
return (a);
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;
;
;
C.5 Example 5
int i, j ;
int a, b;
i = 6;
j = 3;
a = 1;
b = 1;
a = a*i;
i--;
a = a*i;
i--;
a =a*i;
b = b*j;
j.--;
b = b*j;
j -- ;
b = b*j;
a = a + b;
return (a);
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